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ABOUT THIS BOOK
This digest has expressly been written to acquaint you with the kind of scientific
research presently carried out by the Instituut voor Cultuurtechniek en Waterhuis
houding (ICW), i.e. the Institute for Land and Water Management Research, at
Wageningen, The Netherlands.
To give you an overall picture of the 115 research projects in progress would have
required either an unwieldly large number of pages or an abstracting of each
research item to only a few paragraphs, leading to a simple enumeration.
Therefore 34 items thought to be of particular scientific interest were chosen from
the six main fields of research of the Institute. These items are presented in the sec
tions of the chapter 'Some specific research and development topics'. The author of
each section was asked to write down in some five typewritten pages, accompanied
with the figures and tables he thought necessary, what he would tell and show about
his own work on that particular subject to a colleague during a one-hour visit.
To make up for the missing items, the heads of the research departments and
research groups were asked to summarize the work done in their particular fields,
also in approximately the same number of pages. This more general information
you will find in the 6 sections of the chapter 'Scope of present research and develop
ment', preceding the specific topics.
Finally, to give you an insight in the Institute as a whole, the director did write the
'Introduction'.
The purpose and composition of this book make it a digest and not a source
book. You therefore will look in vain for extensive scientific evidence or references
to literature. If you want such or other information about a particular subject you
are requested to write to the author or to the Institute, or to come and visit us. We
then will try to satisfy you also in that regard.
E. W. S.
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INTRODUCTION
G. A. Oosterbaan

In October 1980 the Instituut voor Cultuurtechniek en Waterhuishouding will exist
25 years. For a research institute dealing exclusively with land and water management
this is quite a respectable age and reaching it seemed to be an excellent occasion to
publish a book which might give you an idea of our present thoughts and accom
plishments.
Any organization resembles a living being in that it is born in a particular situa
tion and then grows and changes under the influence of many external and internal
stimuli, and this is of course also true for the Institute.
Agriculture in its widest sense, and with that land and water management of the
rural area, for already many thousands of years has been the basis of human
existence. During that time much experience has been gained in agricultural land
and water management, later to be fortified by research carried out in organizations
having quite different tasks as for example the research of soil fertility, plant
physiology, soil physics, hydrology and so on.
Activities of the Netherlands' central government in the fields of agricultural
water management, land reclamation and reallocation developed notably in the
thirties. In the years following the Second World War, the Ministry of Agriculture
and Fisheries with great drive pursued the policy of reactivating agriculture by
means of education, extension and research. The latter also, and often with the aid
and cooperation of farmer organizations and already existing research and execu
ting agencies, by establishing new research institutes and research stations with
specific agricultural tasks.
With regard to land and water management this led to the establishment of the In
stitute in 1955. The primary reason being that the existing research in that field,
although very valuable but scattered as it was over many different organizations,
could not efficiently cope with the many questions and problems that would come
up in the extensive programme of reallocation, water management works and road
construction that were planned for the rural areas of the Netherlands.
The form of a government foundation was chosen for the Institute to ensure that
via the Board (see page 233) the research will remain meaningful and links will exist
with the executing agency, the Government Service for Land and Water Use, and
with many other government and private agencies dealing with the various aspects
of land and water management in the Netherlands as well as with the pertinent
research carried out elsewhere.
The Institute started by taking over particular research, mostly regarding agrohy7

drology, geohydrology and soil science, as well as scientists engaged in it. Therefore
water management research has the longest history within the Institute. From the
beginning, however, research in the fields of soil technology and land use planning
was taken up. In the course of time the later instigated water quality research,
originally confined to salinity problems in groundwater and surface waters, was ex
tended to embrace a much wider scope. Fairly early it also proved necessary to carry
out economic research to evaluate the proposed measures to improve the existing
land and water mangement and the natural characteristics of soils. It is evident that,
already in a very early stage, the research had to be supported by mathematical ana
lysis and the application of computer techniques.
The external influences on the growth and character of the Institute are many.
Especially in a densily populated country as the Netherlands it is not possible to
examine problems related to agriculture in an isolated way. Many other interests
compete for water, space and facilities in rural areas, and rightly so. The answer the
Institute gives in that regard can be read in a number of sections of this book. Still,
agricultural use of land and water will remain dominant and therefore will remain
our main concern.
The main internal influence is the necessity to carry out basic research in many
fields, because often not enough knowledge is available for a satisfactory progress
in applied research, which is the Institute's main task. For many years now the basic
research comprises some 30 per cent of the total research effort.
In the course of the past 25 years, the Institute did grow to its present organiza
tional form (see page 235). The composition of the entire group, now consisting of
116 people, has remained rather stable: some 30% are scientists, 50% research
associates and technical personnel and 20% have administrative and other support
ing functions necessary to carry out our task.
An important item in research always is the dissemination of the newly gained
knowledge. To this end the Institute employs publications, lectures, and collabora
tion in courses, as well as advisory work inside and outside the country, and the
training of a limited number of Dutch students and foreign scientists.
Solitary research, be it by one person or by a fairly large organization, is out of
the question nowadays. Cooperation with other research groups is essential to make
effective contributions to science. In this context special mention should be made of
the National Council for Agricultural Research TNO and its various committees
and working groups. Grateful acknowledgement should also be made of the good
relationships with many agencies and institutes not part of the Ministry of Agricul
ture and Fisheries.
The present time is a very interesting one with regard to the management of land
and water. Views about the use of land and water and about the environment in
general are changing rapidly and new legislation on these subjects is in progress.
8

This will make our field even more complex than it already is. It is of course not pos
sible for the Institute to tackle all problems, but we will try with our research in the
future as we did in the past to anticipate the needs of governmental and non
governmental agencies for new basic knowledge and for new solutions with regard
to the improvement of land and water management.
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SCOPE OF PRESENT RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT

1. WATER MANAGEMENT
J. Wesseling

In the Netherlands more than 80% of agricultural crops are grown under ground
water influence. Therefore drainage is a prerequisite to prevent flooding or water
logging of the soil, especially in autumn, winter and spring. Although drainage has
continuously been improved, particularly during the past 50 to 60 years, there still
are regions where the situation is not ideal.
This is mainly caused by the demands of modern agriculture which require drier
soil water conditions to enable the use of heavier machinery and a more evenly
spreading of labour, as well as to achieve a lengthening of the growing season in
spring and autumn by early sowing and late harvesting through a greater bearing
capacity of the soil.
Under the prevailing climatic conditions in the Netherlands, however, the excess
of water in late autumn, winter and early spring changes into a shortage of water
available to the crop in the growing season. Especially in dry summers this shortage
may be considerable and lead to supplemental irrigation in many regions.
Apart from natural and artificial drainage the existing groundwater conditions
are influenced by a heavy demand for groundwater as a source for domestic and in
dustrial water supply, especially in the higher parts of the country where fresh
groundwater aquifers exist to depths of more than 200 meters. Groundwater extrac
tion sometimes competes with agricultural water requirements and both artificial
drainage for agricultural purposes and groundwater extraction interfere with the
water mangement of nature reservations, which generally are, and should remain,
wetlands.
In the major part of the country deep and rather highly permeable aquifers are
present. Therefore surface runoff only rarely occurs and drainage is almost comple
tely base on groundwater flow. A considerable part of the water management
research therefore is devoted to the expanding of groundwater flow theories and the
application of analytical methods and analog as well as numerical models. At
present quite an arsenal of methods and solutions is available. Use of these methods
under field conditions, however, is only possible when sufficient data about the geohydrological conditions in the subsoil are available. Therefore geo-hydrological bor
11

ings, pumping tests, etc. and their interpretation form a basic part of the research.
The aim of these investigations is to obtain a sufficient insight in occurrence, contin
uity, thickness and permeability of the various strata to allow modeling of the sub
soil conditions suitable for analytical or numerical computations. The obtaining,
handling and interpreting of undisturbed soil cores, as well as the gaining of an in
sight in the relationship between soil texture and permeability are main items in this
research.
This type of water management research is at present mainly concerned with
problems about the relationship between groundwater and surface waters and the
effect of drainage works and groundwater extraction in agricultural areas on the
hydrological situation in natural reserve areas.
For crops growing under groundwater influence and climatological conditions
like those prevailing in the Netherlands, the improvement of drainage implies a
greater risk of drought damage, especially on coarse textured soils with a low water
holding capacity. Therefore good water management requires a balance between
damage due to waterlogging in winter, spring and autumn, and a possible water
shortage in summer.
This research mainly concerns the soil - plant - atmosphere system. The unsat
urated zone of the soil forms the central theme and the basis of all studies is the
research about water transport in this zone and its relationship with water content
(moisture characteristics, conductivity and moisture pressure, diffusivity and
moisture content). This implies on the one hand the development of laboratory and
field techniques as well as research on the relationship between soil type and soil
physical properties, and on the other hand the numerical modeling of water use and
water uptake by plants.
Linking water use of crops with growth rate and production requires, apart from
data on physical properties, data on water use and crop yield. To this purpose irriga
tion experiments under different moisture regimes are carried out. With regard to
horticultural crops, product quality is included as an important item.
The results obtained with these models form in the first place a basis for the
economic evaluation of water mangement projects. A second application is the
determination of damage done to agriculture when groundwater is withdrawn, tem
porarily for construction purposes and permanently for domestic and industrial
water supply.
The results of water uptake - crop yield models in combination with hydrologic
al, meteorological and land use data are used to determine regional water demand.
Additional research, combining both general groundwater theories and the results
of the above mentioned models, is carried out to find the effect on agricultural crops
of water management procedures, as control of open water levels in ditches and the
manipulation of weirs. This type of research is closely connected with the problem
12

in how far additional water transport to certain areas can aid in preventing the
occurrence of water shortages in dry summers.
As mentioned earlier, in a large part of the Netherlands subsurface infiltration is
applied by maintaining high water levels in the open ditches already present for
drainage purposes. Where they run dry during summer periods, letting water in can
be a solution. If this is not possible, the use of groundwater for sprinkling irrigation
is a common method to overcome the drought problem. This system, however, lays
an additional burden on the groundwater reservoir, which in some regions is already
overpumped for industrial and domestic use.
Remote sensing has proved to be an excellent method to trace shortcomings in the
water supply of agricultural land. A large effort has been made to apply this techni
que to agriculture in particular, but research plans have been developed to include
natural vegetation, especially with the object of obtaining a warning sytem for the
overpumping of groundwater reservoirs.
The remote sensing techniques offer new possibilities to check the output of
regional water management models and in that context they offer possibilities to
solve various other problems as the recharge of groundwater reservoirs, the estima
tion of the moment and amount of irrigation, water supply, etc.
For a long time water management research has been a research dealing with
specific separate topics, as regional drainage, farm drainage, sprinkler irrigation,
subsurface irrigation, water use by crops, etc. Especially during the last decade,
however, the research developed in the direction of trying to solve more complex
problems of regional water management in which agriculture, nature preservation,
water quality control and groundwater use for domestic and industrial purposes, all
should be given their due.
The basic knowledge and experience with regard to the different aspects are
available, but integrating them still will demand a great deal of effort. On the other
hand, although the problems have become more and more complicated, the present
tools like electronic data collection and calculation devices offer the possibility of
reaching solutions for problems which without them never could be solved.
This trend does not imply that research on individual aspects has been stopped.
Of many aspects of water management a sufficient knowledge still is lacking. A
typical example, under investigation for several years, is the problem of choosing
the right material for underground farm drainage. Artificial drainage of agricultural
land often will be required and underground drainage then will be a necessity to
minimize the loss of land and to be able to keep or construct large tracts of land
which can be cultivated with machines. The increasing labour costs for installation
of underground drainage, the introduction of plastic pipes and the shortage of good
natural filter materials, made it necessary to apply several kinds of new artificial
13

filter materials. Their influence on the effectiveness of a drainage system is in many
cases not yet known, however.
There is no lack of similar detail-problems. Water management research in the fu
ture therefore will remain to consist of a range of studies dealing with specific details
as well as with intricate multifunctional water management involving large areas.
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2. WATER QUALITY
P. E. Rijtema

The significance of the consequences of human activities in rural regions on the
environmental quality has grown with the broadening of the aims of land and water
management and the increasing mutual relationships of competing interests. As the
chemical composition of groundwater and surface waters is an important limiting
condition for a number of activities and uses of water, the Institute's research
programme in this regard mainly deals with:
- processes determining the quality of groundwater and surface waters;
- relationships between agricultural as well as non-agricultural land use and water
quality;
- land treatment of waste water of agro-industries;
- effects of land and water management measures on the chemical composition of
groundwater and surface waters;
- relationships between water quality, crop reactions and nature management.
The influence of agriculture on water quality depends on farming intensity and
fertilizer use. Intensively managed holdings with stocks of pigs and calves for fatten
ing and insufficient land for a normal use of animal manure lead to dumping of
slurry, with unacceptable environmental consequences. Nitrogen emission from
agricultural lands depends on farming practice as well as on water management. In
order to evaluate the environmental effects of agriculture, special attention is given
to the nitrogen emission from unfertilized nature areas. Differences in soil type and
soil formation affect the natural load of groundwater and surface waters.
The effects of land and water management of agricultural lands on the environ
mental quality are studied and the results used as basis for environmental impact
studies of land and water management measures.
Protection of the groundwater quality in the extraction areas for municipal water
supply limits agricultural development. The results of the Institute's studies can be
used to evaluate both the necessity of fertilizing and other land management restric
tions and the consequences for agriculture.
An important part of the water management research, both on water quantity and
water quality is performed in a regional study of the northwestern Netherlands. The
investigations are directed towards a description and analysis of the hydrological
situation and its effects on the quality of groundwater and surface waters.
From the beginning of the Institute's activities attention has been given to prob
lems connected with the salt load, particularly the chloride load, in groundwater
15

and surface waters. In addition to research on salt — crop reactions, attention is
given to the problems of salt and chloride accumulation in soils and the required soil
leaching. Part of the research activities are concentrated on model analysis of an in
tegrated water management and the determination of flushing and leaching require
ments of the polder districts in the western Netherlands, particularly of the glass
house districts with intensive horticulture. Water and mineral balances in glasshouse
horticulture are studied in relation to the quality of sprinkling water. It is common
use in glasshouse horticulture to supply fertilizers by solving them in the irrigation
water at a given concentration throughout the growing season. A poor quality of
surface waters used for sprinkling irrigation automatically leads to an increased
leaching requirement and as a consequence to a more than proportional increase in
the leaching of fertilizers.
Due to the frequent succession of cultures the prevention of plant diseases is a
very important item in glasshouse horticulture. The spreading of pesticides and soil
desinfectants and their residual products in the environment by leaching of glass
house soils is therefore investigated. The residual bromide-ion of the soil désinfec
tant methylbromide, for example, accumulates in the crop, leading to the setting of
a maximum acceptable tolerance level in the crop by the Government. The farmers
reacted by intensively leaching the soil after soil desinfection, resulting in an in
creased load of both methylbromide and bromide-ions in the surface waters.
Analysis of the environmental effects of sanitary landfills and the consequences
of calamities involving organic liquids in rural regions have an important place in
the Institute's programme. Special attention is given to the evaluation of measures
to prevent or to reduce soil contamination and groundwater pollution by sanitary
landfills.
There is a renewed interest in land spreading of waste water as a consequence of
the Surface Waters Pollution Act. For an evaluation of the economic and environ
mental consequences, in the research attention has been given to the following
aspects:
- application of sprinkling irrigation of waste water under different climatological
conditions;
- optimization of the organization of land spreading of waste water and minimi
zing of the costs;
- determination of the labour requirements and a judgement of the social aspects
of large scale land treatment of waste water;
- the continuation of normal agricultural exploitation when land spreading is prac
ticed;
- analysis of the environmental effects of land spreading with special reference to
soil contamination and groundwater pollution.
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Particularly for small agro-industries with a small waste water production in win
ter, land spreading can be an economically attractive and in general environmentally
safe alternative.
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3. SOIL TECHNOLOGY
G. P. Wind

Soil technology is the science dealing with the optimization of soil conditions for
specific uses of land.
The means with which this is achieved are mostly mechanical methods, as deep
plowing, loosening or mixing of the soil, or drainage. Chemical and biological
methods generally are not considered to belong to soil technology. Nevertheless
liming of soils and fertilizing of layers below the topsoil sometimes are part of a soil
technological amelioration, as also the use of soil conditioners. The promotion of a
good biological soil environment in this way, often is used as a means to stabilize the
artifically obtained soil structure.
In the Institute soil technological research mostly is confined to situations in
which plant growth is the main objective or at least is considered to be important.
Because soil technology is based on soil physics and hydrology of unsaturated
soil, it is often very difficult to determine where the boundary between these
disciplines and soil technology is situated. As far as drainage is concerned it stands
to reason that if a division should take place, drainage requirements should be
considered to belong to hydrology and materials and installation to soil technology.
Nevertheless the former also has been studied by the soil technology department and
the latter by the hydrology department. Part of installation techniques, however,
i.e. trenchless drain laying and its soil technological consequences has been studied
in the soil technology department and as such it is presented in the chapter 'Soil as a
substrate'.
Soil technology can, or course, be applied to non-agrarian land. The examples
given deal with the problem of the controversial soil condition requirements for
street construction and tree growth in towns and the investigations to obtain good
playing conditions of grass sportsfields.
The soil technological activities of the Institute regarding agricultural land use can
be divided in those dealing with measures directly affecting plant growth, mostly
called soil improvement measures, and those dealing with measures to improve
workability of soils.
When a soil does not contain enough moisture there are hardly any soil technolo
gical measures with which to increase the moisture content. So there are only very
few, if any, methods to improve a soil existing of pure coarse sand by soil technolog
ical means. Soil improvement can have a result if there is moisture present which,
however, is not available to the plant in the present state. In most cases this means
that the plant roots do not penetrate sufficiently deep into the soil to reach the
18

available moisture. So the task of soil improvement is to promote a deeper rooting
by removing the impediments for root growth.
The most frequently occurring impediment for root growth is a too high entry
resistance. This can be measured by a penetrometer. If the resistance exceeds 2.5
MPa in moist soils root growth seems to be impossible. Sand layers often are too
dense, having a very high bulk density. Loosening of such layers causes an increase
in rooting depth. The profit of this measure is proportional to the gain which is
achieved in actual évapotranspiration. For sandy layers this gain is not very large,
unless groundwater is present at a shallow depth, or there are layers richer in availa
ble moisture underlying the sandy layer.
Other impediments for root growth are a too high acidity (peat layers) and low
oxygen content (peat and clay). If one succeeds in removing these impediments the
effect is much larger than that obtained in sandy soils because far more moisture is
made accessible in peat and clay than in sand. Very good results have been obtained
with sandy cut-over high moor peat soils in the region of the so-called 'peat colo
nies' (provinces of Groningen and Drenthe) where soil improvement now is com
mon practice.
For the execution of soil improvement measures very special large machinery has
been developed. There are rotary mixers working to a depth of 1.5 m, deep-plows,
mixing-plows and mixing-rooters with working depths to 2.5 m. Despite the very
high traction power that is required, the cost of such soil improvement is low, so
many farmers have it carried out.
In modern agriculture the soil surface must have enough strength to bear farm
machinery without detrimental deformation. But not only machines, also cattle
grazing requires a sufficient bearing strength. Both bearing strength of grassland
and workability of arable land have been thoroughly studied by the Institute's
department of soil technology.
Moisture content and bulk density are determining the bearing strength of grass
land. Especially on peat soils and other soils with high organic matter contents the
sward is frequently damaged by trampling. This can be remedied by covering the
original soil with a sandy top layer, the sand obtained from the subsoil. At most
sites, however, sand is not available. Then either sand will have to be transported to
the site, or the original soil surface must be brought to provide the sufficient bearing
strength of 0.6 MPa. For most soils this can be realized by setting a specific drainage
depth. At the right moisture pressure head the soil is compacted by the cattle to such
a degree that the bearing strength will remain high enough, even in occasional wet
periods, and nevertheless grass growth will not be hampered by a lack of aeration.
In peat soils such a drainage depth will cause subsidence; a problem which is
treated in section V.2.
For arable land workability is meaning more than just sufficient bearing strength;
19

the top layer should also have a good structure for seedbed preparation. And, more
over, this is to be obtained as early in spring as possible. Therefore a deep drainage
is required, which on the other hand can cause drought damage in summer. To
study this controversial problem, models have been developed which are treated in
the chapter on soil - plant - atmosphere systems.
The department of soil technology also is involved in research of the techniques of
moving earth. The works this is directed at are leveling, filling superfluous canals and
ditches and processing of earth cut for the construction of new ditches and canals.
In many of these works it is preferable to keep the topsoil on top and leveling
should be done with subsoil, later to be overlain again by the topsoil. To that
purpose the cut is deep-plowed bringing the required amount of subsoil to the top.
After removal of this subsoil by a bulldozer, the original topsoil is at the surface
again. In the fill area the reverse is done: subsoil is brought on the topsoil. After
wards the soil is deep-plowed so the original topsoil is returned to the surface again.
Other research topics are the capacity of plowing and earth-moving equipment as
dependent on the length of the transport distance, as also the quality judgement,
efficiency and organization of the job.
In some of the sandy areas in the Netherlands, arable agriculture causes wind
erosion hazards, especially in the so-called 'peat colonies'. The initially high organic
matter content of about 15% which prevented wind erosion decreases and in the
vast open landscape high wind velocities are reached. Research is being started in or
der to prevent the threatening deterioration of the soil.
A typical Dutch problem is that of the wooden pile foundation of many buildings.
The wooden piles are preserved by the lack of oxygen below the phreatic level. Now
that the groundwater depth is increased in many polders, the top of the wooden
foundations reach above the groundwater table into a soil atmosphere containing
some oxygen. The effects on the structure and stability of the buildings can be dis
astrous. An investigation has been started to see to which extent a lowering of the
groundwater can be tolerated as well as to find measures to maintain high ground
water levels in the vicinity of buildings constructed on wooden piles.
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4. LAND USE PLANNING
C. Bijkerk

The Institute's research with regard to land use planning did start with analyses of
farm panellation and rural infrastructure and with studying the effects on the
agricultural efficiency and productivity of amelioration works as reallotment,
improvement of size and shape of lots, road building for the accessibility of land
and farms, and resettlement of farms. In the present research technical aspects of
the implementation of land consolidation works as well as their effects on labour re
quirement, mechanization and the economic output of agricultural and horticultural
farms play an important role.
More or less simultaneously descriptive surveys of panellation and infrastructure
were started, which serve as an input for the analytic studies. This descriptive type
of research received a strong impulse from the First Long Term Land Consolidation
Programme of 1958, which required a quantitative knowledge of rural infrastruc
ture on which to base the new land consolidation schemes. At present a computer
ized system to describe the existing land layout is regularly applied in the preparation
of land consolidation projects. This system gives information about actual land use,
panellation and socio-economic structure. Up to now about 1,000,000 ha, being
50% of the cultivated area in the Netherlands, has been processed in this Land Divi
sion Survey Netherlands.
An important issue in land consolidation projects (yearly comprising approxima
tely 40,000 ha) is an early knowledge of the future arrangement of lots. This is a
decisive item for a wide range of decisions as road building and road reconstruction,
resettlement of farms, filling and digging of ditches, removing hedges and fences
and consequently for the investment level. The Institute has developed a comput
erized method for the determination of optimal reallotment plans, establishing the
minimum mean transport volume between lots and farmbuildings. This computer
method makes use of and is attached to the above mentioned computerized land di
vision survey system. Since recently the system makes use of digitized maps.
The investment in roads (building as well as reconstruction) form a substantial
part of the total investment in land consolidation projects; in peat areas up to 50%
of the total. For design purposes a set of traffic models for rural road networks is
being calibrated for the calculation of traffic flows on any particular section of such
a network, as a function of land use distribution and the spatial characteristics of
the network.
In the mid-sixties the preservation of nature and landscape in land consolidation
became a matter of concern. This resulted in an extension of the research to include
problems related to non-agrarian values and functions. This kind of research started
21

with the effect on agriculture of restrictions in farm management (with regard to
mowing dates, use of fertilizers and pesticides) for the purpose of nature conserva
tion. Another non-agricultural subject of research was created by the explosive in
crease of outdoor recreation. In land consolidation projects this leads to a large
demand for space to be used for this purpose (as outdoor swimming pools and in
land beaches, camping sites, picnic places, cycling and walking trails) and even to
the creation of specific large scale projects as Spaarnwoude and mid-Delfland.
For the reconstruction of Mid-Delfland, situated between the towns of Rotterdam
and Delft, a planning procedure made possible by a specific Reconstruction Act is in
progress. In this region, agriculture, outdoor recreation, nature and landscape, each
should be allocated sufficient room for development. In this context a synthesis
model in the form of an integrated plan has been made. A whole field of research on
outdoor recreation now has developed which, generally speaking, can be divided
into demand (behaviour) and supply (capacity) studies, and research in which
demand and supply are integrated. The latter among other things by means of
models for project planning. Other subjects deal with the relation between outdoor
recreation and nature and the economic evaluation of projects. Examples of these
types of research are given in chapter VI.
Another new element was the demand for applied research with regard to resi
dential facilities in rural areas, as this aspect has a large influence on physical plan
ning and land consolidation. This gave rise to studies on the growth and spatial dis
tribution of second-homes and camping sites. Also the layout and reconstruction
aspects of ribbon-shaped villages were studied. Recently a study was started on land
use developments in rural — urban fringe zones, showing phenomena as dumping
of refuse, hobby farming, free-time gardening, slackening investment in agriculture
and uncertainty about future land use allocation. Another example in this context is
the study of urbanization and land use planning in the so-called green heart of Hol
land, i.e. the Midden-Randstad area between the towns of Amsterdam, The Hague,
Rotterdam and Utrecht.
The taking into account of the many new functions and values of rural areas has
highly complicated the design of land use plans. Given the objective of making land
use plans satisfactory on the long term, the planning and land consolidation agen
cies continuously demand new approaches to multipurpose land use planning.
Therefore in a period of ten years a series of regional studies has been carried out on
specific topics by multidisciplinary teams consisting of experts on agricultural engi
neering, nature conservation, landscape, physical planning, outdoor recreation and
agricultural and regional economics, by means of the cooperation of many research
institutes and services. The results of these studies are transferable to much wider re
gions than the actual study area. Examples are the Volthe-De Lutte study: giving a
planning model for sandy regions with hedges and nature areas in the eastern prov
inces; the Eilandspolder study about agriculture in water fowl areas; the Midden22

Maasland study concerning the southern sandy regions; the Lopikerwaard study
about grassland farms on low moor peat soils and the already mentioned MiddenRandstad study dealing with urbanized rural areas. To be completed is the central
North Brabant study, which has as main purpose to establish general design criteria
for land layout and land management in areas with multiple land use.
As can be seen from the above, it is the purpose of the Institute's land use plan
ning research to develop methods which in the end will make it possible to arrive at a
land layout and a land management which ensures a balanced development of rural
areas on the short as well as the long term.
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5. ECONOMIC EVALUATION
L. J. Locht

The research in the department of economics of the Institute concerns the evalua
tion as well as the effects of rural reconstruction plans and the improvement of rural
quantitative and qualitative water management. The aim is to develop economic in
struments for:
-

the shaping of plans to improve rural infrastructure;
the evaluation of those plans;
plan execution;
management of land and water use, given the infrastructure;
cost allocation and reimbursement decisions.

With regard to the shaping of plans, a procedure has been developed to analyze
regional water economics with cost and utility functions as if the decisions were de
centralized and taken under the conditions of a perfect market. This procedure has
been used in the first stage of a general study on regional water management in the
province of Gelderland. The method makes it possible to scout the direction of
improvements such as the substitution of the use of surface waters for groundwater
use to provide municipal water, the choosing of locations for water extraction which
minimize damage to agriculture and nature and the limiting of industrial water use.
The method is particularly adapted for the insertion of different preferences of the
parties in the decision making process. The procedure can be seen as a game with
curves. Another model provides for scouting where and to what extent to dig open
pits sand for construction purposes, by means of minimizing the costs of transport
and land. The model permits the inclusion of damages to the landscape and of the
benefits for recreational use of the excavated pools as depending on their location
and size.
Regarding land use, methods have been designed which, starting from different
sets of preferences, derive the optimal location of woods, taking into account a
constraint dealing with the coherence of the located parts to the forest as a whole.
The method has variants operating either with a one-measure or a multi-measure
analysis.
Some farm management studies with constraints stemming from nature conserva
tion are in fact also a scouting procedure for the optimal shape of conservation
areas.
If a partial and marginal analysis is included evaluation of projects, as discussed
below, can also be an indication for the choice of an improvement plan. One such
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study concerns the use of drainage in the Nile Delta. It is aimed at evaluating for the
World Bank the large investment involved, but it also contains an evaluation of
drainage quality, of the sequence of the regions in which drainage is to be carried
out, and of improved management on the farms involved.
Some present research of the department also incorporates an element of scout
ing. One item deals with the integrated management of groundwater quality and
water quantity, the other with water supply.
The major research achievements regarding plan evaluation are discussed in sec
tions VII. 1 and VII.2 (the model for agricultural development and the model for the
effects on farm production), and the sections VI.3 and VI.5 (models for the evalua
tion of environmental values and recreational facilities).
Using these and other sector studies, some integrated evaluations have been
performed as for example for a region in the centre of the Netherlands (Lopikerwaard) and one in the North (Linde-Zuid). A special characteristic of the first
mentioned evaluation is the use of plan alternatives and deriving cost - benefit
estimates over increments in the provisions for agriculture, forestry, nature, recre
ation and second-homes separately. A special characteristic of the second mentioned
evaluation method is that the cost — benefit estimate sensibility for the effects of
changes in prices on agricultural development has been tested, be it roughly.
In several publications of the Institute it is argued that the project evaluator
should give boundaries for the cut-off ratio, e.g. 3% and 8%, and consequently
should provide the executive agency with demand curves for their funds within that
margin. The main arguments for this are derived from discussions on the time
preference and the possibilities and advantages of subsystem optimization.
Among the contributions to the recently developed scheme for cost - benefit cal
culations of the executive agency for rural reconstruction, are studies in which
accounting prices are derived for labour in agriculture and an estimate of the devel
opment of induced aggregate investments is provided. Present research includes the
specifying of investment behaviour in agriculture.
Studies about the economic aspects of plan execution are carried out in close
cooperation with the other departments of the Institute.
One of the major problems nowadays is in what direction the management of
farmers, while taking into account the environmental requirements should go in dif
ferent regions and next how the farmers can be induced to apply that kind of man
agement. Several research projects in this field have been started. The aim is to inte
grate the forthcoming results and to derive recommendations for the executive
agency concerned.
With regard to the management of water supply a study is in an advanced stage,
but the economics are still to be worked out.
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A procedure developed with regard to cost allocation and reimbursement is dis
cussed in section VII.3. It deals with the cost allocation of water management as
such as well as with the reimbursement of the water board's share in the costs.
In some cases advice was given about the optimal use of resources, as also on the
preferability of whether or not free access should be given to specific outdoor
recreation facilities.
An extensive study was made of cost sharing in transfrontier pollution in which it
was advocated to include in the calculations the victims' costs for preventing dam
ages and for correcting the willingness-to-pay concept with regard to income differentionals. Calculation devices on these points were developed as a contribution to
future guide lines for international agreements on this issue.
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6. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSES
Ph. Th. Stol

In principle the Section Mathematics is a service section that gives support to all
research workers of the Institute with respect to mathematical and statistical
analyses and electronic data processing. This support is given in several ways
depending on the level needed.
Several questions can be solved by giving advice or in a more operational manner
by writing application computer programs to be run by the Section or by the
research workers themselves. It is the policy of the Section to stimulate electronic in
formation processing in such a way that in all departments of the Institute research
workers become as self-supporting as possible. This especially in those cases where
analytical models are being developed and have to be made operational. As
experience has shown, optimal progress is obtained when the research worker is
familiar with the technical elaborations that make his models work.
The facilities of the Section can be used by all workers of the Institute on a selfservice basis and the Section organizes internal courses to improve the efficient use
of the peripherals available.
Program packages have been written for several subjects. A set that is regularly
used processes data stored according to a generally applied format assigned to a
data file. All measurements recorded on cassette tapes are put in the standardized
format to obtain interfaces of general structure.
Main programs also are developed by the Section and several subjects have been
worked out in more detail, sometimes in cooperation with those who proposed the
problem.
With regard to the flow of water in a network of open channels an algorithm has
been developed which makes it possible to estimate the distribution of water flowing
through a network of open channels with an iterative calculating procedure.
The calculations are based on two simple principles. Firstly it is assumed that in
each nodal point there is an equilibrium of the amounts of water flowing in and out.
Secondly the drop of the water level between any pair of nodal points is supposed to
be independent of the route between these two points. The network is subdivided
into meshes and a mixed system of linear and nonlinear equations is used. The
linear subsystem corresponds with equilibrium conditions and the nonlinear equa
tions take care of the fact that in each mesh the drop of the water level does not
depend on the route. A satisfying division of the network is obtained when no mesh
contains another one and each channel occurs either in one or in two meshes. Such a
division is unique and has the advantage of smoothing and speeding up the iterative
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calculation of the flow pattern.
The computer program offers the possibility to investigate how a flow pattern can
be influenced and regulated by changing the dimensions of channels as well as some
of their other characteristics as the bottom level or the dimensions and locations of
weirs and culverts. The program signalizes the presence of unrealistic data but it
reduces computer costs by avoiding such data as much as possible. This can be
achieved by a close cooperation of the investigator and the person in charge of
computer processing.
An important application will be the regulation of the chloride content of the
open water in the province of Zeeland by establishing appropriate flow patterns.
From analysis or otherwise a matrix often is obtained in which two by two
comparisons of objects are made. Then the question may arise whether and in what
way an order of preference for all objects can be derived from the preference matrix
which only contains pairwise preferences.
A preference sequence algorithm has been developed based on the fact that the
preference relation between objects obeys the law of transitivity, i.e.: if A is prefer
red to B and B is preferred to C then A is preferred to C. In practice the presence of
a perfect preference relation will be a rare phenomenon. Therefore the preference
matrix will contain violations of the transitivity law; the best that can be done is to
approximate the 'perfect preference matrix'. Here the algorithm can come into
action by rearranging the objects in the original matrix to a matrix fitting the perfect
matrix as close as possible.
The algorithm does not investigate the complete set of permutations of the objects
as then the amount of work would be proportional to n factorial. To circumvent this,
newly developed tests were introduced which inhibit the construction of nonoptimal orders of preference. In computer experiments matrices were generated and
it was shown that the expected amount of work now could be considered propor
tional to the exponential function 2". So adding one more object would double the
amount of searching work, whereas investigation of all permutations would pro
duce n + 1 times the amount of work. The validity of the exponential function has
been confirmed by a theoretical examination of two classes of preference matrices:
one with a perfect order of preference and one without a specific preference
sequence.
Using a powerful computer the new algorithm can handle 20 objects at acceptable
costs, while examining all sequences would become very expensive with 10 objects.
Although the algorithm is rather time consuming it has several advantages. It
does not impose any restrictions on the matrix used. It can be a matrix of a more
general kind containing more information than the mere preference of one object to
the other in every couple. Now the investigator may declare two objects to be equiv
alent. The algorithm also produces a 'measure of preference' by means of which
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semi-solutions can be compared with the final one, worthwhile when a computed
preference sequence does not meet additional requirements imposed by the user of
the results. Moreover, it can serve to compare different preference matrices with
respect to the consistency of their preference sequences which is an advantage when
working with a strict preference matrix and in case the measure of preference is low
a number of equivalent sequences usually is obtained.
The algorithm can also be used when not to be overruled objections exist to
compare objects on the basis of a group of criteria expressed in one unit (monetary
units for example, as may happen in the case of nature or landscape values versus
farm exploitation results). In that case direct pairwise comparison might be the best
that can be done, but then one must be aware of the danger of judging the pairs
dependently: if A is better than B and B is better than C, it would be tempting to
decide that A is better than C. To avoid this the complete set of pairs is divided into
subsets in such a way that the three pairs (A,B), (B,C) and (A,C) will not be present
in one subset and each subset is assigned to a different judge to achieve independen
cy of pairs. When the objects have been compared on the basis of a number of crite
ria a generalized preference matrix may result from this multi-criteria analysis. This
matrix then can be used as an input for the preference sequence algorithm.
A well-known problem in rainfall data analysis is the decrease of the correlation
between station data with an increasing interstation distance. An analytical model
has been developed in which the variables are the interstation correlation as a func
tion of the interstation distance. The parameters are the storm width, the maximum
rainfall depth at the centre of the storm, the length of the cross section of the gauged
area, the percentage of completely dry days over the gauged area, the distance
between storm cells and the variance of random measuring errors.
The most simple case, a rectangular storm profile, gives rise to two intersecting
straight lines. Which means that the approximation of an interstation correlation
function by a straight line tacitly includes the assumption of constant rainfall depth.
Different storm models produce correlation functions of almost the same shape, the
most important parameter being the storm size.
A computer program has been written to simulate situations covered by the
general model to illustrate the theoretically derived formulas with simulated storm
passings over a given area.
The method developed can also be used to compare the results of interstation
association by means of correlation coefficients and those obtained with the contin
gency index, as sometimes used under meso-scale conditions in tropical regions. In a
further study it will be investigated under what conditions both measures of associa
tion can be transformed in one another and how the cumulation of rainfall amounts
over several days can be included in the model.
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SOME SPECIFIC RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
TOPICS

A. DESCRIPTIVE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

I. WATER SUPPLY OF THE NETHERLANDS
P. J. M. van Boheemen

Introduction
At the moment studies are made of optimal water management, at a regional as
well as a national level. In this context special attention is given to the fresh water
distribution in dry periods. For these studies data are needed about water use in
agriculture and horticulture in dry periods. The year 1976 was characterized by an
extremely dry growing season, which offered the opportunity to carry out such a
water use survey. Some of its aspects and results are presented in this paper.
In the matter of water supply in the Netherlands a difference can be made
between:
- the low, rather flat, western and northern parts of the Netherlands. This part
consists of polders which evacuate the surplus water by means of pumping plants
or sluices;
- the more elevated, rather accidented, eastern and southern parts of the Nether
lands, where the surplus water evacuates without artificial means through
brooks.
With regard to polders, in dry periods they traditionally draw water from canals
and rivers to stabilize the ditch water levels. By subsurface infiltration an additional
water supply to the crops is realized. The working of this process is as follows.
When a crop draws moisture from the soil, the groundwater level normally sinks
below the water level in the ditches. This causes ditch water to infiltrate into the soil.
The infiltration intensity is the higher the larger the groundwater level drawdown. In
the long run, with the drawdown of the groundwater level, the infiltration intensity
will reach a maximum. Then an equilibrium may be reached where replenishment of
the groundwater storage by infiltration (plus upward seepage, if present) equals the
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reduction of that storage by capillary rise of moisture to the root zone (plus down
ward infiltration to the deep subsoil, if that occurs). In peat soils the infiltration in
tensity will reach values of 1 to 2 mm.d 1 , in clay soils 0 to 0.5 mm.d" 1 . The intensi
ty of the capillary rise then has a certain value and does not decrease to zero. Zero
capillary rise will only occur when infiltration and seepage are of no importance (or
downward infiltration is very large) and in the long run the groundwater will sink to
a too deep level.
In the elevated parts of the Netherlands it is not so easy to control the water
course levels. However, it is possible to retard and to limit drainage by the placing of
weirs. In many cases it is not possible to keep the water in the water courses at a cer
tain level in this way. This is only to be achieved by an additional water supply of the
water courses, which is realized in the following manner. Along the canals present in
the region, pumping plants are situated at the sluices. These plants will draw water
from the rivers in which the canals evacuate. Furthermore, inlets are constructed at
the crossings of the brooks with the canals. The canals in the Netherlands, however,
have been constructed for the navigation purposes and are not optimal for water
supply, so several elevated areas are not reached. The construction of new (water
supply) canals is only feasible in very (economically) exceptional cases. When the
level in the water courses can be controlled, infiltration can be practised in the same
way as described for the polder part of the Netherlands. Direct profit is only to be
had in a relatively small strip along the water courses. At any appreciable distance
the groundwater level is too deep and the drainage intensity to the water courses
situated at a much lower level is too high.
At many sites, both in the polders as well as in the more elevated areas, it is not
possible to optimize the crop water supply by subsurface infiltration. Some factors
which determine the infiltration intensity are: distance between the ditches, the free
board of the ditches, thickness and permeability of the aquifer and the resistance of
the ditch sides. Laying of subsurface tubes connected with the ditches is only a suc
cess in special cases. So, when infiltration does not lead to the desired result, sprin
kling or flooding is the only solution.
In many polders it is necessary to flush the ditches with fresh water because of inseeping saline water from the subsoil or the sea. When surplus water is evacuated to
catchwaters as canals and lakes (the 'boezem'), these also are made saline. Salinization also occurs at the outlets and sluices toward the sea. All this makes it necessary
that a large part of the boezem also must be flushed. In some regions flushing may
be necessary because of effluents discharged in the open waters. Leaching of soils is
only necessary in glasshouses.
The inlet of water for flushing often coincides with the water inlet for water level
control.
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Areas with external water supply
Several rivers flow into the Netherlands, of which the Rhine and the Meuse are
the most important ones (fig. 1). The discharge of the other rivers is only of secondary
or regional importance, especially in dry summers (table 1).
The major part of the water crossing the frontier is transported to the North Sea
by a system of rivers, canals and lakes. The distribution of the water over the
various parts of the Netherlands can to some extent be managed by flow regulating
constructions.

Fig. 1. Mean discharge per decade flowing into the Netherlands at the frontier of the rivers Rhine and
Meuse. 1, with a probability of 50% that it is less; 2, with a probability of 10% that it is less.

Table 1. Yearly and summer discharges (April to October) in 10® m3 of the rivers flowing into the Neth
erlands, with probabilities of 50 and 95% respectively that they are higher.

Rhine
Meuse
Other

Year;
50% probability

Summer;
95% prob
ability

69
8
3

21.1
0.7
0.5
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Many regions can draw water from the mentioned system for water level control
and flushing. In this way it is possible to transport water to 1.3 X 10 6 ha cultivated
land (inclusive farmyards, ditches, etc.), i.e. 1.1 x 10 6 ha in the lowlands and 0.2
x 10 6 ha in the more elevated regions. The regions with such external water supply
are shaded in fig. 2. The left figure shows the mean intensity of the inlet for water
level control in the regions with external water supply in the peak periods in 1976,
the right hand one the season value of the water inlet.
The discharge of the inflowing rivers is not always sufficient. In the peak periods
of 1976 the discharge of the Rhine was extremely low (see table 2). There remained

Fig. 2. A: mean intensity of external water supply for water level control in the peak periods (1 to 20 July
and 10 to 31 August) of 1976 in the Netherlands. B: amount of external water supply for water level con
trol in the (extremely dry) period of April to September 1976 in the Netherlands (£0-Penman 555 mm,
precipitation 130 mm).

Table 2. Distribution of the discharge in m3.s ' of the inflowing rivers in the peak periods of 1976.
Discharge of the Rhine
of the Meuse and small rivers
Used for water level control in cultivated areas
for water level control of the Ussel and Marker Lakes
for flushing
Discharge to North Sea via Rotterdam and Amsterdam waterways
* exclusive 2 0 m 3 . s
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1

918
9
202
75
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)
)
\
•
)

927
304
623*

used in s o m e r e g i o n s f o r flushing a n d d i s c h a r g e d via t h e R o t t e r d a m a n d A m s t e r d a m w a t e r w a y s .

too little of the total discharge to prevent intrusion of saline water into the Rotter
dam and Amsterdam waterways between the harbours and the North Sea. This
prevention and some other matters need a minimal 675 m 3 .s _1 . The intrusion of
saline water in 1976 put into danger the external fresh water supply of the midwestern Netherlands.
Areas with sprinkling and flooding
Originally sprinkling occurred only on the more elevated lands at sites with
relative deep groundwater levels and drought-sensitive soils. The water is withdrawn
from the groundwater storage. At present sprinkling is also applied in the lowlands
at sites with external water supply and relatively shallow groundwater tables. This is
linked up with the insufficient infiltration capacity, as mentioned above. The
sprinkling water then is withdrawn from the ditches. Flooding is only applied in very
dry periods, especially in the lowlands. Nearly always surface water is used for
flooding.
In 1976 sprinkling or flooding has been applied on 16% of the farms in the
Netherlands (exclusive glasshouse holdings). The sprinkled or flooded area amount
ed to 12.6% of the total area with field crops (table 3).

Table 3. Total areas, sprinkled areas and flooded areas, all in ha, of field crops in 1976. Between
brackets the sprinkled or flooded areas in per cent of the respective total areas.
Field crops

Total area

Sprinkled

Flooded

Sprinkled or flooded

Gras
Arable crops
Horticultural crops

1,270,061
666,266
106,330

151,444
42,126
27,754

32,603
1,104
2,594

184,047
43,230
30,348

(14.5)
( 6.5)
(28.5)

Total

2,042,657

221,324

36,301

257,625

(12.6)

The average capacity of the pumps used for sprinkling in 1976 was 58 m 3 .hr _1 and
for flooding 186 m 3 .hr _1 . The sprinkling and flooding demanded about 496 x 10 6
m 3 surface water, i.e. in the areas with external supply 397 x 10 6 m 3 (mean sprin
kled amount 245 mm) and in the areas without external supply 76 x 10 6 m 3 (310
mm). The withdrawal from the groundwater storage was 299 x 10 6 m 3 , i.e. in the
areas with external supply 60 x 10 6 m 3 (370 mm) and in the areas without external
supply 236 X 10 6 m 3 (430 mm).
Horticulture in glasshouses is not incorporated in the data given. During the dry
period (April to September) in 1976 the crops in the glasshouses (5,300 ha) received
500 mm, exclusive of leaching. Nearly always surface water was used.
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30 -50ha
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Fig. 3. Dairy farms in the N e t h e r l a n d s using sprinkling or flooding in 1976, in per cent of the total num
ber of such farms, per holding area class and per class of milking cows per ha.

A separate study was made of the differences in farm management between farms
with and farms without sprinkling or flooding. Fig. 3 shows one of the results
obtained. Among farms with many milking cows per ha, the application of sprin
kling or flooding occurred more than among farms with a small number of milking
cows per ha. Fig. 3 also shows that sprinkling and flooding occurred relatively more
on large than on small farms.
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II. LAND DIVISION SURVEY NETHERLANDS;
an inventory system for land management
//. A. van Kleef and C. van Wijk

In part I of the third Memorandum on Physical Planning of the Netherlands, a
number of prescriptions and views are presented. In this context the having of an
outline of the present land management structure is of prime importance for land
use planning, not only for agricultural purposes but also for other ones. This is of
special importance in regions where many non-agrarian aspects are to be found. A
large number of data therefore is to be collected on which to base a long-term policy
for land management.
A survey of the agricultural structure of a country should contain detailed infor
mation about the technical infrastructure, i.e. panellation, road system, soil
characteristics, as well as about the socio-economic situation. Such an information
system has been developed by the ICW, called the Land Division Survey Nether
lands and giving information on the who, what, where and how of land use. All data
are gathered, processed and presented in a uniform manner, to guarantee a functual
comparison of the results. A special organization of the information stream from
field work to office work to computer work is included, as neglecting the organiza
tional details will lead to a lesser effectiveness of the system.
The merit of the system is not only the making available of quantitative informa
tion, but also the opportunity of creating new research and planning methods.
They, although often recognized in earlier days, could not become operational be
cause it was too time consuming to present in an incidental manner the necessary
panellation data of a territory in tables and maps, optimize the boundaries of land
users districts and territorial block boundaries, and make economical calculations
for land management plans, as demanded by the new Land Management Act of
1980.
With the aid of the uniformly gathered and strictly specific facts contained in the
data presented by the Land Division Survey system the framing of new land distri
bution plans is made easier; drawing of all necessary kinds of inferred maps
becomes possible, corrections and mutations to keep the information up to date can
be made very quickly, and a coupling with other information can be realized, as for
example with data on soils, hydrology, site characteristics, vegetation, etc. This
wide range of information can be supplied with great efficiency and accuracy when
modern methods are applied, as the use of digitizers in combination with interactive
computer systems and of electronic drawing machines.
The main outline of the direct information contained in Land Division Survey is
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given in fig. 4. The definitions of the area units distinguished are:
- Block
- Land users district

-

-

- the total region described;
— area with holdings oriented towards one (or more)
specific village centre(s) and within which district as
much land as possible of the holding operators living in
the district is contained;
Holding
- agricultural unit with a registration number in the offi
cial Census;
Compound lot
- combination of one or more adjacent lots separated by
easily passable roads, canals, etc.;
Lot
- piece of land of one holding operator (land user) sur
rounded by land of others. In this piece no roads, ca
nals, etc. are present;
Topographical parcel - piece of land surrounded by lot boundaries and/or
clear topographical boundaries as ditches, hedges, ver
tical drops, etc.

The basis of the inventory system is the so-called land users map on which is given
the who, where and how of each land user in the block. With aid of a topographical
map, a great number of data is gathered and registered. The technical panellation
data originally concerned the lot as basic unit. Now the topographical parcel is the
basic unit of which on the map the following features are noted down: number topo
graphical site, depth, kind of culture, shape, actual distance per road quality, dis
tance weighed according to road quality, accessibility, special characteristics, slope,
etc. The socio-economic data have the holding as unit and concern the occupation
and age of the holding operator, holding size and holding type, number of assisting
sons, ratio owned - lease held tenure, total number of Standard Operation Units
(soil bound and non soil bound) and the number of lessors. The data are each time
compiled to a higher level, so at the end they are given for an entire block.
After processing the data by computer the information is presented in a printed
INPUT, a TABLE HOLDING DATA and an OUTPUT. The OUTPUT tables give
the data in many special combinations. For specific purposes the data can be process
ed with programs other than standard. Aside from tables a number of maps is pro
duced: a map with the boundaries of land users districts, a land users map with and
without land use outside the own land users district; a map with the site of the farmbuildings, a map of compound lots, a distance map, an accessibility map and, where
applicable, a slope map.
This system is operational since 1967 (a full description is supplied on request)
and up to 1-1-1980 a total area of 1,018,000 ha has been inventorized; per 1-1-1980
the registration and the processing of data concern 59,000 ha; surveys requested or
in preparation concern 49,000 ha (see fig. 5).
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Fig. 4. Direct information contained in the Land Division Survey. To be read from bottom to top and
right to left (SOU = (economic) Standard Operation Unit).
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It is planned to store the total of data digitally. This would make it possible to
handle them by means of a data base management system. With the aid of such a
system the possibilities of use will be greatly enlarged. In this context an inventory
of site characteristics is in development. They are divided in those coupled to the
boundaries of topographical parcels and those inside these boundaries. They are
coded and registered via digitizers. This makes it possible to couple land users data
with site characteristics. It also implicates the possibility of making single value
maps and economic calculations about the consequences of planned improvement
measures for layout of the block, layout of holdings and the costs of execution for
various alternatives.
Coupling with other inventorized data can be done when the manner of gathering
other information has been made consistent with that of the Land Division Survey.
In this context one can think of Ordnance Surveys, soil type and vegetation data,
etc. In this manner an integral data system for the rural area could be built.
Research is in progress to give prognoses with the aid of such a system on the future
development of holding size and the automation of reallotment plans.
At the moment data about the agricultural structure are gathered and processed
to set up a structural outline for the long-term policy of agricultural land use in the
Netherlands.
In the field of rural reconstruction and physical planning many more scientific
and practical uses are to be expected, as for example: nature conservation, regula
tions concerning farm management with restraints on production in regions with
great nature values and the siting of outdoor recreation facilities, pipe lines for in
dustry, highways and railways, harbours, airports, etc.
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B. SYSTEMS APPROACH AND APPLICATIONS

I. NONLINEAR PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION
Ph. Th. Stol

Introduction
In modern research mathematical models are used to obtain insight into the
problems under investigation. When models contain variables and arbitrary param
eters, working hypotheses can be tested with series of observations. A difficulty
arises when the parameters occur nonlinearly in the formulas of the model. Then
iterative methods that are expected to produce a solution in a relatively small num
ber of fitting cycles, need to be employed.
A well-known method for finding 'best' values of the parameters is the method of
least-squares. This method enables one to make use of the properties of the space in
which the observed and calculated functions are represented by vectors. In this
observation space the function to be fitted, the so-called condition function, is given
by a surface covered with a curvilinear coordinate system. Analysis of this curvilin
ear coordinate system leads to algorithms that produce paths more closely directed
towards the final solution, thus causing faster convergence.
The research worker who provides the formulas to be fitted should have a say in
the adjustment procedure. On the other hand, it is reasonable to require him to fur
nish data of high quality for the numerical evaluation of his model and the initial
values of the parameters to start the first fitting cycle with.
Optimization techniques can lead to paths of progress that swing over the fitting
surface before a useful final point is reached. The research worker then may require
that intermediate solutions will not move in undesirable directions and that proce
dures are employed that produce a fit along controlled paths to avoid regions that
could result into physically unrealistic solutions. So-called controlled approach to
the final solution is possible by reducing the vector of differences between observed
and calculated values in each cycle to a certain constant percentage and adding this
reduced vector to that of calculated functions values. The new vector of reduced
observed values terminates closer to the fitting surface and although the number of
fitting cycles probably will increase, the convergence procedure is controlled in the
desired way.
Composite functions
Functions to be fitted need not necessarily be simple equations. They may consist
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of a set of equations containing conditions for alternative procedures.
A flowchart of an example of functions with routes that depend on calculated
function values, is given in fig. 6. The symbols have the following meaning:

X = (xu . .

x m ),

or 1 '' 1 = (x 2 u> , • • .,xj i ] ),
/ = l(l)f,
v,

0 = (#!, . . ., d p ) T ,
k = 1(1 )p,
p,

u, v, w,
y,

fo,

v x m observation matrix composed of m column
vectors of variables each with dimension v x 1;
/th 1 x (m-1) observation row vector for independent
variables;
index to count available observations;
number of observations;
p x 1 parameter column vector (transpose of a row
vector);
index to count parameters to be optimized;
number of parameters;
variables of the function to be fitted, each being a
v x 1 column vector;
v X 1 column vector for the function to be fitted. For
a particular value of / the value of y l i > depends on the
value of K m , calculated earlier, which is the argument
of the two-way IF-statement;
v x 1 column difference vector whose elements f0['1
consist of the difference between observed, x^' 1 , and
calculated, y [ i l , values.

Also in this case optimization methods that make use of first derivatives can be
applied. The system of derivatives is illustrated in the same fig. 6. In addition we have:

du u 1 ; first partial derivative of the function u with respect to the £th parameter,
dd k
evaluated for the /th observation;
dfin

f k 1 ' 1 = -*•—» shorthand writing of derivatives.

d6 k

The fitting surface in this case, however, may consist of several different surfaces
depending on the number and order in which the left and the right routes are repre
sented in the vector of calculated function values. This special situation requires
caution in interpreting intermediate and final results.
A more regular case is depicted in fig. 7 where a position vector of calculated
values for the initial parameter values 0 (O) as starting point is given, and also the
corresponding difference vector / 0
(observed minus calculated values), the
direction vector f x ( 0 m ) , tangent to the first parametric curve at the initial point 0 ( O )
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yes
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^

Fig. 6. Flowchart for parameter optimization of a composite two-way condition function y . Main parts
are the calculation of the difference vector ƒ„ and the first partial derivatives with respect to each of the
parameters. Function values and values of first partial derivatives are controlled by values of u"'. The
route through the flowchart can change when 6 is updated. For the meaning of the symbols, see text.
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Fig. 7. Vectors in a 3-dimensional observation space. The figure illustrates the relationship between the
observation vector (independent variable), the position vector to the fitting surface (calculated values)
and their difference (observed minus calculated values) evaluated for the parameter values given by
$ = 0'ol.The fitting surface is supposed to be determined by two parameters (8 = f$1, Q?)1 ) each giving a
family of parametric curves producing a nonlinear coordinate system on the fitting surface. In the initial
point with coordinates 0'°' = (dt"", 62"")T on the fitting surface, the direction vector ƒ, (()"") tangent to a
parametric curve is sketched.

expressed in parameter values, viz. the coordinates on the fitting surface. The sum of
squares of deviations between observed and calculated values is given by the vector
inner products = (f0,f0)•
Linearization
The complete least-squares procedure can be illustrated in vector-representation
in the observation space (fig. 7). The procedure uses linearization of the fitting sur
face in the terminal point of the position vector. Linearization is with respect to
three main properties of the fitting surface. They are:
- the fitting surface is approximated by a plane;
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— the parametric curves are replaced by straight lines in the tangent plane, their di
rection being fixed at their value at 0 (O) (fig. 8);
— the scale factors are fixed at their value at 0 < O ) .
Once this is understood and analyzed, conclusions can be drawn about the prop
erties of the fitting process.
Scale factors. Overshooting, a well-known evil in nonlinear parameter optimization,
is caused by the nonlinearity of the scale factors. If scale factors are assumed to
increase, each in its own way, along the path from f(6 <0) ) to f(0 n ) ), see fig. 8, this
means that the length of the path on the fitting surface is considerably longer than
the length of the image of this path in the tangent plane; compare the location of 0(1)
in the left (tangent plane) and the right (fitting surface) part of fig. 8.
To overcome the consequences of this situation we introduce weights w to act on
the differential vector. If we understand J to be the (v x /^-Jacobian matrix of first
derivatives of the condition function with respect to each of the parameters, evalua
ted for all observations, we can define M - J T J the (p x p) square matrix of nor
m a l e q u a t i o n s . T h e d i f f e r e n t i a l v e c t o r d t h e n is g i v e n b y r f = M W w h e r e N = J T f 0 ,
the normal.
Since overshooting is caused by the increase of the scale factors, we define for the

OBSERVATION SPACE

OBSERVATION SPACE

Fig. 8. Left: detail of tangent plane to fitting surface at 0' 01 with differential correction vector d = (3,3)',
measured in the tangent plane in units of the scale factors /i, and h2 for the first and the second parameter
respectively. The coordinates of the differential vector in the u-dimensional observation space are given
by Jd; right: detail of fitting surface with the same correction vector Jd, tangent to it. The update 0 11 ' =
010' + d gives a new point on the fitting surface. The course of the scale factors, however, induces what
mostly is called overshooting. Without reduction of d by a step size factor X the new point is worse than
the initial one and farther from the final solution 0*.
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Arth parameter wka) = hk ( O a))/hk ( 8 i 0 ) ) where the scale factor hk = ( f h , f k ) V l , the
length of the direction vector. Now we use a search defined by
0<i> = 0<o> + \ w "d
where w° is the diagonal matrix of wk, k = l(l)p, acting on the vector of differential
corrections and X is a step size factor.
This update of 0 ( O ) breaks down the slow convergence that often is found after the
first few successful cycles, even when using modified Gauss-Newton procedures
with reduced step sizes (X < 1).
Parametric curves. Variable scale factors cause curved parametric curves and curved
paths on the fitting surface. This means that the terminal point of the correction
vector deviates from the direction of search as derived in the tangent plane. This
departure from the desired direction of correction can be measured by using the
orthogonal projection of the path of search on the fitting surface onto the tangent
plane at the current starting point (fig. 9). The information that the subminimum is
found in the direction Jb making an angle <p with Jd in the tangent plane, can be
used to improve the direction of search. This improvement is obtained by starting in
a direction with angle -tp measured from Jd. The improvement, faster conver
gence, can be at least of the same order as that with scale vector correction.
Fitting surface. Although in literature most figures that are used to illustrate the

OBSERVATION SPACE

Fig. 9. Illustration of the principle of
the back projection method. The point
01"*1' on the fitting surface is projected
on the tangent plane, indicating that the
vector Jb makes an angle tp with the di
rection obtained with differential correc
tions.
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fitting procedure lay stress on the difference between the fitting surface and the
approximating tangent plane, in recent investigations it was found for several condi
tion functions that the distance between the two is very small compared with the
large distance between first approximation (starting value) and final solution. This
means that the principal part of the difficulties is caused by the curvature of the
parametric curves rather than by the curvature of the fitting surface.
In these cases the puzzling situation arises that the solution in space is found, but
that it cannot directly be expressed in the correct, matching parameter values of the
model. This means that statistical confidence bands also can be constructed in space
without violating any theory based on linearity, but expressing them in the cor
responding parameter values can only be done by means of troublesome iterative
optimization algorithms.

Table 4. The order of magnitude of the radius of geodesic curvature furnishes an indication about the
rate of decrease of the sum of squares to be expected in the next fitting cycle. Lengths are given a geomet
ric meaning by expressing them in meters.
Fitting
cycle

i

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Radius of
geodesic
curvature in
direction of d
(m)
27.39
0.41
0.45
0.50
0.56
0.62
0.69
0.78
0.88
1.01
1.17
1.40
1.72
2.20
3.03
4.67
9.14
25.54
16.33
29.69
31.21
0.34
3.90
0.12
—

With respect to sum of squares
Vs,
(m)

31.25
18.09
18.00
17.90
17.78
17.66
17.52
17.37
17.20
17.01
16.80
16.55
16.28
15.95
15.55
15.05
14.34
13.15
9.35
6.17
2.21
1.34
1.34
1.34
1.34

(m)

18.09
18.00
17.90
17.78
17.66
17.52
17.37
17.20
17.01
16.80
16.55
16.28
15.95
15.55
15.05
14.34
13.15
9.35
6.17
2.21
1.34
1.34
1.34
1.34
—

Cosine
reduction
in %

42.1
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.5
1.6
2.0
2.5
3.2
4.7
8.3
28.9
34.0
64.2
39.4
—
—
—
—

.9967
.9808
.9825
.9843
.9862
.9882
.9902
.9922
.9940
.9956
.9970
.9980
.9986
.9988
.9986
.9979
.9966
.9944
.9869
.9751
.7926
.0338
.0028
.0002
.0000
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Curvature of the fitting surface
Formulas for curvature are derived in differential geometry. Use is made of the
second derivative of the object function with respect to each of the parameters.
When these second derivatives are available, the geodesic curvature of the fitting
surface can be calculated. It is the component of the curvature vector which gives
the rate of change in direction of the tangent when proceeding along a parametric
curve. This component is the ordinary curvature vector of the projection of the
curve onto the plane tangent to the surface at 0.
Applied to a fitting problem these formulas produce the curvature in a direction
of search. If this curvature is small (large radius) the progress can be expected to be
fast. Applied to the formula y = d j e"" a>/b + 1 |~ 1/c , this gives a sequence of inter
mediate results of which the numerical values are given in table 4. It gives cycle num
ber, radius of geodesic curvature, square root of sum of squares S,, square root of
sum of squares in the next cycle S /+1 , reduction to S, n with respect to S, in %, and the
cosine of the angle between f 0 and the fitting surface.
From the table we see that cycle 1, and 18 through 21 are carried out from a start
ing point with a large radius of curvature and so an almost linear environment is
present. The corresponding value of S i+1 affirms that progress is fast in just these
cases. It should be noticed that the curvature can be calculated before S i+1 is known,
so the rate of progress can be estimated in advance.
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II. WATER MANAGEMENT OF RURAL AREAS

1. EFFECTS OF DRAINFILTERS IN THE DESIGN OF DRAINAGE SYSTEMS
J. Wesseling

Introduction
When designing field drainage projects, nearly always the question arises whether
a filter is required or not. Originally the filter around a drainpipe was seen as a
necessary measure to prevent soil particles of being washed into the pipe. After the
introduction of plastic pipes the possibility of varying the openings in drainpipes
appeared. Both theory and experiments on this type of pipes showed that a filter
around a drainpipe is very effective in reducing the flow resistance in the vicinity of
the pipe and so improves the effectiveness of drainage systems.
Accepting this fact, the question arises in how far one has to take into account the
effect of a filter in the design of a drainage system. In order to answer this question
the principles of some drainage theories have been reconsidered in order to find out
in how far the use of filter material can be introduced when using these theories for
design purposes.
Drainage theories
Drainage theories like those of H OOGHOUDT and K IRKHAM normally used for
design purposes, have been derived for so-called 'ideal' drains. No doubt a drain
pipe, even with a filter, cannot be considered as such since the major part of the wall
is impermeable for water and the inflowing water stream is concentrated towards
the openings or perforations.
For design purposes it is assumed that one has to do with so-called 'minimum
drainage conditions', i.e. there is no water standing above the drains. In other
words: the water table at that point is just touching the top of the pipe, the pipe
therefore being just full and running without any back pressure. In fig. 10, pre
sented to show the meaning of the various symbols used, this means that n = 0.
Drainage theories based on the hodograph method ( V AN D EEMTER, ENGLUND,
C HILDS and YOUNGS) show that this condition rarely occurs and that it depends on
the discharge of the system, its geometry as well as the soil properties. Fig. 11 clearly
shows these conditions and their mutual relationship.
Although the drainage formula of Hooghoudt and Kirkham suggest that there is a
linear relationship between the discharge R of the system and the magnitude of m-n,
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Fig. 10. Schematic representation of the drain
age problem showing the meaning of the sym
bols used.

L/2

Fig. 11. Relationship between d/L and R/k for
various values of H/L under which minimum
drainage conditions occur. r 0 , pipe radius; R,
discharge; k, hydraulic conductivity of the soil
surrounding the drain (after List, J. Geophys.
Res. 69, 1964).

the above mentioned theories but also those of KIRKHAM for submerged drains,
ERNST, WESSELING and DAGAN show that with increasing n, flow conditions become
more favourable. Two examples computed with the theory of Kirkham for sub
merged drains clearly show this (table 5). For« < 0.10 meters m does not grow with
the same rate.
Table 5. Values for m and n at R = 7 mm per day towards a drainage system with = 0.0325 meters in a
soil with k = 0.5 meters per day. For case A: L = 18, H = 2 and for case B: L = 20, H = 4.
Case B

Case A
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m

n

m

n

0.47
0.49
0.49
0.51
0.53
0.56
0.60

0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30

0.47
0.48
0.48
0.49
0.52
0.55
0.59

0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30

Taking into account that a drainpipe is a non-ideal one, would mean that there
exists an additional flow resistance in the vicinity of the drain, so in practice the con
dition that n = 0 will be passed sooner. This, however, does not necessarily imply
that the flow conditions become worse, in other words that m is larger at the same
discharge rate, since according to the above discussed theory n may have a certain
value before m is increasing considerably.
Now the entire question whether the non-idealness of the drain should be taken
into account depends on how far n is increasing due to that fact, or what conditions
have to be set for drainpipe and filter to keep n within reasonable limits.
The entrance resistance
Using the drainage theory developed by Ernst the non-idealness of a drain can be
taken into account by introducing the concept of an entrance resistance.
According to this theory the flow towards a parallel drainage system can be given
in the simple form of:
m — n = RL(wh - wr + we)

(1)

where wh, wr and we stand for the horizontal, radial and entrance resistance respec
tively. If again we make a distinction between the minimum drainage condition (no
water above the drain) and the case that the drain is submerged due to its nonidealness, we have in the first case:

- w

(2a)

wr = — I n
irk
irr0

(2b)

we = 0

(2c)

In the case of submerging we have:
wh =

Wr =

L

(3a)

8k ( H + n )
1 „ H+n
r (In —
2ir k
2xr„

iv, = we

, .
- In sin

irn N
—)
H+n

(3b)
(3c)
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Since n will remain small, submerging does not influence the horizontal resistance
very much. On the other hand the radial resistance is considerably reduced. So in or
der to obtain the same result with respect to the water table midway between the
drains, the reduction in radial resistance due to submerging may be used to allow a
certain entrance resistance, w e , hence
we = w, — w„

(4)

where 5 and n stand for submerged and not submerged respectively.
Substituting eqns (2b) and (3b) into eqn (4) gives:

(5)

Fig. 12 gives the values of wek = a for n = 0.1 and n = 0.2 since within these li
mits the value of m does not increase appreciably.
If one choses n = 0.1 as a boundary for submerging, w e k = a should not exceed
0.25. In the case n = 0.2, a should remain below 0.36.
Actual entrance resistances
Both theory and experiments show that the entrance resistance of actual drains
can be expressed by:

where k represents the hydraulic conductivity of the soil surrounding the drain.
Table 6 gives a review of a-values found in literature.
Values for corrugated pipes turn out to vary between 0.03 and 0.08 dependent on
the type of filter.

w e k = cx
0. 4 r -

n = 0.2

0. 2

0
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4

8

12

5

1—20

H (meter)

12- ^a^ues °f w *k
fi = 0 . 1 and n = 0.2.

=

c* depending on H for

Table 6. Values of a measured in field (F) and laboratory (L) experiments.
Type of drain

Filter

F

L

Smooth PVC 5 cm

none
glassfibre
peat cover
peat envelope
none
none
glassfibre
peat cover
peat cover
peat envelope

0.82
0.40
0.08
0.02
0.48
0.30
0.25
0.18
0.05
0.02

0.81
0.14
0.011
0.015
0.042
0.46
0.066
0.014
0.017
0.004

Clay pipe 5 cm

Clay pipe 5 cm (collar type)

Comparing the data given in table 6 with those of fig. 12, it is obvious that
smooth pipes without a filter have a-values of such a magnitude that they can influ
ence the design. As soon as a filter is applied the a-values will fall to a considerably
lower level, except in the case of glassfibre filters. For corrugated pipes a-values are
that low that they are several orders of magnitude lower than those of fig. 12. The
conclusion therefore is that with regard to the entrance resistance of corrugated
pipes with a filter, a reduction in spacing need not be applied. Neither is this the case
for smooth pipes with voluminous filter materials. For bare pipes it can be necessary
to reduce the designed spacing on the basis of drainage formulas, as a consequence
of the non-idealness of the drain.

2. DRAINAGE OF UNDULATING SANDY SOILS
L. F. Ernst

Introduction
A theoretical treatment of the groundwater flow is generally considered to be in
dispensable both for a general understanding of the existing hydrologie situation in
agricultural soils and for an improvement of the drainage conditions. In most cases
such an analysis is started with the introduction of several simplifications.
Usual simplifications
la. When the relation with time is of importance, which may find its cause in
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variations in precipitation, evaporation and level of open water, it is assumed
that a constant storage coefficient is acceptable. The influence of changes in
groundwater table depth and percolation rate as well as hysteresis phenomena
are often too complicated to take them into account with a minimum of accura
cy and still obtain rather simple formulas suitable for general use.
lb. In a large number of cases a satisfactory approximation of the problem can al
ready be obtained by considering only steady states (or quasi-steady states), as
also will be done in the following evaluation.
2. Nearly without exception, the hydrogeologic properties of the subsoil are very
irregular. This difficulty can be removed by assuming that the stratification of
the aquifer is horizontal and that there is only a small number of subsequent
layers having obvious differences in transmissivity, each layer having constant
values for thickness and conductivity.
3. The drainage channels are assumed to be rectilinear and parallel, with every
where the same spacing and the same cross-sectional area.
4a. The levels of the open water in these parallel channels also are assumed to be the
same throughout the considered area.
4b. Even for non-steady states, the variations with time of the levels of open waters
often are neglected.
The assumptions lb, 2, 3 and 4a have been used in the derivation of the wellknown steady state drainage formulas giving the relationship between the specific
discharge and the elevation of the groundwater table midway between the drainage
channels or tube drains, relative to the level of the water in the drainage channels or
tube drains. Dependent on the conditions (heterogenity of the aquifer, range of dis
charge values relative to conductivity values) the resulting formulas can be of the
1st, 2nd or 3rd degree.
The simplifications 3 and 4 are not very satisfactory for an explanation of the
drainage of the undulating sandy soils in the south-eastern part of the Netherlands,
where the elevation of the soil surface is between 5 and 30 m above mean sea level.
The reason is that the large channels in this area are carrying water throughout the
year (perennial streams), while the smaller channels are containing water only
during winter and perhaps during very wet periods in summer (ephemeral streams).
Classification of drainage channels
A classification of drainage channels can be obtained by an examination of the bi
furcations in the channel network. For the Netherlands, however, because of the
large number of artificial drainage channels, a classification according to the size of
the channels (width, depth, area of drainage basin) seems to be more adequate. The
following classification has been used in the study presented here, as will be shown
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in fig. 16 it gives a fairly constant ratio between the geometric properties of succes
sive orders:
1.
2.
3.
4.

small ditches;
medium size ditches;
large ditches;
brooks (examples in the later to be mentioned area: Baaksche Beek, Veengoot,
Aaltensche Slinge);
5. small rivers (Berkel, Overijsselse Vecht);
6. large rivers (examples in Europe: Ems, Meuse, Rhine).
Most atlasses and maps for general use contain only the larger channels of order i
= 4, 5, 6. There are more detailed maps, like the official hydrographie maps of the
Netherlands' Rijkswaterstaat, which nevertheless are not complete although the
scale of these maps is about 10 times larger than those for general use.
The Rijkswaterstaat map of the area Achterhoek in the province of Gelderland
shows all the channels of order / = 3, about 50% of order / = 2 and none of order
i = 1. For this reason an exhaustive investigation has been carried out in a small
part of this area. From a cross-sectional profile (fig. 13) it can be seen that between
the brooks Veengoot and Aaltensche Slinge (i = 4), which are perennial streams, all
other channels in this section are without water for a more or less important period
of the year.
Derivation of the specific discharge
A schematization of the problem can be found when fig. 13 is replaced by fig. 14

Fig. 13. Cross-section showing the elevation of the soil surface and the water tables between the brooks
(order ; = 4) Veengoot and Aaltensche Slinge. 1, 6-8 December, 1965; 2, average winter situation; 3,
annual average; 4, 10-20 October, 1965; 5, average summer situation.
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Fig. 14. Principle of superposition for a system of parallel drainage channels: a = b + c + d + e.

which shows that an extremely simple formula can be used for the determination of
the specific discharge U:

U =

3
E U,• + Uex
/= 1

(1)

where
Ui = component of the total specific discharge (fig. 14, c, d, e);
U ex = specific discharge to drainage channels outside the area considered.
Each C/,-term in eqn (1) refers to a symmetric situation. For the Pleistocene areas
considered, it is moreover very exceptional that the upper layers of the aquifer have
a predominating influence in this question. This implies that for each component of
the specific discharge a linear relationship with the elevation of the groundwater
table can be accepted.
The term Uex for the exchange with the outer area is in most cases rather constant
for high to low groundwater tables. In the lower areas, which may have relatively
small seasonal fluctuations in hydraulic head, there is less reason for accepting a
constant (and negative) value for U. x . Because this depends to a large degree on
particular topographic conditions, the [/„-term will be maintained and only the
[/,-term will be transformed in the following way for the case represented in fig. 14:
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u = uex +

h0,3 - h*0 , 2

+

ht i - h *

h 0,2

(2)

ïi
where
h* = depth of the groundwater table below the soil surface;
h% i = depth of the level of open water in channels of order i;
T,
= drainage resistance for a system with channels of order > i only.
In addition to a determination of the specific discharge by summation of the com
ponents over a certain number of discrete classes a continuous integration is also pos
sible (see also fig. 15):

U(b,h*J =

J

hi UbJ
f dh*
T(b,hV

C

1

J mh*)

dh 0

db

db

(3)

where b = depth below the soil surface of the bottom of the drainage channel.
In order to obtain a better manageability of eqn (3) a new parameter will be intro
duced, which will be called the hydraulic head ratio:
ß = b - ht

8

(4)

10

50
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200 —

bor h"
(cm)
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Fig. 15. Graph of the open water surface (h Q) and the bottom depth fb ) versus the effective drain spacing
(LJ. The effective drain spacing is the inverse value of the drain density: L, = M 1 For the periods 1-5,
see fig. 13.
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Use of eqn (4) in eqn (3) yields:

U(b,h*) = ƒ
'/
•

13

h*) ßß/db)
T(b,h*)

h*

Influence of flow of open water on the hydraulic head ratio
For an explicit evaluation of eqn (5) it is necessary to know the functions Ï(b,h*)
and ß(b,h*). While the drainage resistance T is mainly dependent on b and is not va
rying very much with h *, the hydraulic head ratio ß is showing relatively large vari
ations both with b as well as h*, although for drainage channels of the orders 1, 2 and
3 the hydraulic head ratio is rather close to 0.5 as has been shown in an earlier study.
For an adequate determination of the way in which the level of open water h \ is
depending in the average on channel depth b and groundwater table depth h * the in
fluence of the flow of open water has to be taken into account. This requires a large
number of field observations or necessitates a mainly theoretical, rather elaborate,
analysis.
The number of parameters involved in such an analysis (fig. 16) will be about
twice as high as in the simpler case where the specific properties of the flow of open
water are disregarded.
However, by merely taking into account the groundwater flow with a proper al
though not very simple expression for the drainage resistance and with a constant
value for the hydraulic head ratio, this will yield a result for the specific drainage
U(b,h*) which is hardly different from what can be obtained by the also available
more complicated method.
Nevertheless there is no simple final expression which straightly can be obtained
by means of eqn (5), because the suitable expressions for T(b,h*) are rather awk
ward.

Empirical exponential formula
For the time being it seems profitable to recommend the following empirical for
mula for practical use. The results of this eqn (6) do not differ to an important de
gree from the results obtained up to now by a more accurate analysis.
h*

bx
(6,
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Fig. 16. Average properties of drainage channels determined for the orders 1 through 4 (Achterhoek in
the Netherlands) and extrapolated to order 5 (Berkel, Overijsselse Vecht in the Netherlands) and order 6
(Ems, Meuse, Rhine in Europe). Explanation of symbols:
b ~
/
=
Aa =
L =
Le =
M =
Bgs =
Bb =
Bwp —
y =
HW—
LW~
kM =
S =

bottom depth;
length of channel from origin to considered point;
area of drainage basin;
spacing between parallel channels;
effective spacing of drainage channels = M x \
drain density = length of channels per unit area;
width of channel at the soil surface;
width of channel at the bottom;
wetted perimeter;
elevation of the free water surface above the bottom;
high water;
low water;
roughness coefficient according to Gauckler and Manning;
slope.

Eqn (6) has been used for the derivation of the average relationship between the
specific discharge U and the depth h* of the groundwater table for several areas in
the Netherlands, as is shown in fig. 17. The curves 1 and 2 in this figure have been
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Fig. 17. Average relationship between the spe
cific discharge U and the depth h * of the ground
water table below the soil surface, for various
regions in the Netherlands: 1, Noord-Brabant
(brook vales); 2, Salland (average conditions); 3,
Achterhoek (central part); 4, Noord-Brabant
(average conditions); 5, Salland (eastern part); 6,
Noord-Brabant (southeastern part).

obtained by making use of some additional information in order to take into
account that for these areas it is not allowed to accept constant U.x-values.

3. WATER MANAGEMENT OF NATURE AREAS
L. F. Ernst
Introduction
Many nature reserves and similar areas, like swamps, fens, bogs, marshes, vales,
in general the wetlands, owe their ecological value to the abundance of water. That
availability of water can be reduced to an important degree, however, by the hydrological management of the adjacent areas.
An increase of agricultural production and an improvement of the trafficability
of the land can be obtained by a drawdown of the groundwater table. Some of the
means used for this purpose are enlargement of cross-sectional profiles of brooks
and ditches, lowering of the open water level, digging of new ditches and installment
of tube drains in the lower parts of the area considered.
The influence of the drawdown of the groundwater table in an agricultural area
on the conditions of its surroundings depends for a major part on the leakance and
transmissivity of the subsoil. It also is evident that the more the groundwater table is
lowered and the larger the area in which this occurs, the larger the influence will be
in the adjacent areas.
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Although the inevitable lowering of the water table in the outer area of the nature
reserve will not be as large as the drawdown in the agricultural area, the consequen
ces for the ecological system of the nature area may be of some importance. For this
reason a quantitative analysis of the groundwater flow is required, taking into ac
count the major properties of the geohydrologic system.
Basic element of the analysis of groundwater flow in the saturated zone
For a quantitative determination of the present groundwater flow or of future
changes, a more or less complete information is required on the following condi
tions:
- hydraulic conductivity of the underground (hydrogeologic profile);
- topographic situation, especially the shape of the boundary between areas with a
different water management;
- boundary conditions such as precipitation rate, evaporation rate, open water
levels, piezometric head of the groundwater at the lateral boundaries of the area
considered. All these properties possibly both space and time dependent;
- initial conditions for non-steady state groundwater flow. That is: at the begin
ning of the period to be considered (t > 0),the shape of the phreatic surface must
be known;
- properties of the groundwater flow in the unsaturated zone. Very often these will
be summarized by the assumption of a constant storage coefficient /*.
Hydrogeologic investigations of the Netherlands nearly without exception have
shown the existence of very thick aquifers with mostly horizontal layers of clay, peat
or sand. A usual schematization is to assume that there is an alternation of large and
small hydraulic conductivity values resulting in a mainly horizontal flow in the lay
ers of large permeability and a mainly vertical one in the layers with low permeabili
ty. An example of such a schematization with the usual symbols is given in table 7.
Table 7. Symbols used in the description of groundwater flow in a 6-layer aquifer.
Texture

Transmissivity

1. coarse peat or clay

—

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

k2H2

—

—

c3 = HM

k4H,

—

—

II

£

T Ü•

—

H
c

fine sand
clay
medium sand
clay
coarse sand
impermeable

Vertical flow
resistance

Hydraulic head

time independent h0 or
time dependent h(t)
02
—

<t>4
—

—

06

—

—
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Fig. 18. Vertical section perpendicular to an infinitely long, straight boundary between an area with a
high surface elevation (horizontal phreatic surface /ij) and a lower area (horizontal phreatic surface h2).

More than 6 layers also may exist in the aquifer, but this does not seem to be of
much importance for the hydrologie analysis.
In general the groundwater flow problem is to be considered as a 3-dimensional
one, or when variations with time are included even a 4-dimensional one. A rather
often used simplification is the neglect of one of the space coordinates. For instance
the assumption of only horizontal and vertical flow directions can already be consid
ered as a reduction of the dimensions. A considerable simplification can be obtain
ed when moreover one of the horizontal coordinates is neglected, as shown in the
vertical sections given in figs. 18 and 19.

Fig. 19. Vertical section perpendicular to an
infinitely long, straight main channel with a
water level (h0) lower than the horizontal
phreatic surface (hat both sides of the channel.

Differential equations and solutions
For the sake of brevity the following treatment will be restricted for a large part to
the groundwater flow in a 4-layer, vertical cross-section. In this way the analysis can
be started by introduction of three simultaneous differential equations (x = space
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coordinate; t = time; n = storage coefficient; for an explanation of the other sym
bols see table 7):

ß

dh_
dt

<t>2-h
c,
02
dx2

7, r/

d2(t>i

(1)

02 — ^

02

04

(2)

<t>l - 02

With respect to the boundary conditions it is often expedient to distinguish the
following three cases:
a. Steady states with a prescribed constant level in each of the different areas (possi
bly more than the two areas of fig. 18) or with different constant levels in the
main channels (possibly more channels than the one shown in fig. 19).
b. Sinusoidal fluctuations or slightly more complicated periodic fluctuations induc
ed by similar changes in precipitation or in the level of the open water.
c. The exponential decay of the difference between the initial conditions and the
steady state belonging to the time independent boundary conditions.
Case a. Very simple solutions are applicable to steady state groundwater flow. In
such cases dh/dt = 0; h = 4>2 and eqn (1) will vanish. The following expressions may
by used as solutions of the remaining differential eqns (2) and (3):
x
02 (x) = ß1(Ale

Xi

+ A2e

x
<t>* M = Yil^ie

+A2e

Xi
x
Xj

x
) + ß2 (A3e

) + y 2 ( A 3e

X2
x
\2

+ A4e

X2

) + h

(4)

) +h

(5)

x
+/l4e

X2

It is obvious that these equations should contain a constant term at the end, being
the level h of the phreatic surface in the area considered. The coefficients X1? X2 and
the ratios y1 ß{1, y2 ß^1 can be solved by substitution in the differential equations.
Next to this the coefficients Au A2, A3, A4 can be found by means of the boundary
conditions. Often the area considered has to be divided into subareas with mutual
boundary conditions where they adjoin. This implies that the number of unknown
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coefficients will increase considerably. In order to distinguish these coefficients
more easily every area will be denoted by a subscript j, which subscript can be added
to all the coefficients used above.
Case b. Eqns (6), (7) and (8) are giving the solution for a non-steady state groundwa
ter flow with only sinusoidal fluctuations in an infinite half-plane. The latter implies
that for very large values of x the hydraulic head values h, cj)2 and </>4 should ap
proach zero:
x
h(x,t) = IL
A! «j
a1 sin 2
2ir
tt (
L

+ —) + A2 a
ol2 cos 2
2ir
TT (
X1

X1

+ —
—))|e
e
J

^ +
x

[

Tz

x + —
t ) + A4 a4 cos 2ir ( —x + —)
î ^
A3 a3 sin 2ir ( —-X2
tp
X2
tp J

*>2 (x>t) = [A!

sin . . . + A2 ß2 cos . . .]e

t

1

+

(6)

x

[ A 3 /33 sin . . . + A 4 ß 4 cos . . ,]e

(7)

x

(x,t) = [A {Y! sin . .

"17

+ A2 y 2 cos . . .Je

+

x

[A 3 73 sin . . . + A 4 J 4 cos . . .]e

17

(8)

The period tp must be considered to be a given quantity. The coefficients Xj, X2,
£2 can be found by substitution of (6), (7) and (8) in the differential eqns (1), (2) and
(3). Next to this the ratios a. ß;1, etc. can be found. This is to be repeated for every
area involved in the problem. Finally the derivation of the coefficients Au is possible
by using the relevant boundary conditions.
Case c. The following equations are giving a non-steady state solution with expo
nential decay and at every moment a symmetric shape of the phreatic surface with
respect to x = 0. For large values of t the hydraulic head in every layer of the aquifer
has to approach a constant value C.

x
h(x,t) = , 4 j a ! c o s ^ ^ + ^
A
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2

a

2

x

( e ^ + e ^ ) e

t
ö

+ C

(9)

X

<S>i(x,t) = ^i/3iCos

A

+ A2ß2(e ^+e

X

X

t

^)e

9

X

t

+C

(10)

(11)

This case is slightly more complicated. It is very unlikely that a first set of values
for X, £ and d will be satisfactory because the set as a whole has to depend on the in
terrelationship between the different areas.
Using an arbitrary value of X, the corresponding values of £, 6 , a l5 /31; etc. can be
found by substitution of eqns (9), (10) and (11) with the chosen X-value in the differ
ential equations. This set of values is to be substituted in the boundary conditions.
Because of the arbitrary chosen value of X one of the boundary conditions is to be
omitted in order to get a solution of the coefficients Aj, A2 and similar coefficients
for two symmetric outer areas. Substitution of these results in the last boundary
condition will show an error, which makes it necessary to find the correct solutions
by iteration with a range of X-values.
As in the harmonic analysis there is an infinite number of solutions. Very often a
small number of successive solutions for X, of which the largest has a size about
equal to the width of the considered area(s), will allow for a sufficiently accurate
result.
Decline and preservation of bogs and fens in the Netherlands
The raised bogs, like most of the uncultivated wetlands formerly very extensive in
the Netherlands, have disappeared for the greater part by cutting-over of the peat
and bringing the land into agricultural use.
The typical vegetation of raised bogs is still present in small remaining parts.
However, this vegetation has become that scarce, even in nature reserves, that many
ecologists are strongly supporting the conservation of these remainders. For this
reason amelioration of the water management of adjacent areas is a rather intricate
matter.
For the Netherlands one of the most important remaining bogs is to be found in
the nature reserve Fochtelooërveen - Kolonieveld. The planning of an improve
ment of the water management in the agricultural area along the southern boundary
of the nature reserve has been a motive to start a geohydrological investigation of
the nature reserve area. Some results of this investigation are shown in fig. 20 and
table 8.
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c = clay

bc= boulder clay
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Fig. 20. Hydrogeologie profile of the western part of the nature reserve Fochtelooërveen - Kolonieveld.
Table 8. Some characteristics of the nature reserve Fochtelooërveen - Kolonieveld.
No.

Formation

Depth below Specific discharge in mm.year1
ground
surface
northeastern
western
part*
part**
in m

1
2
3
4
5
6

Holocene (peat)
Twenthe (aeolian sands)
Drenthe (boulder clay)
Eindhoven (fluviatile sands)
Peelo ('pot-clay' and fine sands)
Urk - Harderwijk (fluviatile coarse sands)

0- 1
1- 2
2- 3
3- 12
12- 50
50-200

20
10
0
90
0
5

5
5
0
90
0
200

Surface runoff

175

0

Total discharge

300

300

* The western part of the nature reserve has the largest thickness of layers with a very small permeability and therefore
the largest resistance and the largest surface runoff.
** The northeastern part of the reserve has no 'pot-clay' and locally also no boulder clay and peat. This explains a deeper
phreatic surface and little or nothing in surface runoff.

The geohydrologic properties of the area are relatively uncertain, while at the
start the concepts about future changes were rather vague. For these reasons an ex
haustive analysis of the groundwater flow as a non-steady state problem was
thought to be too laborious. It was agreed upon that the required practical decisions
could also be obtained by a more concise treatment. An application of the above
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Fig. 21. Changes in hydraulic head in the nature reserve Fochtelooërveen - Kolonieveld according to
steady state or quasi-steady state calculations as discussed for case a (i = number of layer, see tables 7
and 8).

mentioned time-dependent solutions will ask for a rather wide knowledge about sur
face runoff, storage coefficients, elasticity of the surface peat layer and the drainage
pattern including the smallest ditches and furrows. For these reasons only steadystate equations, as mentioned above in case a, have been used.
Some results of this method are shown in fig. 21. An extrapolation of similar re
sults obtained for three different profiles is shown in fig. 22.

Fig. 22. Change in hydraulic head (cm) in the sand layer immediately below the peat in the nature reserve
Fochtelooërveen - Kolonieveld. Extrapolation of results as shown by curve 2 in fig. 21.
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It can be seen that the most valuable part of the reserve will hardly be influenced.
Nevertheless it is also obvious from fig. 22 that in a 300 meter wide strip along the
southern boundary of this area the changes to be expected according the present
analysis are not to be neglected. It therefore was recommended to execute additional
investigations especially on both sides of the boundary of the nature reserve and the
agricultural area in order to improve the rather scanty knowledge of the geohydrologic situation.

4. SYSTEMS APPROACH IN TERRESTRIAL ECOSYSTEMS
R. H. Kemmers
Introduction
One of the most important aspects of artificial drainage of agricultural land is the
drawdown of the groundwater table in spring and autumn. To realize this a lowering
of the open water level is a necessity. Such measures affect the groundwater regime
in adjacent areas. This is also true for the pumping of groundwater for watering pur
poses in agriculture and for the domestic and industrial drinking water supply.
Such activities also can lead to affecting the groundwater regime of areas with a
high natural value. Changes of the groundwater regime may result in changes in the
vegetation of moist and wet nature reserves and this goes against the current trend to
keep the unfavourable influencing or nature reserves or other areas with high
natural values as small as possible.
In this context it is a first necessity to have a clear insight in the relations which
exist between the groundwater regime and the prevailing natural or semi-natural
vegetation.
Systems ecology
In systems ecology ecosystems are regarded in the light of cybernetics and general
systems theory. In this regard an ecosystem is the abstraction of a regulating device
in a set of input and output relationships. A concrete spatial form of such an eco
system is the ecotopic, the smallest possible functional landscape unit. The task of
landscape ecology is to get to know the functioning of ecotopics within the existing
sets of relationships.
Assuming that each organism is a functional unit with effective regulating devices
to keep itself within its tolerance limits, functional landscape units can analogously
be imagined to be able to protect their limits within a maximally acceptable and
minimally necessary sphere and to call them eco-devices.
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The environment, which can be considered as such an eco-device, must be able to
meet a number of requirements in order not to exceed specific limits if any biocoenose will be able to survive. Biocoenoses will occur at those sites where maximum
and minimum limits are protected 'naturally'.
Relation sets
It is possible to imagine the eco-devices as functioning in a field of forces lying
between a source and a sink. This field is based on a difference of potentials as a
result of which the device can work.
Studying the positional relationships the question is to detect the nature of the
field and the position of the device within this field. By its specific structure the
device will affect the field and will regulate the incoming fluxes to levels which make
it possible for the device to function.
The parts of the device and the connections between them require research of the
conditional relationships.
Lastly we also can distinguish the operational relationship which needs research
on causalities between the output of the device and the availability of energy.
Eco-devices
As the main task of an eco-device we may consider regulation and selection by
which the stability of the operational environment is achieved. This stability is a
condition without which the biocoenose, as an output of the system, cannot survive.
To fulfil this main task the eco-device ought to possess some properties which can be
reduced to four aspects (fig. 23):
- supply
: a shortage is to be filled;
- disposal : a surplus is to be expelled;

supply

source >

>

ECO - DEVICE

resistance

sink

retention

Fig. 23. Working of an eco-device.
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— retention : what is needed is to be kept;
- resistance: what is detrimental is to be stopped from coming in.
With these properties the eco-device can effectively guard itself within the limits
of too much, respectively not enough. A special aspect of retention is the capacity to
keep an equilibrium ('remember' say the ecologists). By means of this property the
eco-device becomes a feedback system.
Water regime and semi-natural vegetations
It is important to establish the position of a nature reserve within a hydrological
field between source and sink.
When the differences in potentials in this field are known, a pattern of isohypses
can be made from which the streamlines of the field can be deduced. The force of
the field can be established if the hydraulic conductivity is known (Darcy's law).
A position near the sink or near the source not only has significance for the water
supply of the system, but also has consequences with regard to the chemical compo
sition of the groundwater. The longer the pathway the groundwater has taken in the
subsoil, the longer the residence time, the larger the concentration of calcium ions
and the higher the pH and the electric conductivity. Therefore the groundwater near
a source has a different character from that near a sink (fig. 24). Such differences in
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Fig. 24. Groundwater composition in relation with its time of residence in the subsoil.
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Fig. 25. Composition of the upper groundwater
in the nature reserve Tielerwaard. A, pure up
ward seepage profile; B, infiltration influence in
an upward seepage profile (caused by water
withdrawal for drinking water supply).
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chemical composition often are of prime importance as in most cases it has condition
al significance.
One of the nature areas in which research was carried out is located in the Tieler
waard (province of Gelderland) on basin clay. The area can be considered as being a
sink. Because of the very small hydraulic conductivity of basin clays
(<kD < 50 m2-day_1) the force of the field is small. For this reason the groundwater
in the reserve is characterised by its very long residence time in the subsoil (fig. 25).
The continuous upward seepage in the reserve ensures the system's permanent water
supply. This manifests itself in the small fluctuation of the phreatic surface. In win
ter the groundwater level reaches the soil surface over a long period.
Hydrological supply and disposal can be studied excellently with the aid of water
balances in which precipitation and capillary rise are aspects of supply, and evapo
ration and drainage aspects of disposal.
The relative richness in calcium ions and a pH-value of more than 6 of the
groundwater in the reserve results in an immobilisation of phosphates during early
spring. Furthermore the high groundwater level in early spring is unfavourable for
the availability of nitrates because of the anaerobic soil conditions. The large
moisture retention capacity of the basin clay, as shown in fig. 26, results in a prolong
ed anaerobic period after a drawdown of the groundwater level. As a consequence
nitrification, an aerobic process, only begins to start during the summer and seems
to reach maximum values in the late summer (fig. 27).
Both calcium and water have a clear function in the reserve as resistance against
the availability of phosphates and nitrates. This is the reason that the original vege
tation of the system has a relatively poor character (vegetation elements of the Calthion dominate) in spite of the major ions being richly available.
Aside from the general hydrological sink character, a smaller scale hydrological
pattern with secondary sources and sinks is present. In this pattern the numerous
ditches transsecting the reserve function as sinks. This secondary hydrological field
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Fig. 26. Soil moisture retention curves of the
top layers of the nature reserve Tielerwaard.
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starts functioning with the drawndown of the water level in the ditches in spring.
Groundwater flows towards the ditches by which water disposal is achieved.
Because of relatively larger gradients of water potential near the secondary sinks
than near the secondary sources, the discharge of water near the sinks is large. Hence
the soil structure, having only a small drainage resistance (7 = 40 to 75 days), only
gives resistance to water disposal when the potential gradient is small. When the
potential gradient becomes larger a leakage will occur. This phenomenon can be ob
served when comparing the groundwater regime in the centre and at the margin of
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Fig. 27. Mineralization of nitrogen from spring
to autumn in bare soil and soil covered with
vegetation in the nature reserve Tielerwaard.
The difference is a measure of the nitrogen taken
up by the vegetation.

Fig. 28. Duration of groundwater levels in the
summer period (April to October) in the nature
reserve Tielerwaard.
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the lots, with the aid of lines for the duration of groundwater levels (fig. 28). It ap
pears that in the centre of the lot the groundwater exceeds the 30 cm subsurface level
about 30 days longer than at the margins, and the retention aspect of the system
comes forward again. The capacity to retain high groundwater levels in spring leads,
as mentioned above, to prolonged anaerobic conditions at greater distances of the
secondary sink.
Near the sink aerobic conditions will occur and the influence of the calcium-rich
groundwater will disappear in early spring and favourable conditions are created for
the availability of phosphates and nitrates. In the output of the system this is express
ed by a vegetation of a less poor character along the margins (elements of the Arrhenaterion and the Filipendution dominate).
Within those 'natural' patterns a recent large scale hydrological development has
taken place.
Because of groundwater withdrawal for drinking water the positional status of
the reserve is changing. The drains for withdrawal of drinking water close to the re
serve get more and more the function of a sink. A fall of the groundwater potential
in the deeper aquifer of about 75 cm during the last twenty years resulted in a change
from a seepage situation to potentially an infiltration situation for the reserve. In a
certain zone of the reserve actual infiltration has appeared, which manifests itself in
a fall of the average groundwater level and an increase in groundwater fluctuation
(fig. 29).
Besides consequences for the water supply of the system in that zone it has conse
quences for the chemical composition of the groundwater: the original calcium-rich
upward seepage water is replaced to a growing extent by infiltrating rainwater with
acid features and a poor nutrition value (see fig. 25). Also, the calcium ions on the
adsorption complex will be replaced by potassium, sodium and hydrogen ions be
cause of a cation exchange which can result in acidity of the soil. The adsorption
complex of clay soils can be assumed to hold cations with great force. This retention
capacity causes the leaching to be slowly effectuated, so the influence of the calcium
ion remains for a long time. This phenomenon is an example of the capacity of the
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Fig. 29. Duration of groundwater levels in the
summer period on a site with an infiltration
influence in the nature reserve Tielerwaard.
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system to retain ('remember'), which makes a feedback possible. Hence changes in
the vegetation pass slowly.
The decreased influence of the calcium ion and the increased acidity lead to a de
creasing resistance of the system to the availability of phosphates. The vegetation in
the zone concerned has a less poor and a less wet character (elements of the Arrhenaterion are prominent). The observed water leakage of the system in the zone con
cerned is due to a different soil structure with low vertical resistance (c) values. The
increased influence of rainwater poor in nutrients at those sites is shown in fig. 30,
where the relationship between the electric conductivity of the groundwater and the
c-values is given.
That the system as a whole remains to have a clear upward seepage character is to
be ascribed to the generally inconductive soil structure with high c-values, by which
the influence of groundwater withdrawal is opposed. As a result of the small storage
capacity of the system (0.035), the groundwater stays at a high level because of the
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Fig. 31. Duration of groundwater levels in the
summer period after raising the level of the open
waters during a long period in spring in the
nature reserve Tielerwaard.
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high precipitation surplus during winter and despite a small degree of infiltration.
As a measure to maintain the wet character of the nature reserve, the level of the
open waters is raised in spring. Then the secondary sinks of the system are blocked
and hence not only drainage to the ditches becomes impossible, but also the storage
capacity of the system is fully used. This measure has a positive effect on the
amount of available moisture and it compensates the observed leakage. A conse
quence of this measure is, however, the occurrence of a prolonged period with anaer
obic conditions both in the centre as well as in the margins of the lots (fig. 31).
This stimulates the process of denitrification (disposal of nitrogen), which results
in an increased soil acidity. The higher acidity is favourable for the solubility of calciumphosphates and the system therefore becomes overfed with phosphates. Fur
thermore the original secondary hydrological pattern disappears and one and the
other results in a change of the original vegetational pattern.
A development takes place not to a poorer vegetation by opposing the influence
of nitrates, but as a consequence of overfeeding the system with phosphates to a veg
etation with a richer character with a dominance of grasses.

5. WATER REQUIREMENT OF THE POLDER DISTRICTS DELFLAND AND
SCHIELAND
P. J. M. van Boheemen
Introduction
The dredging to a greater depth of the Rotterdam Waterway (one of the combined
outlets of the rivers Rhine and Meuse open towards the sea) for the navigation pur
poses has caused that the intrusion of seawater reaches a point more upstream. The
fresh water inlets in the river of the polder districts Delfland and Schieland became
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more unreliable and now cannot be used when low river discharges occur in dry
periods. A temporary solution was found, but it gives technological and reliability
difficulties. The choice of a definite solution which will have to be made of several
alternatives available, will depend on decisions based on the results of the study
partly presented here. This study deals with the water supply of the central West
Netherlands lying between the Amsterdam Waterway and the Rotterdam Water
way. The research is executed by the Institute for Land and Water Management
Research (ICW), the Delft Hydraulic Laboratory and the engineering firm Haskoning.
The first phase of the study has been carried out in 1979, when attention was paid
to the demand for external water supply of two polder districts (Delfland and Schieland) for water level control and for the prevention of salt water intrusion through
sluices and discharge points on the borders. The second phase, which refers to the
entire central West Netherlands will be finished in 1980. In that phase the external
water supply for flushing saline open waters of the polders and of the catchwater
basins and the feasibility of the alternative supply systems will be dealt with.
In this section a description is given of the calculated fresh water demand for
water level control, as executed in the first phase of the study dealing with the Delf
land and Schieland areas only.
Data
The Delfland and Schieland areas are closed in by the Rotterdam Waterway in the
South, the North Sea in the West, the line between the towns The Hague and Gouda
in the North and the river Hollandse IJssel between Gouda and Rotterdam in the
East (fig. 32). This area, which also comprises a large glasshouse area, consists of
polders with the soil surface at 0 to 7 m below the sea level. The polders pump their
water surplus in catchwater basins (called boezem), which discharge on the Hol
landse IJssel, the Rotterdam Waterway and the North Sea. Water of the Rhine is let
in into the area and transported via the boezem to the polders, which can be sup
plied with fresh water in this way.
The study area has been divided in squares of 25 ha and for each square data have
been gathered about:
—
—
—
—
—

land use (10 categories);
soil type (8 categories);
seepage intensity (5 categories);
freeboard of ditches (6 categories);
infiltration resistance of ditch walls (6 categories).

Each of five mentioned characteristics was mapped and a transparant grid map
with the squares forming the study area was superimposed. The dominant category
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Fig. 32. Location of the Delfland and Schieland polder districts in the central West Netherlands.

of a characteristic in each square was stored in a data base. The squares with cor
responding categories for all five characteristics have been grouped in so-called
'blocks' (which of course do not comprise a closed area).
Not only the present infrastructure was subject of study, but also the infrastructure
in the year 2000. The procedure was repeated with maps, recording the situation in
the year 2000. Table 9 gives data on the present land use in the area of study and the
prognosis for the year 2000.
Data on free water evaporation, precipitation and global radiation, which were
available for the period 1 April to 30 September of the years 1911 through 1978,
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Table 9. Land use (ha) in the Delfland and Schieland areas in 1978 and a prognosis for the year 2000.
Land use category

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

urban areas
dunes
open water
horticultural crops under glass
parks
grass
cereals
potatoes, sugar beets, horticulture
in the open

Total

Delfland

Schieland
1978

2000

1978

2000

12,950
750
1,450
4,025
2,150
12,050
875

14,650
750
1,475
4,700
2,875
9,450
650

4,700
0
1,200
525
1,225
4,200
2,250

5,900
0
1,250
800
1,525
3,075
1,900

1,175

875

2,625

2,275

35,425

35,425

16,725

16,725

have been collected and stored in the data base. The same was done with data about
the present and future areas which are sprinkled and with data on domestic and in
dustrial water withdrawals and on discharges of effluents.
Calculations
One of the initial conditions was that the withdrawals by industries and drinking
water plants are to be compensated for by external water supply. Discharges of in
dustrial and domestic effluents have been subtracted from that supply demand.
The demand of the dunes (category 2 in table 9) has been set at zero. That of the
open water (category 3) has been set equal to the difference between evaporation
and precipitation, minus the upward seepage.
The demand of the horticultural crops cultivated in glasshouses (category 4) has
been computed with an empirical equation for the relationship between the évapo
transpiration at optimal water supply and the amount of global radiation above the
roof of a glasshouse. Water use for leaching of the soil has not been accounted for,
because the water used is drained immediately.
The demand of parks and field crops (category 5 through 8) consists of a use for
infiltration and one for sprinkling. Both have been computed with a numerical
model which takes into account land use, soil type, hydrological situation and extent
of sprinkling. The model is based on the water balance equation:
vm = Vi + I + S + PN + PA - E
where
V
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= amount of moisture in the soil after time step i (mm);

I
S
PN
PA
E

=
=
=
=
=

infiltration during the time step (mm);
upward seepage during the time step (mm);
precipitation during the time step (mm);
sprinkling during the time step (mm);
actual évapotranspiration during the time step (mm).

The time step in the computations was a decade (10 days). For each 'block' an
equation has been formed for the relationship between moisture content of the soil
V and groundwater level. In fig. 33 one of the formed equations is presented graphi
cally. The infiltration I has been computed as the quotient of the difference between
the ditch water level and the groundwater level, and the infiltration resistance. For
the upward seepage S, decade-independent values have been stored in the data base.
The following considerations concern PA. Because of drought sensitive soils some
'blocks' with land use 6 (grass) and 8 (potatoes, sugar beets and horticultural crops)
were marked as blocks with sprinkling. For the blocks with land use 6 and sprinkling
application, during a time step 40 mm was given if the moisture content of the soil
was smaller than the content corresponding with pF 3.2 in the root zone. For land
use 8 this was 25 mm respectively pF 2.7.
The potential évapotranspiration E was computed as the product of the value for
the free water evaporation and an empirical factor. It was taken that the actual eva
poration was equal to the potential one when the moisture content of the soil was
larger than the content corresponding with pF 3.2 for the land uses 5, 6 and 7,
respectively pF 2.7 for land use 8. Above the mentioned critical points a reduction
factor was applied, which decreased linearly with the diminishing of the moisture
content of the soil to a zero value for the content corresponding with pF 4.2 in the
root zone.
The discussed terms of the water balance influence each other. For this reason
iterative computations were necessary to obtain the correct values of the various
terms.

V (mm )

Fig. 33. Graphical representation of the rela
tionship between the moisture content of the soil
V and the depth of the phreatic surface H for
one of the 'blocks', a, saturated soil; b, situation
in spring (1 April) when groundwater level near
equal to ditch water level and flux in the unsatu
rated zone is absent; c, capillary rise equals sum
of infiltration and seepage; d, minimum moisture
content of the soil (pF 4.2 in the root zone).
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In the model it is assumed that the discharge into open water of a precipitation
surplus coming from urban areas and from roofs of glasshouses does not contribute
to the water supply, but is directly discharged out of the area of study. This assump
tion was made for the following reasons:
- only small fluctuations (5 cm) of the water level are to be allowed;
- the area of open water is relatively small (see table 9);
- the time step in the model is 10 days. The amount of rain often will fall on only
one or a few days within the time step, especially during time steps in which thun
derstorms occur;
- the results of the computations are to be used to determine the capacity of a
supply system that can cope with the demand on rainless days.
Results
The meteorological data which were available of the summers 1911 through 1978
have been put into the model. The output gave values for the demand of external
water supply for water level control which would occur when the conditions in these
summers would be repeated and the infrastructure would not have changed. In a
second run the demand for the infrastructure in the year 2000 was obtained.
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Fig. 34. Example of the output, giving the demand of external water supply in m3.s~' for water level con
trol in the Delfland area under the conditions of the present infrastructure and a repeating of the meteo
rological conditions in the years 1911 through 1978.
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Fig. 34 gives an impression of the demand as computed for Delfland with the
present infrastructure.
The long records of the demand given by the computation, have been subjected to
frequency analyses to give the specific probabilities of particular water supply de
mands for the region studied.
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III. SOIL - PLANT - ATMOSPHERE SYSTEMS
R. A. Feddes, G. P. Wind and A. L. M. van Wijk

1. GENERAL
The moisture content of the soil is important for agricultural as well as other land
users.
When soil moisture content is high, the gas exchange between soil and atmosphere
is often low, causing oxygen deficiency. Root respiration and root volume are reduc
ed, the resistance to water (and nutrient) transport increases and toxic compounds
can be formed in soil as well as in plants. These effects are often small as compared
to indirect effects such as reduction in nitrification, low soil temperatures, deterio
ration of soil structure, the workability of the soil, etc. Furthermore, for wet soil a
large amount of heat is required to raise the soil temperature. Therefore early
growth will be delayed on poorly drained soils.
Because of wet soil water pressure heads in the surface layer of poorly drained
soils, tillage, sowing and planting will be delayed, shortening the growing season
and reducing crop yield. Tillage under wet conditions may result in seed beds with
an unfavourable soil structure. Moreover, poorly drained badly structured soils
need deeper and more intensive tillage. Farming operations in spring such as fertil
ization, tillage, sowing and planting must be performed within a short period of
time, affecting both the labour and the machinery capacity requirements. This also
holds for harvesting operations in autumn. On well-drained soils the harvest losses
will be smaller and the lifting date of root crops can be shifted to a later time, length
ening the growing season of crops like sugar beets and potatoes.
On permanent grassland the bearing strenght of the soil determines the time of
application of nitrogen fertilizer and manure in spring. Late application causes
retardation in growth and delays the beginning of the grazing season. During sum
mer and autumn the bearing strength affects the losses in yield due to grazing and
foraging and the length of the grazing season.
On the other hand in spring and summer a low soil moisture content in the top
layers can cause retardation and even failure in germination and seedling emergence.
If the soil water supply during the growing season decreases and the crop under the
prevailing environmental conditions cannot transpire at the potential rate, it will be
reduced in its growth. Under such conditions, simultaneously with a decrease of
transpiration, the temperature of the crop surface will increase.
So for soils with shallow water tables one can state that two limiting water table
levels need to be considered: an upper limit to create an aerated root zone and a sur
face soil which is dry enough for proper cultivation practices, and a lower limit set
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by the water requirements of the crop, with an optimum between the two.
In the past, effects of water management and soil improvement on crop yield were
often measured by means of expensive and time consuming field and laboratory ex
periments, collecting as many data as possible, making various changes in the pre
vailing circumstances and analyzing the results. With the introduction of digital and
analog computers it became possible to simulate the mentioned effects with the aid
of models, which in an idealized way should react in the same manner as the actual
system to any changes made.
In the following pages a number of models dealing with various aspects of the soil
- plant - atmosphere system which nowadays are used in the Institute will be pre
sented.
In section 2 the principles of flow of water in soil - root systems will be treated.
In section 3 the TERGRA-model is discussed, with which both actual évapotranspi
ration and the moisture content of the soil can be calculated with the aid of remotely
sensed crop surface temperatures. The model is meant to be applied to large areas.
Section 4 deals with two analog models, i.e. a hydraulic analog and an electronic
one (ELAN). They simulate water flow in bare soil and are especially suited to fore
cast effects of soil improvement and drainage on the water conditions in the topsoils. In section 5 two models are presented. With the first one, SWATR, the actual
water use by a field crop is calculated. The second model, CROPR, is used for the
calculation of actual crop yield. They can be used either separately of conjointly.
Finally, section 6 describes an integrated model approach of the effect of water
management on crop yield.

2. BASICS OF WATER FLOW IN SOIL
To describe the flow of water in soil systems, it is customary to use Darcy's law.
For one dimensional vertical flow, the volumetric flux q (cm3.cnr2.d_1) can be
written as:

q = -K ^
dz

(cm.d1)

0)

where

K = hydraulic conductivity (cm.d1);
H = hydraulic head (cm);
z = vertical coordinate (cm).
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The hydraulic head H is the sum of the soil moisture pressure head (negative in
unsaturated condition) and the gravitational head z. Thus, considering the origin of
z at the soil surface and positive in downward direction, one can write:

(2)

H =t - z
Substitution of eqn (2) into eqn (1) yields:

(3)

In order to get a complete mathematical description for unsaturated flow, we
apply the continuity principle (Law of Conservation of Matter):

where the water content 6 is expressed in cm3.cm 3 and t is time in days.
Substitution of eqn (3) into eqn (4) yields the pressure head form of the flow equa
tion:
36

dt

_

3

dz

hi ->]

(5)

Eqn (5) is nonlinear because of the dependency of K and \p on 6. To avoid the prob
lem of the two dependent variables 9 and i/s the derivative of 6 with respect to can
be introduced, which is known as the differential moisture capacity C:

(6)
Writing:
dd

_ dd

d<p

dt

di^

dt

and substituting eqn (6) into eqn (5) yields:

(8)
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In eqn (8) the coefficients C and K are functions of the dependent variable \j/.
Written in this form, eqn (8) provides the basis for predicting soil water movement
in layered soils of which each layer may have different physical properties.
The hydraulic conductivity curve can be described in various ways, for example
by:
K = K,

for \p > \[/a

K = K.fpW'^

for ^

K = a(-\p)~n

fort/'

i

(9)
(10)
(11)

where Ks is the saturated hydraulic conductivity,
the pressure head at air-entry
point,
some arbitrary pressure head below which eqn (10) is not valid, while a
and r/ are constants.
The Brooks and Corey expression can be modified to:
\I/„ n<
K = Ke (^~)

(12)

where
Ke = effective conductivity attained after rewetting;
1= pressure head at which Ke is attained;
n, = slope of average scanning curve.
For mineral soils the parameters Ke,
and ns can easily be computed from the
texture and organic matter content of the soil.

3. REMOTE SENSING APPROACH
Crop surface temperature gives information on the évapotranspiration rate and
on soil moisture conditions. The use of crop surface temperatures remotely sensed
by Infrared Line Scanning (IRLS) can provide this information over large, hydrologically nonuniform, areas. A composite method has been developed to calculate actu
al évapotranspiration rates from remotely sensed crop surface temperatures, with
the aid of the energy budget equation and aerodynamic heat and water vapour
transport equations, while incorporating soil - plant - water relations. The
method can be summarized as follows.
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Crop surface temperature is determined by heat and moisture flow in the plant soil - atmosphere continuum. The vertical energy balance equates all the incoming
and outgoing energy fluxes at the earth's surface. Neglecting the part of energy in
volved in metabolic processes, one can write this equation as:
R„ = LE + H + G

(13)

where R„ represents the energy flux of net incoming radiation, LE the flux of latent
heat into the air, H the flux of sensible heat into the air and G the flux of heat into
the soil, all in W.m2.
The net radiation flux Rn can be written as:
Rn = ( 1 — a) Rs + e 0R, - oT\)

(14)

where i?sis the incoming short wave radiation flux (W.m 2), a the crop's reflection
coefficient, e the crop's emission coefficient, R, the long wave sky radiation flux
(W.m 2), a the Boltzmann constant (5.67 x 10"8 W.m 2. K~4) and rcthe crop surface
temperature (K).
The sensible heat flux H can be written as a transport equation:
H = -e„cp

T"

~

T'

(15)

where ga is density of the air (kg.nr3), cp is specific heat of air at constant pressure
(J.kg.K1), rothe air temperature (K) and ra the turbulent diffusion resistance (s.irr1)
which depends on wind velocity, crop height and atmospheric stability. Substitution
of eqns (14) and (15) into eqn (13) yields the évapotranspiration flux LE written as a
function of crop temperature Tc:
LE = ( l - a ) R s + e(R, - oT\) + Qacp

—

ra

— - G

(16)

For a certain area, Rs, R,and Ta may taken to be constant. The values of a, e and
ra may be estimated in the field and/or can be derived from radiance data in the visi
ble and near-infrared part of the reflective spectral region (0.4 to 2.5 ^m). The term
G generally amounts to 10 to 20% of R„. When then Tc is remotely sensed by thermal
radiation in the 8 to 14
band, LE can be computed.
An example can be given for 200 ha of grassland West of Losser (7° longitude
East and 52° 16' latitude North) where an IRLS flight was performed at 1345 MET
on July 8, 1975. In this area drought damage occurs mainly due to groundwater
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withdrawal for drinking water supply. The deep percolation caused by groundwater
withdrawal manifests itself at ground surface as three almost parallel zones of
drought damage.
From the thermal radiation data recorded on magnetic tape, an artificial photo
graph was produced (fig. 35). This photograph clearly shows some zones of raised
crop surface temperature and reduced évapotranspiration. These zones correspond
well with the zones of more than 1 mm.d1 deep percolation in the summer.

Fig. 35. IRLS image of the Losser area, 1345 MET of July 8, 1975. Light areas have high temperatures,
dark areas low temperatures. Areas with a deep percolation in summer of more than 1 mm.d 1 are encir
cled. The image clearly manifests three zones of high crop temperatures and reduced évapotranspiration.
These zones correspond well with the encircled zones (NIWARS IRLS image by Umwelt Data GmbH,
Offenbach. W. Germany, through KLM Aerocarto BV, the Netherlands).
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So far we only discussed the momentary évapotranspiration occurring at flight
time. To convert the momentary évapotranspiration data into 24-hr estimates of évap
otranspiration, this being more valuable for hydrological studies, the aid of a sim
ulation model is indispensable. The TERGRA-model simulates for grassland under
defined meteorological conditions and for different soil moisture regimes, the daily
course of crop surface temperature, actual évapotranspiration, net radiation,
ground heat flux and dew formation.
To that purpose the evaporation flux is expressed both as a vapour transport
equation and a liquid flow equation. Hence:
le =

_Q£
7

jl

(17)

ra + rs

'

where 7 is the psychrometric constant (Pa.K1), ea is the water vapour pressure in the
air (Pa), e* is the saturated water vapour pressure of air (Pa) at a temperature Tc,
and r, is the stomatal diffusion resistance for water vapour transport (s.nr1).
And:
r

w—i

=

L \Tpicuy
Uaf - l/-,
r mil
" y Rp,an, + R,oa

(18)

where \p is the water pressure (Pa), R the water flow resistance(s) in the appropriate
medium and g is the acceleration due to gravity (m.s2). Äsoi, can be expressed as:
Rsoil = b[ K^J]"1

(19)

where b is a root geometry parameter (m), and K(4/soU) is the hydraulic conductivity
(m.s1) as a function of 1l/sotl. For grassland the following empirical relation between
^Pleaf and rs can be found:
rs = 4.52 x 1012 i II

(20)

The boundary conditions are the temperature and soil moisture pressure at refer
ence level in the soil, the energy balance equation at the crop surface (eqn 16) and
the temperature and vapour pressure at a reference level in the atmosphere. The pro
cedure for each time step then is as follows:
— the program starts with an initial value of Tc\
— LE is computed according to eqn (16);
— ^,ea/is computed from eqn (18);
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Fig. 36. TERGRA-simulation of the daily course
of actual évapotranspiration LE at different soil
moisture pressure values \j/,oU for July 8, 1975.
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— r, is computed from eqn (20);
— LE is computed from eqn (17);
— check if energy balance is correct; if so: LE-v alue is okay, if not: take new value
for T c .
The procedure is repeated until the energy balance fits. In addition the changed
moisture content/moisture pressure of the root zone is estimated by means of eqn
(18).

Fig. 36 shows the model output for the daily course of LE at different soil mois
ture regimes, also for the meteorological conditions of July 8, 1975. Comparing the
momentary évapotranspiration at 1345 MET with these curves, a relation between
momentary and daily évapotranspiration was established, where the daily évapo
transpiration is the integral of the curve which fits the momentary évapotranspira
tion.
The calculated daily évapotranspiration rates for the study area were mapped
(fig. 37). For grassland, the évapotranspiration rate varied from 0.3 to 5.8 mm.d"1.
Net radiation values, calculated simultaneously with the calculation of momen
tary évapotranspiration, varied from 376 to 485 W.m 2. For three parcels the calcu
lated daily évapotranspiration rates were compared with évapotranspiration rates
calculated from water balance estimates, established with the aid of 7-transmission
measurements. The differences were within 30%.
Fig. 38 shows the soil moisture pressure map of the area. Some irregularities prob
ably are caused by inaccuracies in the soil moisture characteristics curves.
With IRLS, the évapotranspiration is measured in an almost infinite number of
pixels within the area. Then, theoretically, the standard error of the measurement of
the mean aerial évapotranspiration approaches zero. This implies that the actual
mean aerial évapotranspiration can be calculated with about the same accuray as the
potential évapotranspiration with the Penman formula, having the same physical
base.
In addition to temperature data also reflection data can be useful to detect areas
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Fig. 37. Daily évapotranspiration of the study area on July 8, 1975.

susceptible to drought. Therefore a Multi-Spectral Scanning (MSS) and IRLS flight
has been performed above an arable crop area in the Netherlands. Fig. 39 shows
that for optimal water supply a clear relationship between crop radiation tempera
ture and Transformed Vegetation Index (TVI) exists. This index is defined as:
TVI = (VI + 0.5/

5

(21)

with
ir - r
VI = ir + r
92

(22)

Fig. 38. Soil moisture pressure in the root zone of the study area on July 8, 1975.

where ir and r are the radiation intensities in the near-infrared band (0.80 to 0.90
^m) and in the red band (0.65 to 0.90 ^m) respectively.
If this relationship is valid in general, crop radiation temperatures are related to
certain reflection parameters. As only relative values are applied the relationship of
fig. 39 is to be determined for each separate flight. Therefore a flight strip must be
chosen in such a way, that in the region under investigation an area is present which
is optimally supplied with water.
With the aid of the type of relationship of fig. 39 a temperature map can be deriv
ed from the reflection maps. This derived temperature map can be compared with
the actually scanned heat map and areas where drought occurs will show tempera
tures higher than the temperatures derived from the reflection map. With this simple
method areas suffering from drought can be indicated rather quickly. Then areas of
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Tc

T.V.I.

Fig. 39. Relation between crop radiation temperature Tc and Transformed Vegetation Index (TVI) as
derived from airplane data of June 15, 1978. As calibration values for Tc failed only relative values are
given.

specific interest can be chosen to be studied in more detail, as for example by the
TERGRA-approach.

4. ANALOG MODELING
In numerical soil water flow models the time steps to be used are generally small
in order to avoid instability in the calculations. This implies that much computer
time is consumed, which makes the simulation of long time-series very expensive for
practical purposes. This section deals with the development of simulation models
which at low costs can be applied to long time-series.
Hydraulic model. A solution of eqn (5) has been found in a hydraulic model of
which the outline is given in fig. 40. The moisture content in a soil is represented by
the amount of water in a vessel and the conductivity is represented by a number of
tubes connecting two vessels at many levels.
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Fig. 40. Outline of the hydraulic analog. V, vessels representing soil layers of a certain thickness and
moisture characteristics; C, connecting tubes representing hydraulic conductivity; P, precipitation valve;
E, evaporation valve, both valves commanded by a papertape reader; S, surface tank; R, runoff pipe; I,
infiltration tube; D, drainage tube; T, pressure transducer connected with data logger.

The shape of the vessels had to be chosen such that when the amount of water in
them is representing moisture content, the water level represents the soil moisture
pressure head. A cylindrical vessel represents a straight moisture characteristic, a
conical vessel a curved one. Generally the shape of the vessels must be proportional
to the first derivative of the moisture characteristic to
The connecting tubes give a discrete imitation of the continuous relation between
conductivity K and soil moisture pressure head </*. Length, diameter, as also the
number of connecting tubes, allow a good approach of the K(-j/) relationship. The
drainage of the soil can be represented by a tube connected to the vessel at a level
representing drain depth (bottom-boundary condition). Its length and diameter de
termine drain intensity. Rainfall is represented by adding water to the first vessel,
évapotranspiration by extracting water from it (top-boundary condition).
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Three scales are involved in the hydraulic analog:
Sv, the vertical scale, is the length (m) in the model representing one meter in depth
or pressure head in reality;
Sa, the scale for area is the amount of water (cm3) in the model representing one cm
of water in reality. This scale has the dimension l2, it gives the surface area of a
soil column in which the amount of water is the same as in the model;
S„ the time scale, is the model time representing one real day.
The time scale cannot be chosen very small because it confines the maximum con
ductivity which can be represented by the model. Most used was a model time of 5
minutes representing one real day. This makes the hydraulic analog a rather slow
model. Simulation of 4 months in each of 23 years took about 10 days of continuous
operation. Once automation of the model was achieved, simulation of long runs was
possible with negligible costs.
The theoretical flow expression is obtained by integrating Darcy's law (eqn 1)
using an exponential type of expression of K(\p) as in eqn (10), taking
= 0. If the
vertical coordinate z is chosen positive upwards with its origin at the soil surface, the
flux equation then reads:

KM

q = -

s

+ 1)

(23)

Integration of eqn (23) from Zi to z2 and from \p1 to \l/2 under the assumption that q is
constant over Az = Zi~z2 leads to:

q

=

eVAz - 1

«24,

The actual flux in the hydraulic model is:
K2 - K<
Q

(25)

With increasing r;Az the deviation between the two equations increases at first,
but when tjAz becomes still larger the influence of the fraction term is becoming less.
The deviation can be confined by the choice of Az.
The above concerns deviations in steady state situations. In reality they will be
much smaller, as they are reduced by a feedback system present in the soil as well as
in the model. It appeared that a good similarity was found between the moisture dis96
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Fig. 41. Simulated and observed number of workable days in the Aprils of 1951 through 1973.

tributions calculated by the hydraulic analog and a numerical model in a non-steady
situation.
An example of application of the hydraulic analog is the simulation of the num
ber of workable days on a sandy clay-loam soil in the Hoeksche Waard in the
Netherlands over 23 years (fig. 41). The results can be compared with field observa
tions of the tillage conditions of the topsoil and they show a good agreement. The
largest differences, in 1963 and 1964, may have been caused by the fact that the ac
tual drain depth in the polder Hoeksche Waard was perhaps less than the 100 cm
used in the model. For those two years the effect of drain depth was very large.
A second application concerned the effect of drainage on workability and the dis
tribution of workable days. Fig. 42 shows for a sandy clay-loam the periods of work
ability for 4 drain depths and a drain intensity of 0.015 d"1. It is seen that deeper
drainage results in earlier and longer workability.
Because the hydraulic model is fairly slow by simulating one day in five minutes
and any change of soil properties is laborious, an electronic analog was developed.
Electronic analog ELAN. It was tried to make an electrical model based on the same
principles as the hydraulic analog. Moisture pressure head should be represented by
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Fig. 42. Periods of workability in
22 years calculated with the hy
draulic analog for a sandy clayloam soil for four drain depths.
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soil moisture pressure head in the
top 5 cm being less than - 300
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electric potential and conductivity by resistors. It appeared, however, to be very dif
ficult to represent the two potentials (gravity and pressure head) that are involved in
vertical water flow, because in electric flow only one potential is operating. There
fore an electronic analog was developed based on the earlier mentioned integrated
flow equation (24), which can be rewritten as:
K,

- Ki

a- 1
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(24a)

where a = e^^z.
There is some resemblance of eqn (24a) with Ohm's law:

If conductivity
is represented by electric potential Ex, flux q by electric current /
and the value (a — \) / a by resistance R„, the potential E2 represents the conduc
tivity K2 divided by a.
The model is built up of a series of boxes, each representing a soil layer. The divi
sion of K by the factor a accumulates with depth, so that in box, i.e. layer, number n
the electric potential E„ represents Kn divided by an l. To avoid this accumulation, in
each box (layer) an amplifier is installed multiplying the potential with the adjus
table factor a.
Every layer contains a capacitor, the charge of which represents moisture content 6.
As the relation between moisture content and conductivity is not a linear one a func
tion generator is also required. In this procedure the K(d) relation is divided into
three straight line segments, of which the slope,—, maximum and breakpoints are
d6
set with thumbwheel switches on each box.
The topmost box representing the soil surface simulates infiltration, evaporation,
ponding and runoff. Ten other boxes represent soil layers, which can have a thick
ness of 10 or 20 cm. Another box simulates drainage which can be set at any desired
depth up to 190 cm. Drain intensity and saturated conductivity are adjustable.
The output of the model includes the water content and conductivity of each layer,
surface runoff and drain outflow. If desired, the depth of the groundwater table can
be calculated from the drain outflow.
The scales of the model are adjustable. With regard to the time scale, the most used
model time is 2.31 x 10"5 day, i.e. 1 day is equivalent with 2 seconds in the model.
An example of application with the electronic analog ELAN concerned the optimal
combination of drain depth and intensity. The latter is expressed as the ratio drain
outflow rate over highest permissible height of the water table above drain level. Sim
ulations were made with drain depths at 70, 100 and 130 cm below the soil surface.
With each depth three intensities were combined; they were chosen in such a way
that drain outflow varied between 0.2 and 0.8 cm.d1 when groundwater depth was
50 cm below the soil surface. The simulations were made over 9 months each begin
ning on September 1, in 35 years between 1941 and 1977.
A, fictitious, soil was used with the following soil properties: ^ = 100 — 500 and
K = 2 e0-025* (see eqn 10). Moisture content in the top 10 cm was recorded continu
ously. From this record were read:
— the number of very wet days, i.e. the topsoil containing less than 2% air which
means a soil moisture pressure head of more than -20 cm, fig. 43A;
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Fig. 43. Effect of drain depth and drain intensity on the number of days that certain reference levels of
moisture conditions are exceeded (see text).
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- the number of wet days, i.e. soils air content less than 5%, moisture pressure
head more than -50 cm, fig. 43B;
- the number of dry days with a moisture pressure head of less than - 100 cm, fig.
43C;
- the number of very dry days, with a moisture pressure of less than - 200 cm, fig.
43D.
In the figures mentioned the drain intensity is expressed as the drain outflow rate
(mm.d"1) with the groundwater depth steady at 50 cm below surface. In the Nether
lands the drainage criterion for arable land for this groundwater depth condition is
0.7 mm.d1. In fig. 43A it can be seen that this criterion leads to an average number
of only one very wet day per winter (September to May). For the definition of a very
wet day, a day with a soil moisture pressure head of more than —20 cm is taken.
From fig. 43A it is clear that drain depth and drain intensity are nearly fully exchange
able as regards avoiding very wet conditions. At high outflow rates, deep drainage
seems to be slightly better than a shallow one; for low outflow rates the reverse
seems to be true. But the differences between the three drain depths are small as
compared with those to be seen in the other parts of fig. 43. Regarding the slope of
the curves of fig. 43A for outflow rates around 0.8 cm.d"1, it is not to be expected
that larger outflow rates at the norm groundwater depth will have much effect. So
for this soil an outflow rate of 1.5 cm.d1, as is the norm for sportsfields, has little
sense if any. It appears that the norm of 0.7 cm.d1 was well chosen, a decrease,
however, to 0.5 cm.d1 would do not much harm. Below that value the number of
very wet days increases considerably.
From fig. 43B it can be seen that the number of wet days with a soil moisture pres
sure head of more than - 50 cm, is about 10 times the number of very wet days with
pressure heads of more than -20 cm. To avoid large numbers of wet days both
drain depth and intensity are important but the factors are not exchangeable. An in
sufficient drain depth cannot be compensated by a large intensity.
Figs. 43C and 43D show that to obtain workable conditions drain depth clearly is
far more important than drain intensity. Increase of the drain depth from 70 to 100
cm causes a considerable increase in dry days (soil moisture pressure head less than
—100 cm) in March, the period in which spring grains mostly are sown. For the
number of very dry days (pressure head < — 200 cm) in April when sugar beets and
potatoes are planted, the difference between 70 and 100 cm drain depth is fairly
small. This discrepancy between the figs. 43C and 43D is difficult to explain: models
give results, not explanations.
The data given here do not allow to draw a conclusion with regard to optimal
drain depth. For this purpose not only the number of workable days is required but
also the dates of workability and the effect on the availability of moisture in summer
(see section 6).
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5. NUMERICAL MODELING
Model for field water use, SWATR. Water uptake by roots can be represented by a
volumetric sink term which simply is added to the continuity equation (see eqn 4):
d6_
dt

dz

(27)

- S

where S represents the volume of water taken up by the roots per unit bulk volume
of the soil in unit time (cm3.cm 3.d_1). Usually flow of water from roots into the soil
is not taken into account.
The integral of the sink term over the rooting depth Lr then gives the actual tran
spiration T:
z = Lr
(28)

T - j s *
z = 0

A major difficulty in solving eqn (28) stems from the function of S being unknown.
In the field the root system will vary with the type of soil and usually changes with
depth and time. Thus root properties, such as root density, root distribution, root
length, etc., also will change with depth and time. Experimental and accurate evalu
ation of such root functions is both time consuming and costly. For these reasons it
was proposed to use a root extraction term S (see eqn 27) that simply depends on the
soil moisture pressure head \j/ alone, in the way as shown in fig. 44. It is assumed
that under conditions wetter than a certain 'anaerobiosis point' (\pj water uptake by
root is zero (assumption 1) or quickly reaches zero (assumption 2). Under conditions
drier than 'wilting point'
water uptake by roots also is zero. When \p is lower
than 1f/2 but larger than ip3, it is taken that the water uptake decreases linearly with \p

S(1|J)
(day1)

0.0 ij).
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Fig. 44. General shape of the
sink term S as a function of the
absolute values of the soil mois
ture pressure head
|

to zero (assumption 3) or to a certain small value of residual water uptake (assump
tion 4). Although it is recognized that \j/2 depends on the transpiration demand of the
atmosphere, (reduction in water uptake occurs at higher (wetter) i/-2 —values under
conditions of higher demand), the limiting point is taken to be a constant.
In this approach a dimensionless sink term variable a(\p) is introduced (see fig. 44):

^ , with 0 <

a (\p) <

1

(29)

where the maximum of the sink term, Sm„, is defined as:
Sma, = ^

(30)

and T„ is the maximal (= potential) transpiration rate.
Thus the expression for the sink term becomes:
SM = aß) ^

(31)

which simply means that the maximal transpiration rate Tm is distributed equally
over the easily measurable rooting depth Lr and reduced for prevailing water short
ages by the factor a(\p). We must emphasize that eqn (31) is a drastic simplification,
made in the interest of practicality.
Combining eqn (31) with eqns (8) and (27) yields the partial differential flow
equation that describes flow of water in the soil — root system according to:
d^P
dt ~

1
Cß)

d
dz

I KM (

r

dû

FZ -

1)J ri

sa)

^

(32)

For the numerical solution, eqn (32) is approximated by an implicite finite differ
ence scheme.
Input data in model SWATR are: \j/(6) and Kß) relationships for upper and lower
soil layer, depth of the root zone Lr, criterial values of the sink term as denoted in
fig. 44, initial condition d(z,t = 0), boundary conditions at the soil surface of Tm(tJ
and of the maximum possible evaporation or infiltration flux through the soil sur
face (q*(0,t)), boundary condition at the bottom of a water table with ip(z,t) = 0.
Values of Tm (t) and q*(Q,t) can be determined from meteorological and crop data.
Output data of the model include cumulative value of T(t), of integrated water
content over the soil profile, of upward/downward flows, of runoff, of 0(z,t), and
of S(z,t).
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Fig. 45. Comparison of cumulative transpiration and soil evaporation as simulated with model SWATR
with lysimetrically measured data for a red cabbage crop growing on clay in the presence of a water table.

One example of the results is shown in fig. 45, where curves of cumulative flow
are given for a red cabbage crop growing on a clay soil: first the measured cumu
lative évapotranspiration (ETwater balanCe) as obtained from the lysimeter; secondly the
as computed with the model by integration of the
cumulative transpiration
sink term over depth; thirdly the cumulative computed soil evaporation EZTI"',
fourthly the sum of T"Z, and ECZ"•
From fig. 45 it is seen that there is rather good agreement between computed and
measured evapotransporation, especially at the beginning and end of the period
considered.
Model for crop production, CROPR. The growth rate of a crop q{ kg. ha_1.d_1) is in
fluenced by such growth factors as solar radiation, temperature, water, nutrients,
oxygen and carbon dioxide. Only when all these factors are adequately available,
both growth rate and yield will be potential (qp„, and Qpot). Then potential growth
depends only on the biological growth capacity of the plant. When one of the
growth factors is limiting, growth rate and yield are limited (qac, and Qac)- Although
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other growth factors may still be optimal, potential growth cannot be reached.
A general formulation for crop production has been developed:

(A.

- !g)(Ar-^)(A,

=C

,33)

where A x , A y and Az are the slopes of the lines qac, versus growth factors x, y and z
and are indicators of the productivity of the crop in a certain environment for
growth factors x, y and z~, C is a constant.
Eqn (33) is written in a rather complicated implicit form, but in principle it is an
«-order polynomial, i.e. a non-rectangular hyperboloid in an «-dimensional space.
The growth factors are split into two groups, one consisting of the growth factor
water only, the other of all other growth factors together. This division reduces eqn
(33) to:
<A.-^KAl-^) = a

(34)

Dividing the left and right hand terms of eqn (34) by A x A y gives:

*

(35)

where J is a mathematical flexibility constant which should be close to zero. Eqn
(35) is a second-order polynomial, i.e. a non-rectangular hyperbola in the twodimensional space.
It is clear that the actual growth rate is delimited by two asymptotes (see fig. 46),
one that shows a proportional increase of the growth rate with increasing supply of
the growth factor water w (Ax Ax = Aw) and the second one, imposed by all growth
factors together, that limits the growth rate to a certain maximum or ceiling level
(kxpo, = qPoJ. Then eqn (35) can be written as:

(36)

where 0 < £ < < < 1.
After multiplication and rearrangement eqn (36) becomes:
Qact - Qac(qpo, + Aw) + Awqpot(l-£) = 0

(37)
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growth rate

Fig. 46. Actual growth rate q versus the growth
factor water w described as a non-rectangular
hyperbola, eqn (36), bounded by the asymptotes
1 and p. Line 1 indicates the productivity of the
crop for growth factor x. Line p represents the
production level under conditions of adequate
supply of growth factor x and limited supply of
some other growth factor y.

q

growth factor w

which gives for the two asymptotes of the hyperbola:
<7«c = qpm(l-V

(38)

qac, = Aw + qpo,£

(39)

If one is working with consecutive separate time intervals denoted by i, eqn (37)
must be evaluated for separate days:
(q'ac)2 - qL, (q'pot + Aw') + Aw'q^, (1-Ç) = 0

(40)

where / is an arbitrary day of the growing period (i = 1, 2, 3day).
Eqn (40) is of the type:
ax2 + bx + c = 0
Because the condition holds that 0 < x (= q'act) < q'pot, only one root of the qua
dratic equation is valid:

x, •-=
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Fig. 47. Comparison of measured actual yield data with computed actual cumulative dry matter yields of
a red cabbage crop derived with the production model CROPR using as input the simulated transpiration
data of fig. 45.

The solution of eqn (40) then becomes:
(q'ac, = y W + ^ - Vi [(q'po, + Aw')2 - 4q'po,AW fl~u] "

(41)

In principle the parameter £ is to be determined from field experiments. However,
in our study £ is taken to be a constant during the growing period, e.g. £ = 0.01. The
value of A is to be determined from field experiments. The value of q'P„, can be
derived from theoretical considerations. The influence of the growth factor water, w
in eqn (41), on growth is taken according to the expression:
w' =

Ae'

(42)

where Ae is the vapour pressure deficit of the air (mbar) and T the transpiration rate
(mm.d1) as obtained from model SWATR or otherwise.
The final yield Qac, then can be calculated as the sum of the daily growths over the
growing period:
(43)
In a similar way one can calculate the potential yield:
Qpo'= ixqlpotAt

(44)
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where At in both equations represents a period of 1 day.
Using the transpiration data of fig. 45 as an input for CROPR, computed actual
dry matter yields can be compared with measured data. Fig. 47 shows that the
calculations compare well with the measurements. The measured data represent
weekly harvests of one plant. With a heterogeneous crop like cabbage, a relatively
large variation in dry matter production then is to be expected. The points show a
random scatter around the calculated curve, but the final yield was predicted quite
well. The difference between actual yield and computed potential (maximum) yields
appeared to be 12%.
The model CROPR also can be used for calculating crop yields of grassland. Fig.
48 presents computed growth rates and cumulative yields of grassland on two soil
profiles in 1972. Measured cumulative yields also are given. The computed cumula
tive yields agree fairly well with the measured ones.
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Fig. 48. Comparison of computed growth rate q and yield Q with measured maximum yield data of a
grass crop in a wet year.
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6. AN INTEGRATED MODEL APPROACH OF THE EFFECT OF WATER
MANAGEMENT ON CROP YIELD
Under the climatological and soil conditions prevailing in the Netherlands, most
agricultural crops are grown under groundwater influence. In the reconstruction of
rural areas, drainage is therefore always an important factor. For the economic
evaluation of this aspect of amelioration plans one has to know the costs and
benefits of drainage works. The advantages of drainage are then often demon
strated by means of a relation between crop yield and average depth of the ground
water table. The latter, however, has no direct effect on crop growth, but deter
mines indirectly the soil moisture conditions.
An integrated model approach was developed to compute the effects of drainage
on yields of arable land and grassland on the basis of soil physical properties and
prevailing meteorological conditions. For this purpose, the effects of drainage have
been split up into three parts, acting at different times. The first component describ
es the winter and spring conditions that determine the suitable time for seed bed
preparation and consequently the start of the growing season. The second one deals
with conditions during the growing season and includes mainly the availability and
consumption of water and the dependency of crop yield on these factors. The last
component deals with conditions in autumn and includes for arable land the effect
of time of harvest and for grassland the effect of yield losses by trampling.
For all three parts literature data have been used to establish relations between
soil conditions and crop yield.
In the following we restrict ourselves to the applications for arable land, as in
principle the approaches for grassland and arable land are the same.
In spring, drainage affects mainly the time of cultivation of the soil, which in its
turn determines the time of sowing. From literature data it was found that under the
existing climatic conditions for summer cereals a yield depression will occur when
sowing after February 1. Fig. 49 gives the data on the yield depression as a function
of the number of days of sowing delay.
In summer a reduction in potential évapotranspiration (maximum possible évapo
transpiration under the prevailing crop and environmental conditions) will cause a
depression in crop yield. For summer cereals the yield is adversely affected by
drought, particularly during the transition from vegetative to generative growth
stage. Grain yields (Q) are dependent on relative évapotranspiration (Eac,/Ep„,) and
on soil water tension (h) in the root zone. Earlier research gave the following rela
tions:
for

/z < 600 cm,

Q = 5.1 (Eac,/Epot) - 0.6

(t.ha1)

(45a)

and for h > 1600 cm,

Q = 3.7 (EaJEpot) - 0.4

(t.ha1)

(45b)
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Fig. 49. Yield depression for summer grains and
sugar beets as a result of delay in sowing.
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For 600 < h < 1600 the coefficients can be interpolated linearly.
For sugar beets a similar relationship between yield depression and sowing delay
has been established. Such a yield depression will occur when sowing after March 25
(fig. 49). For root and tuber crops it was earlier proposed that:
Q = 58.08 (EaJEpot) - 15.97

(t.ha1)

(46)

Generally speaking, postponing the harvest of sugar beets to a later date in au
tumn will lead to larger yields. On well-drained soils this can be done with less risk
than on poorly drained soils. In principle the losses in crop yield occurring because
of poor workability in autumn can be treated in the same way as the sowing delay in
spring, for then the actual length of the growing season must be extended until the
very latest possible date of harvesting. Knowing this harvest date, for sugar beets
taken to be October 30, yield depressions because of earlier harvesting can be deriv
ed from fig. 50, which shows the relationship between depression in yield as well as
in sugar content, and number of days of earlier harvesting. This relationship was de
duced from existing long-term records.
The time that the top layer of arable land can be cultivated determines the begin
ning and end of the possibilities for plant production. The workability depends on
the soil water pressure head and therefore varies with time and place according to
changes in meteorological conditions and differences in soil and hydrological condi
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Fig. 50. Yield depression of fresh sugar beet
weight and sugar content as a result of early
harvesting; the yield for harvesting on October
30 is set at 100%, i.e. no yield depression.
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tions. In general there will be a certain limit in soil water pressure head above which
no farm operations can take place.
It is possible to deduce the number of workable days when the soil water pressure
head in the upper layer and its critical value for the particular soil are known. For
the determination of the soil water pressure head, the hydraulic model described be
fore has been used. Precipitation minus evaporation values are input data. As out
put, the course of soil water pressure head in the various soil layers and that of the
groundwater table depth with time, are obtained.
To compute the relative évapotranspiration during the growing season an already
existing model was applied. This model computes the actual évapotranspiration
from the water balance of the root zone:
E = P + G + AS

(mm)

(47)

where
E
P
G
AS

=
=
=
=

évapotranspiration;
precipitation plus other water supply;
inflow from the subsoil;
water extraction.

It is assumed that the évapotranspiration rate is at its potential value when the
water tension in the root zone is smaller than a certain limit h,. When this limit is ex
ceeded, a reduction in évapotranspiration occurs, thus:
h < h , E a c , = Epot
h > h, Eac, < Epo,

AS = (Epo, - P) - G
- S = 0 - Eac, = P + G

(48a)
(48b)
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The unknown quantity G in eqns (47) and (48) can be derived from the soil water
pressure head profile. The model starts from the equilibrium water pressure head
above an initial groundwater table depth in spring that equals drain depth. It takes
into account the moisture retention curve of the root zone and the moisture reten
tion and conductivity curves of the subsoil. Input into the model is (Epot-P). Calcu
lations were performed with natural precipitation data for 1,10, 20, 50 and 90% dry
years. The value (Epot — P) in a 1% dry year is the value that is exceeded only once in
100 years. The value for h, was set equal to wilting point (taken to be 16,000 cm).
The output of the model consists of the actual values of évapotranspiration,
groundwater table depth and water tension in the root zone and in the subsoil. From
these data the moisture profile of the soil can be deduced.
A scheme for the combination of the workability and évapotranspiration models,
together with the type of input and output data, is presented in fig. 51.
To demonstrate the performance of the integrated model for arable land a sandy
clay-loam soil was taken as an example. The crop was summer cereals. The drain
depths were set at 40, 80, 100 and 150 cm below the soil surface. A drain intensity of
0.012 was taken. With the hydraulic analog spring conditions over 22 years (1951
through 1973) were simulated. For average farming conditions in the Netherlands it
was assumed that summer cereal sowing requires five days. February 1 is taken as
the date after which a yield depression is to be expected because of delayed sowing.
Janauary 15 is set as the earliest sowing date. For the 22 years mentioned, it was de
termined when the first 5 workable days occurred during the period January 15 to
ARABLE LAND

Fig. 51. Flowchart of the integrated model approach for computing the influence of water management
on crop yield.
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April 30. From the time of occurrence of these 5 days the depression resulting from
delayed sowing was estimated for each year with the aid of fig. 50. For the calcula
tion of the effect of water use on crop yield the starting point was set on April 15, be
cause, in general, this is the time that Epot starts to exceed rainfall P. A period of 105
days was taken as the length of the growing season of summer cereals. The effective
rooting depth was assumed to be 60 cm. Computations of Eac,/Epo, and h were per
formed for 1, 10, 20, 50 and 90% dry years and drain depths of 40, 80, 100 and 150
cm.
A mean yield over the frequency years mentioned was calculated, with the aid of
the trapezoid rule for each drain depth (fig. 52). The optimum drain depth for the
sandy clay-loam varies for the various types of spring within a rather narrow range
between 100 and 120 cm, which is in accordance with drainage experience in the
Netherlands. An explanation for this might be the rather early sowing date for sum
mer cereals. In most springs, evaporation then is still low and so the soil water pres
sure head limit required for tillage (100 cm) can be reached only at groundwater ta
ble depths of 100 to 120 cm.
The here presented integrated model approach has some déficiences. The input
data of the évapotranspiration model (Epot-P) have already undergone a statistical
operation. Also a pseudo-stationary model is applied to processes that are in fact
non-stationary. Moreover, the évapotranspiration model operates with fixed starts
and lengths of growing seasons, and fixed rooting depths.
It is more preferable to perform calculations over a number of years on a real
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Fig. 52. Influence of drain depth on yield of
summer cereals on a sandy clay-loam soil for
various types of spring conditions.
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Fig. 53. Present approach to quantify the effect of drainage on crop yield for arable land.

time basis. This gives the possibility of carrying out a statistical analysis of the out
put data.
At present the approach shown in fig. 53 is applied. Here the water management is
simulated day-by-day from early spring through summer to harvest time.
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IV. QUALITY OF GROUNDWATER AND SURFACE WATERS

1. TRANSPORT AND INTERACTION PROCESSES IN SOIL
J. Hoeks
Introduction
For a proper interpretation of data about groundwater quality it is a prerequisite
to know the various processes which determine that quality. In soil contaminants are
mainly transported with the water flow as solutes. Therefore hydrological informa
tion is indispensable.
In soils certain interaction processes between solutes and soil particles may take
place, i.e. components may be removed from or added to the water phase. The con
centration of solutes in the soil water largely depends on the rate of these processes,
of which the main are: biochemical reactions, and adsorption and chemical equilib
rium reactions. Since many processes are time-dependent the retention time in the
groundwater is an important factor.
Transport of water
In the unsaturated zone and in saturated deposits of low permeability, water flow
is mainly vertical. For a rough estimate the infiltration depth of the water (and also
of conservative solutes) can be written as:

e

<»

where
d
N
t
e

=
=
=
=

mean vertical infiltration depth after t years (m);
mean precipitation surplus (m.year1);
time (year1);
water-filled pore volume of the soil.

In saturated aquifers the groundwater flow is mainly horizontal and the vertical
penetration of the streamlines into the aquifer is relatively small. For a situation
with parallel equipotential lines in a homogeneous aquifer the horizontal transport
distance can be calculated as (see also fig. 54):
x = x,(e Nt/tD _ i)

(2)
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where
x = distance from the point of infiltration (m);
x, = distance between infiltration point and groundwater divide (m);
D = thickness of the aquifer (m).
The depth d of the streamline at distance x is calculated as:

Similar equations can be derived for situations with concentric equipotential lines
either with divergent or convergent streamlines.
Interaction processes
Biochemical reactions in soils are for instance the decay of organic compounds
and the oxidation and reduction of inorganic compounds. Under anaerobic conditi
ons the fermentation of organic compounds is accompanied by a reduction of nitra
tes, sulfates, manganese and iron.
The fermentation of organic compounds starts with the production of organic
acids which are fermented to methane and carbon dioxide in a later stage. This pro
cess is found for instance in a sanitary landfill and also in the soil below the landfill
(waste tip).
Several biochemical reactions can be mathematically described as a first order
reaction, i.e.:
(4)
where
C = concentration of the compound (g.rrr3);
k — reaction rate coefficient (year1).
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These biochemical processes are time-dependent and therefore the concentration
in the groundwater depends on the travel time after infiltration. To make calcula
tions, the reaction rate coefficient must be known for different soil types under dif
ferent conditions. Such data may be derived from soil column experiments.
Adsorption is an important process in soils, especially for positively charged cat
ions. The adsorbed cation is removed from the soil solution, although it remains
present in the soil system. Adsorption may lead to an effective removal of cations
until the adsorption sites are saturated, i.e. the adsorbed amount is in equilibrium
with the concentration in the soil solution. One should remember that adsorption of
a cation implies desorption of another cation. In many soils contamination is often
coupled with the desorption of calcium, which leads to an increase in hardness of
the groundwater.
At low concentration levels adsorption is often linearly related to the concentra
tion in the soil solution. Ignoring the dispersive flow, the moving velocity of the so
lute front can be represented as:
v, = v * (•)
1 + R

(5)

where
v, = moving velocity of the solute front (m.year1);
v* = effective flow velocity of the groundwater (m.year1);
R = distribution ratio, i.e. the amount adsorbed relative to the amount in solution.
Eqn (5) indicates that the velocity of a solute front is reduced with respect to the
water flow velocity. In soil column experiments adsorption causes a delayed
'breakthrough' (fig. 55). The distribution ratio R can be derived from such break-

relative concentration (Ce/Cf)

mrritf-3.

culated from the areas A and B (KNh4 = B/A).

i
L
2
3
4
5
number of pore volumes (Ve/V0)
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through curves. The curve for chloride can often be used as a reference curve, be
cause chloride is not involved in interaction processes (R = 0).
Chemical equilibrium reactions play an important role in controlling groundwater
quality. The presence of poorly soluble precipitates like carbonates, phosphates,
oxides and hydroxides leads to precipitation or dissolution of ions. These processes
are usually time-dependent and concentrations in the groundwater are controlled by
the solubility products of the various compounds.
Research has shown that in soils below a waste tip ions like Ca, Mg, Fe, heavy me
tals, HCO3 and S04 may be removed very effectively from the soil solution by precip
itation of carbonates and sulfides. Phosphates can largely be removed from waste
water by land treatment. In that case inorganic phosphates are precipitated as AI, Fe
and Ca-phosphates.
The formation of chelates may be another important process, especially in rela
tion with the mobility of heavy metals. Metals may form chelates with organic or in
organic ions. A well-known example is the chelation of EDTA (ethyldiaminetetraacetic acid) with metal ions. Also chelation of organic acids with metals was found
in soils below a waste tip. The chelated metal may react completely different from
the free metal ion. From table 10 it is clear that the adsorption of metal ions is
strongly reduced in the presence of free volatile fatty acids. In humic soils metal ions
may also be chelated by insoluble humic compounds. Thus the effect of chelation on
the mobility of heavy metals depends on the solubility and nature of the organic
anion.
Table 10. Effect of complex formation with fatty acids (a mixture of C2up to C6 acids, total concentra
tion 23,600 mg.1"1 as acetic acid) on the adsorption of heavy metals.
Metal

Adsorbed amounts in % of added amounts
humic sand

sand

Ni
Cd
Cu
Zn
Pb

with acids

without acids

with acids

without acids

14
9
36
-35
46

79
90
100
90
100

78
64
99
63
92

92
98
100
91
100

Transport of contaminants in groundwater
The mobility of contaminants in groundwater depends on groundwater flow and
the rate of interaction processes in the soil. For a mathematical description the
transport equations must be combined with equations describing the interaction
processes.
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Assuming linear adsorption and vertical flow, the mean penetration depth of a
contaminant can be calculated as:

(6)

e (1 + R )

In aquifers the traveled distance in horizontal direction then is:
x = xs (e Nt/ e D { \ + R ) _ j)

(7)

and the corresponding penetration depth in the aquifer:

(8)
These equations indicate that a pollution source near the groundwater divide (x„
= small) results in a slow horizontal spreading of the contaminants, but the pene
tration in the aquifer is deep. A pollution source far from the groundwater divide re
sults in a rapid horizontal spread, while the penetration in the aquifer remains shal
low.
For pollutants which are both adsorbed and biochemically decomposed, a steady
state ultimately is reached, which only depends on the rate of decomposition in the
soil. The concentration at time t, i.e. at distance x and depth d (calculated with eqns
(7) and (8)), is calculated as:
C = C0e~kt/^ +

Rï

(9)

where C 0 is the concentration at the infiltration point.
In this case the effect of adsorption is that it takes more time for the steady state
to be reached. The ultimate steady state is not influenced by adsorption.
An example is given in fig. 56. The pollution source is a sanitary landfill at 1,000
m from the groundwater divide. The soil profile consists of a cover deposit of low
permeability (3 m thick, e = 0.35) and an aquifer (50 m thick, e = 0.40). Chloride is
assumed to be a conservative tracer element (R = 0, k = 0). For the other compo
n e n t s i t is a s s u m e d t h a t t h e a d s o r p t i o n is h i g h i n t h e c o v e r d e p o s i t ( R N H i = 1 . 0 ; R Z n
= 10) and low in the aquifer (i?NH< = 0.2; RZn = 4). For the organic compounds,
measured as COD (Chemical Oxygen Demand), only biochemical decay is assumed
(so R = 0), this being high in the cover deposit (k = 0.8 year1) and low in the aqui
fer (k = 0.2 year1). The situation after 50 years is presented in Fig. 56. It must be
emphasized that the above calculations are not exact, because the dispersive flow is
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Fig. 56. Contamination of groundwater with Cl, NH4, Zn and organic compounds (COD) near a sani
tary landfill. The calculated results represent the situation after 50 years (mean precipitation surplus TV =
0.2 m.year
other data are mentioned in the text).

ignored, and can only be used for rough estimation. They may be useful, however,
when sites for waste disposal are to be selected.
The mentioned equations describe the transport of contaminants in the ground
water for an aquifer with parallel equipotential lines. Similar equations can be derived
for aquifers with concentric equipotential lines, for either divergent or convergent
flow.
Final remarks
The exact prediction of the transport of contaminants in groundwater requires
time-consuming numerical calculations with many parameters, the values of which
often are not available. Therefore a rather simple calculation method has been pre
sented which can be used for rough estimations about the spread of contaminants in
the groundwater.
The calculations show, and field research confirmed it, that groundwater contam
ination near a local pollution source can only be detected if the flow pattern of the
groundwater is known. Often deep boreholes with filters at various depths are
necessary to locate the contaminated flow path.
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2. EUTROPHICATION
J. H. A. M. Steenvoorden
Introduction
One of the most important problems in relation with surface water quality is the
proces of eutrophication. In general this problem is caused by any change in cir
cumstances promoting primary production in water. In the surface waters of the
Netherlands this primary production is limited by nitrogen or phosphorus availabil
ity. A major reduction of eutrophication can be achieved when the phosphate load
of surface waters is considerably decreased. For this reason phosphate removal in
the effluents of purification plants, which on a national scale are responsible for the
highest P-contribution, is promoted.
When the contaminant load of surface waters is reduced at point sources like pu
rification plants, the role of scattered phosphate and nitrogen sources will increas
ingly become important. Scattered sources are for example: precipitation, agricul
ture, soils and domestic waste water not led through sewage plants. For a further
reduction of the load of surface waters information is needed about the contribu
tion by each of the scattered sources.
In this section attention will be paid to the concentration of phosphate and nitro
gen in groundwater and surface waters as influenced by natural soils and agricul
tural activities.
Natural leaching
Groundwater uninfluenced by man's activities already contains a certain amount
of nitrogen and phosphorus compounds. So an outflow of groundwater into open
waters will always cause a natural or base load. Information about the natural
chemical composition of the groundwater has been gained from analyses in the
upper meter of groundwater below nature areas. To a large extent the concentra
tions found are determined by the soil composition and the origin of the sediments.
For sand and river clay nitrogen concentrations have been found from roughly
1 g.m3 N, whereas for peaty soils the concentrations was much higher (table 11).
The concentration of phosphates shows a wide variation, not only between some
types of soil but also within the same soil type. For sandy areas the total Pconcentration ranged from less than 0.01 to 0.15 g.m 3 P. The groundwater from
marine sediments is characterized by very high nitrogen and phosphate concentra
tions.
Information about natural concentrations in groundwater is indispensible for
quantification of the effect of agricultural activities.
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Table 11. Average nitrogen and phosphate concentrations in the upper meter of the groundwater below
nature areas for different soil types.
Soil type

Sand
River clay
Cut-over high moor peat
High moor peat
Mesotrophic low moor peat
Marine clay

Number
Nitrogen (g .nr3 N)
of nature
NO3
Kjeldahl-N
areas
3

1
4
2
4
5

0.9
0.5
4.8
5.8
5.1
11.1

0.3
0.4
0.3
0.6
0.5
0.3

Phosphate (g.m
total
1.2
0.9
5.1
6.4
5.6
11.4

ortho
0.02

0.01
0.01
<0.01
0.04
2.6

3

P)

total
0.05
0.11
0.09
0.15
0.28
3.2

Leaching of fertilizers
When the application is based on soil fertility and crop production requirements
phosphate fertilizers on grassland and arable land have no measurable effect on the
transport of phosphates to the groundwater. The phosphate concentrations in shal
low groundwater below grassland and in drainage water from arable land (table 12)
are the same as the concentrations in the shallow groundwater below nature areas on
a comparable soil type (see table 11). An exception must be made for newly cut-over
peat soils, where higher phosphate concentrations are measured because of the high
mobility of the soil organic matter.
The application of large amounts of cattle manure, up to 300 m3.ha^.year1 with
a total phosphorus content of 1.4 %„, during five years on a sandy soil also did not
have a measurable effect. One can expect, however, that continuously giving high
doses of manure, because of the restricted retention capacity of the soil for phos
phates, on the long term will result in an increased leaching of phosphates to greater
depths. The total retention capacity in the upper 50 cm of some sandy soils for
phosphates from waste water is roughly between 5,000 and 7,000 kg.ha1 P. The Psurplus for the cattle manure experiment over five years was roughly 2,000 kg.ha1
P. Because of the mobility of organic phosphates in the soil, the breakthrough of
the soil might happen sooner than calculations based on the retention capacity
indicate.
Table 12. Total phosphate concentrations in the drainage water of arable land and in the shallow
groundwater under grassland for different soil types.
Arable land

g.m

Sand
River clay
Old cut-over high moor peat
Newly cut-over high moor peat

0.02
0.04
0.02
0.73
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3

P

Grassland

g.m

Sand
River clay
Low moor peat

0.04
0.05
0.11

3

P

The consequences of fertilizing for the nitrogen pollution of groundwater depend
on:
-

soil use (grassland, arable land);
soil type;
the level and type of fertilizing (fertilizers, manure);
the hydrological situation.

The leaching of nitrogen occurs for nearly 100% in the form of NO~3. At the same
fertilization level the nitrate concentration in the shallow groundwater is higher for
arable land than for grassland (fig. 57). This is caused by mineralization of the organ
ic matter of the remainder of crop and roots on arable land and, moreover, by the
absence in early spring of a growing crop that can take up the mineralized nitrate.
One should also take into account that the arable land received manure only, which
leaches more nitrogen than fertilizer does. The research on grassland and arable
land has been performed in different years so the total amount of leachate is not the
same. The calculated groundwater feed was roughly 100 mm for the grassland plots
and 300 mm for the ones on arable land. The nitrogen leaching for the different
manure doses on arable land is roughly 30°7o of the applied amount of nitrogen. On
grassland 5% was leached, but generally the percentage is between 10 and 15 because
of a higher groundwater feed.
Soil type plays an important role in leaching. At a comparable fertilization level

conc Ningroundwater (g.m
200 |-

Fig. 57. Nitrate concentrations in the upper
meter of the groundwater below the phreatic
level as influenced by nitrogen fertilizing on sandy
arable land and sandy grassland in field studies
and lysimeter experiments. The line '100%
leached' has been calculated for a net ground
water feed of 300 mm.year1.
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the nitrate concentrations in the shallow groundwater under grassland are much
higher for sandy soils than for soils with some organic matter in the profile and for
soils with a finer texture like clay soils. The same effect has been noted for arable
land.
The drainage situation has a large influence on the leaching of nitrogen. For
average climatic conditions in the Netherlands the leaching of sandy soils in a good
drainage situation amounts to a loss of 50% of the mineral nitrogen present at the
end of the growing season. For a moderate drainage situation the percentage is 80
because of an accelerated transport to open water via surface runoff and interflow.
Before the groundwater reaches surface waters the nitrate content can decrease as a
result of denitrification in the groundwater during transport and a mixing with less
polluted groundwater. Type of soil, residence time and the geo-hydrological situa
tion are important factors with regard to these processes.
Surface runoff
Surface runoff is defined as the precipitation transported over the soil surface to
the open water. This happens when during a certain period the precipitation surplus
exceeds the amount of infiltrated water plus the amount stored on the soil. Surface
runoff therefore is an important phenomenon in areas where the groundwater level
is relatively high and the infiltration rate rather low. These soils predominantly are
used as grassland.
The amount of minerals transported to open water is the result of the quantity of
surface runoff and its mineral concentration. For a loamy-sand soil the amount of
surface runoff has been calculated for the period 1961 to 1979 with the electronic
analogon ELAN, which simulates non-stationary unsaturated vertical flow of
moisture in soils. The calculations were performed for the wet period starting in
September and ending in May (fig. 58). The mean amount of surface runoff during
those months over the 18-year period is some 22 mm, which indicates that in general
surface runoff is not an important process from the point of view of water quantity.
The distribution of the surface runoff over the wet period is rather unequal. Eighty
per cent of the runoff occurred in the period from September to January.

°/o

5 0 |—

Fig. 58. Distribution of the surface runoff in °7o
of the total amount (22.4 mm.year ') in the pe
riod September to June over the years 1961 to
1969 for weather station De Bilt. Soil: loamysand; storage on the soil 5 mm; drain discharge 5
mm.d"1 at a drain depth of 70 cm below soil sur
face and a hydraulic groundwater head of 50 cm
between two drainpipes.
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Fig. 59. Concentrations of total-P and Kjeldahl-N (organic-N plus NH^-N) in the surface runoff from
grassland fertilized with 0, 10, 25 and 40 tonnes of manure slurry and irrigated 1, 3, 8 and 15 days later.
Irrigation scheme: each time 3 to 4 hours at a rate of some 8 mm.hr

The influence of manure slurry doses and time elapsed after spreading on the Pand N-concentrations in the runoff have been studied at a grassland farm on a
loamy-sand soil in small experimental plots of 2 m width and 35 m length. The slurry
doses were: 0, 10, 25 and 40 tonnes per ha. Surface runoff was created artifically by
sprinkler irrigation with an intensity of roughly 8 mm.hr1. All fields were irrigated
1, 3, 8 and 15 days after slurry application during 3 to 4 hours. After each experi
ment the fields were covered with a plastic sheet. The concentrations in the slurry
were 3,200 g.m3 N as Kjeldahl-nitrogen and 530 g.m.3 P as total-P. The concentra
tions in the surface runoff are highly influenced by the slurry dose (fig. 59). In the ir
rigation experiments a continuous decrease of concentrations takes place in time
caused by downward transport of nutrients by the irrigation water and biochemical
and chemical processes.
In general most of the slurry is spread on grassland in springtime when surface
runoff events are very scarce. Therefore the quantitative contribution to the nitro
gen and phosphate load of surface waters is small on the average.

3. NITROGEN-BALANCE MODEL
P. E. Rijtema
Introduction
The potential of livestock waste to pollute surface waters and groundwater is
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large, particularly when plant nutrients are supplied in excess of crop requirements.
Farm intensification connected with the improvement of water management and of
the soil physical conditions in land reallocation schemes has increased the concern
of the public regarding the quality of the environment. Therefore evaluation of the
improvement measures with regard to their effect on environmental pollution is
urgently needed.
In this section a model approach will be given for the nitrogen balance of a dairy
enterprise to evaluate the effects of farm intensification, of improvement of water
management and farming conditions, and of soil productivity on the nitrogen
emission to surface waters.
Development in agriculture
For centuries animal manures have been used as the principal means to maintain
soil fertility. In more recent years, however, the appreciation of animal manures as a
sources of nutrients has decreased because of the availability of convenient and
relatively inexpensive chemical fertilizers.
The technical development in stabling systems, as well as the mechanization of
milking, manure removal and feeding enables the farmer to increase the number of
animals per man. Furthermore, the import of relatively cheap concentrates and
maize silage roughage made him almost independent of his farm's fodder produc
tion.
This intensification has led to a large production of animal manure. These large
quantities, combined with the availability of chemical fertilizers, have given rise to a
situation often referred to as the animal manure disposal problem. As storage
during the entire winter is expensive, the farmer is forced to spread the slurry also in
the winter period. Difficult soil and drainage conditions on part of the farm limit
the area suitable for the winter application of slurry and may result in local over
doses. The extent of the problem of manure disposal was not discerned in the early
stages of intensive stocking at dairy enterprises. Restrictions in landspreading of ma
nures may be expected in future, however, as a follow-up of the increasing aware
ness and concern of the public regarding environmental quality.
The present rapid increase in cost of inorganic fertilizers and the coming stricter
control of all sources of pollution shall force the farmer to again efficiently use
animal manure as a nutrient source for crop production.
Nitrogen balance of a dairy farm
A large quantity of nitrogen circulates within the farm through grass production
and the use of animal manure. A scheme of the nitrogen balance for a dairy farm is
given in fig. 60.
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OUTPUT

Fig. 60. Scheme of the nitrogen balance of a dairy enterprise.

A steady state situation will be reached when the farm management remains
constant during some generations. In that case the nitrogen input equals the output
and the internal nitrogen turnover need not to be considered. However, at present
no steady state situations exist because of the increasing stocking rates, the rise in
fertilizer use, or the increase in grassland productivity through improved drainage
conditions and the application of sprinkler irrigation. This means that the amount
of nitrogen in circulation within the farm is still subject to change. A quantification
of the amount of mineral nitrogen in the soil coming from various sources during
growth then is necessary, as part of the nitrogen input is immobilized and
accumulates in the soil organic matter. An analysis has been made of the nitrogen
balance in this situation based on a quantitative description of:
- the relation between the amount of mineral nitrogen in the soil (N„) and the gross
production of grass (fig. 61);
- the relation between grass production efficiency and the supply of organic
manure on both humification and mineralization;
- the effect of water management on mineralization, denitrification and leaching
of nitrogen.
The various aspects of the nitrogen balance were combined in a model approach.
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This model is used to evaluate the effects of increasing the stocking rate, of im
proved grassland production conditions, of different drainage conditions and of
winter storage of manure slurry on the fertilizer requirement and on environmental
pollution.
Effects of farm intensification and water management improvement on
humus accumulation and additional nitrogen requirement
A humous loamy fine sand and a humous medium coarse sand have been used to
evaluate the effects of farm intensification and the improvement of water manage
ment on humus accumulation and nitrogen requirement.
The mineralization coefficient of the humus in the humous loamy fine sand with
moderate drainage conditions is 0.0075 and with good drainage conditions 0.015.
The mineralization coefficients for the humous medium coarse sand are 0.0125 and
0.015 respectively. The basic data for the calculations are given in table 13.
Table 13. Basic farm data for the calculation of a nitrogen balance. For other data see text; SLU, Stan
dard Livestock Units; Ym„, maximum gross dry matter production; Y„ reached same.
Period
in years

0
1-10
11-20
21-25
26-...
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Stocking
rate
SLU.ha1

Ym„

Y,

tonnes.ha-1

tonnes.ha

1.1
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0

12.2
12.2
12.2
15.2
15.2

1

Residue
fraction

Drainage
conditions

a,
8.0
10.5
11.5
13.8
14.8

0.40
0.40
0.40
0.25
0.25

moderate
moderate
moderate
good
good

When at the time t = 0 steady state conditions have been reached for the given
farm data, the quantity of nitrogen immobilized in the soil organic matter is 12,300
kg.ha1 for the first soil and 7,400 for the second one. The same scheme of intensifi
cation and of improvement of water and farm management has been applied to both
soils. The results of the calculations are given in fig. 62. The nitrogen immobiliza
tion in humus is shown in fig. 62A. The increase in stocking rate results for both
soils in a humus accumulation during the first 20 years. The improvement in
drainage and farm management conditions after 20 years changes the situation. The
breakdown of humus predominates in the soil with the higher humus level, even at a
further increase of the stocking rate. In the second soil humus accumulation does
not stop. When no further change in the farming system takes place, both soils
reach a steady state at N(oo) equaling 9,500 kg.ha1. The additional nitrogen
requirement in fig. 62B is similar for both soils till the introduction of improved
farm and drainage conditions. In the first year after the improvement, the soil with
the humus breakdown requires 80 kg.ha1 less nitrogen from additional sources than

Fig. 62. A, nitrogen immobilization in soil humus in relation to farm intensification and improvement of
drainage conditions; B, the additional N requirement in relation to farm intensification and improvement
of drainage conditions.
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the other one. The additional requirement equals 330 kg.ha1 when both soils reach
the steady state again.
Effect of stocking rate and drainage conditions on nitrogen emission to
surface waters
In poorly drained soils part of the precipitation in winter is discharged by surface
runoff and by transport through the shallow root zone layer to the surface waters.
Under these conditions the residence time of both precipitation surplus and nitrogen
in the soil is very short. Therefore, the main part of the nitrogen in the root zone will
be transported to the surface waters during winter. Well-drained soils generally have
a deep percolation of the precipitation surplus and soil residence times of more than
5 years are not unusual. However, when the nitrogen is transported deeply into the
soil profile, it does not return to the root zone during the following summer.
The total loss of mineral nitrogen in winter equals the combined losses due to
denitrification in winter and leaching. Because of the long residence time of the pre
cipitation surplus in well-drained soils, part of the leached nitrogen is subjected to
denitrification in the subsoil during the following summer, provided sufficient
organic compounds are present in the saturated zone. Because of the increased
residence time, the ultimate nitrogen load from well-drained soils to the surface
waters will decrease additionally as compared with poorly and moderately drained
soils.
A sufficient supply of oxygen in the deeper soil layers and a limited quantity of
organic compounds can restrict denitrification in medium coarse sandy soils with
very deep groundwater tables. Experimental data show, however, that due to addi
tional denitrification during the residence time in the saturated zone of well-drained
sandy soils, the ultimate emission reduces by 50 per cent as a reasonably good mean.
The air-filled pore space in deeper layers of clay soils is at small depths already
very limited, so aerobic breakdown of organic compounds is hardly present. A
sufficient supply of organic compounds is always present in peat soils, resulting in a
very efficient denitrification in the subsoil.
The nitrogen emission to surface waters in relation to stocking rate and drainage
conditions has been calculated for sand, clay and peat soils. The results of the
calculations are given in table 14. The data show that improvement of drainage
conditions result in a reduction of the nitrogen emission to surface waters.
Effect of winter storage of manure on nitrogen fertilizer requirements and
nitrogen emission to surface waters
The efficiency of animal manures increases considerably with early spring
application instead of spreading in autumn and winter. The calculated effects of
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Table 14. Nitrogen emission to surface waters in relation to dry matter production, stocking rate and
drainage conditions for sand (S), clay (C) and peat (P) soils. Y,, reached gross dry matter production;
SLU, Standard Livestock Units.

Y,

Stocking rate in SLU.ha

tonnes.na *

1

1
S

C

2

P

S

22
27
33
39
52

C

3

P

S

C

P

S

C

P

51 39
60 47
70 54
83 63
107 80

30
35
41
47
60

61
70
81
93
117

49
56
63
72
90

38
43
49
55
67

70
80
90
103
127

58
65
72
81
98

45
50
56
62
75

53 33
61 38
70 43
79 49
99 61

15
17
20
22
27

62
70
78
88
108

40
45
49
55
67

19
21
23
26
31

70
77
86
96
115

46
51
55
61
73

22
24
26
29
34

21
23
26
29
34

—

23
26
28
31
37

3
3
3
4
4

—

26
28
31
34
39

3
3
4
4
5

—

Poor drainage conditions
6
7
8
9
10

40
50
60
73
97

30
37
33
53
71

Moderate drainage conditions
8
9
10
11
12

45
52
61
71
91

27
32
36
42
54

12
14
16
19
24

Good drainage conditions
11
12
13
14
15

18
21
23
26
32

2
2
3
3
4

—
—
—
—
—

2
3
3
3
4

—
—

1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

Table 15. Effect of winter storage of manure per Standard Livestock Unit (SLU) on the nitrogen fertil
izer requirement and on the nitrogen emission, in relation with soil type and drainage conditions.
Soil type

Drainage
condition

Reduction in
N-fertilizer
requirement
kg.SLU1

Reduction in
N-emission
kg.SLU1

Sand

poor
moderate
good

8.5
7.4
5.2

6.8
5.7
1.7

Clay

poor
moderate
good

8.3
6.3
3.6

6.3
4.3
0.8

Peat

poor
moderate
good

7.6
4.3
2.5

5.3
2.2
0.2
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manure storage during winter are given in table 15 as a reduction in nitrogen fertiliz
er requirement per standardized livestock unit and a reduction in emission in kg N
per ha per standardized livestock unit.
It appears from table 15 that the value of winter storage decreases with an im
provement in drainage conditions and that the additional amount of available nitro
gen as well as the environmental effect must be considered in the evaluation of a
provision for winter storage of manure.
Evaluation of the environmental effects of improvement of drainage
conditions and provision of winter storage of manure
Decisions concerning improvement of drainage and farming conditions in land
reallocation schemes are generally based on the cost — benefit ratio of the measures
to be taken. The evaluation of the benefits generally is only based on the profits of
the farmer. The environmental effects of these measures are not evaluated. On basis
of the calculations with the nitrogen model, environmental effects can be expressed
as a reduction in nitrogen emission to surface waters.
A first approach to evaluate the reduction in nitrogen emission from agricultural
lands can be made by assuming that the value equals the additional cost of nitrogen
removal from effluents in sewage treatment plants. From a known survey of the dif
ferent techniques for nitrogen removal from effluents and the additional costs of it,
the reduction in nitrogen load from agricultural lands can be evaluated to be about
Hfl 2 per kg nitrogen.
So the improvement of drainage and farming conditions has an environmental
value for the community of about Hfl 50 to 150 per ha depending on soil type and
farming intensity. The provision of winter storage of manure gives an environmen
tal profit for the community of about Hfl 0.5 to 13.5 per standardized livestock
unit.

4. METHANE GAS AND LEACHATE FROM SANITARY LANDFILLS
J. Hoeks and J. Harmsen
Introduction
Groundwater pollution near sanitary landfills is a matter of great concern. In the
near future landfill operations will have to be adapted in such a way that ground
water pollution is reduced. This can be achieved by reducing the quantity of leachate
and by improving its quality.
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In literature several proposals have been made to reduce the amount of leachate.
Experimental data are not yet available and, unfortunately, hydrological calcula
tions about the prospective effects are also missing. The fact is that quite a few
proposals are not realistic from a hydrological point of view.
Data about the leachate quality are amply available in literature, but the scatter in
the values of the mentioned concentrations is very large. For a good understanding
of the differences in quality it is important to know the succession of fermentation
stages in the landfill and of the decay products released during these stages.
Fermentation processes and methane production in a landfill
In refuse dumped at a landfill site a succession of three main fermentation stages
can be observed:
- aerobic stage: initially enough oxygen is still available in the refuse for an aerobic
decomposition of organic compounds. In this stage C02-gas is produced. The
available oxygen is quickly consumed and the supply from the atmosphere is
slow, particularly in compacted refuse. That is why the refuse soon obtains an
anaerobic condition;
- acidification stage: during this stage complex organic materials are fermented
yielding soluble organic acids, amino acids and other low molecular compounds,
and also gases as C02, H2 and NH3. The pH decreases as a result of the produc
tion of organic acids;
- methane fermentation stage: in this stage the organic acids are fermented yielding
C02 and CH4 gases as end products. At the same time a sharp increase in pH can
be observed. The methane fermentation is a very sensitive process which is easily
disturbed by varying environmental conditions. It has been established that it
may take from less than 1 year to some 10 years before methane fermentation
starts.
During the acidification stage the leachate becomes heavily polluted, but later in
the methane fermentation stage the leachate quality drastically improves (see
below). Therefore it is important to create the most favourable conditions for
methane fermentation in a landfill.
An important aspect of methane fermentation in a landfill is of course the pro
duction of methane. This may cause damage to vegetation or explosion hazards in
buildings on or near the landfill, but these problems can effectively be reduced by
extraction of the methane gas. The extracted gas may be used as an energy source.
The rate of methane production in a landfill can be expressed in terms of a first
order reaction as:
a = kP0e'kt

(1)
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Fig. 63. Rate of methane production (A) and cumulative methane production (B) in a landfill, expressed
per tonne of refuse.

where
a = rate of methane production per tonne of refuse (m3.year_1);
k = rate coefficient (year1);
P0 = total amount of methane which can be produced per tonne of fresh refuse
(m3);
t = time after the start of methane fermentation (year).
From data present in literature the value of k was estimated to be 3.65 x 10~2 per
year and P0 was estimated to be 100 m3 methane per tonne of refuse (with 250 kg
decomposable organic matter per tonne). Some calculated results are presented in
fig. 63.
Experiments on gas extraction from a landfill have indicated that the value of k
may be much higher, probably about 0.1 year1, and PQ may also be higher because
of a larger portion of decomposable organic matter in the refuse. The actual
methane extraction in these experiments varied between 100 and 200 m3 per hour
from one extraction well. The methane production was estimated to be 20 to 25 m3
per year per tonne of refuse. The results gave the impression that extraction
stimulated the gas production.
Quality of the leachate
The acidification stage. During the acidification stage the organic load of the
leachate is very high. The COD (Chemical Oxygen Demand) has a value of about
60,000 mg.1"1 02. The larger part of the organic compounds consists of free volatile
fatty acids. Also amines and ethanol are present in high concentrations (table 16).
The determination accuracy of the concentration of each compound in table 16 is
about 5 to 10%, which means that it can be concluded that the acids are responsible
for 95 to 100% of the COD, the amines for about 1.2% and ethanol for 1%.
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Table 16. Acids, amines and ethanol in the leachate during the acidification stage analyzed by gaschromatography (COD leachate 65,000 mg.11 02; *56,000 mg.1 1 02).
Compound

Concentration
(mg.11)

Percentage of
total COD caused
by the compound

acetic acid
propionic acid
iso-butyric acid
butyric acid
2-methyl valeric acid
iso-valeric acid
valeric acid
iso-caproic acid
caproic acid
enanthic acid*
methylamine*
trimethylamine*
t-butylamine*
sec-butylamine*
iso-butylamine*
ethanol*

11,000
3,760
520
9,890
350
320
2,510
70
5,770
5,200
6
83
43
102
32
277

17.9
8.7
1.4
27.4
1.1
1.0
7.8
0.2
19.4
18.5
0.02
0.36
0.20
0.48
0.15
1.0

detector

Fig. 64. Gaschromatogram of the medium polar compounds extracted with hexane, mentioning those
that have been identified by GC-MS. Column OV 17; 5 feet x 1/4 inch glass; carrier gas He 30 ml.min1;
temperature column 70 to 200°C; 8°C.min1; detection with VG Micromass 70-70.
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The acids and amines have been analyzed by gaschromatography. The technique
used is very important, since the acids and amines are very polar substances so they
can be adsorbed in the injection port of the Chromatograph. When water is injected
afterwards, they desorb again and give so-called ghost peaks at the same place as the
compounds to be analyzed. When not recognized these ghost peaks can cause devia
tions of tens of per cent. The ghosting can be diminished to an acceptable level by
adding a more polar substance which will preferently be adsorbed: formic acid when
analyzing the acids and ammonia in case of the amines.
The acids and amines can also influence the other determination results. This
should be kept in mind when analyzing leachates. Because of the complexity and the
high concentrations in leachates, they give reactions that do not occur in 'normal'
waste water or natural water.
The remaining part of the COD has been investigated by extracting the leachate
with hexane. The leachate contained 14.4 mg.l1 of hexane extractable compounds,
of which 0.64 mg oil. The extract is researched with the aid of gaschromatography,
infrared analysis, nuclear magnetic resonance and a gaschromatograph massspectrometer combination. The results are given in figs. 64 and 65. Aside from the
detector

Fig. 65. Gaschromatogram of the polar compounds extracted with hexane, mentioning those identified
by GC-MS. Column Silar 5C; 5 feet x 1/4 inch glass; carrier gas He 30 ml.min
temperature column 80
to 250° C; 8°C.min1; detection with VG Micromass 70-70.
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Fig. 66. Fractions of leachate in the methane fermentation stage separated on Sephadex G75 (column 60
x 1 cm; eluant: distilled water, 2 ml.hr"1; sample 0.5 ml, fractioning every 30 minutes).

compounds, given in these figures, also aromatic acids or bases, halogenated com
pounds, ethers, di-butylphtalate and di-iso-octylphtalate have been detected.
The methane fermentation stage. In the methane fermentation stage the composi
tion of the leachate is completely different from that in the acidification stage.
Volatile acids, amines and alcohols no longer are present. The organic compounds
more or less are the end products of microbiological fermentation processes. The
chemical oxygen demand still is high (about 7,000 mg.11 OJ but aeration of the
leachate does not lower the COD. Extraction of the water with hexane gives only a
small amount of compounds (6.2 mg.11, of which 0.10 mg.11 oil). The main part
probably consists of humic acids. When acidified 40% of the organic compounds
precipitates. At 300°C 75% is still non-volatile.
The water is also researched with a Sephadex column. Sephadex is able to
separate on molecular size. The results are given in fig. 66. Since a small part of the
Sephadex leached out of the column the zero value of the Total Organic Carbon is
about 6 mg.11 C. Fig. 66 shows that 11.3% of the compounds has a molecular
weight of more than 50,000 (the first peak), 17.7% a weight between 1,000 and
50,000 and 71% a molecular weight near or lower than 1,000 (the second peak).
Heavy metals. The heavy metal contents in the two types of leachate also differ (see
table 17). In the acidification stage the acids play an important role in keeping the
metals in solution by complexation. In the methane fermentation stage the function
of complexation is taken over by other compounds with other complexing features.
This changes the metal concentrations. Lead for instance is known to be a metal
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Table 17. Heavy metals in leachate.
Metal

Acidification
(mg.1 ')

Methane fermentation
stage (mg.1 •)

Fe
Mn
Cd
Cu
Ni
Pb
Zn

1,120
53
0.01
0.65
1.04
0.17
54

40
0.24
0.02
0.20
0.40
1.0
1.6

which forms very stable complexes with humic acid and this may be the reason that
lead is present in a higher concentration in the leachate of the methanogenic stage.
The effluent of the Sephadex columns was also investigated for a few heavy
metals. The results are also given in fig. 66. It is clear that iron and lead mainly have
formed complexes with high molecular compounds, while zinc is associated with the
low molecular ones.
Behaviour of leachate components in soil
The organic acids of the leachate are effectively removed in most soils by methane
fermentation. The period of adaptation may take several months to one year.
Especially in sandy soils with a low buffering capacity the acid concentration may be
too high for adaptation. In general, however, a residence time of one year in the soil
will be enough to remove all organic acids.
Shaking experiments and soil column experiments have shown that heavy metals
can be rather mobile in soils containing organic acids. The breakthrough curves for
CI, COD and Fe in fig. 67 illustrate that initially Fe was as mobile as CI. In this
stage Fe had formed complexes with the organic acids, which were not yet removed.

relative effluent concentration (Ce/Cf)

Fig. 67. Breakthrough curves for CI, COD and
Fe in a sandy loam soil column, percolated with
diluted (1:9) leachate (water volume K0 in the
column: 1,500 ml; residence time in column
about 17 days; temperature 21 °C; C„ concentra
tion in effluent; Ch concentration in feed solu
tion).
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After the start of methane fermentation, indicated by the decrease of COD, the Feion became less mobile because of adsorption and particularly precipitation as
FeC03 and FeS (sulfate was reduced and the soil column turned black in color).
These experiments indicate that precipitation of cations as carbonates and sulfides
can be very effective in soils below landfills.
Obviously the mobility of components not involved in these interaction processes
with soil particles remains large. The mobility of such components depends on the
flow velocity of the groundwater. Especially when persistent organic substances are
present in the leachate, this may create a dangerous situation.
Conclusions
Encouraging methane fermentation in a sanitary landfill is a very important tool
to reduce groundwater pollution. Therefore it is most advisable to dump limecontaining waste products among the refuse. There is some evidence that the refuse
should not be too highly compacted. Extraction of methane gas from a landfill is
economically attractive, reduces the possibility of vegetation damage and of explo
sion hazards and the methane fermentation rate, moreover, seems to increase.

5. WATER QUALITY AND HYDROLOGY OF THE WESTERN PART OF
THE NETHERLANDS
E. van Rees Vellinga, C. G. Toussaint and K. E. Wit
Introduction
In the low western part of the Netherlands the defense against flooding by the
adjacent North Sea and the control of inland waters has for many centuries been the
most important prerequisite for human habitation. At present, however, as a
consequence of the development of modern agriculture and horticulture and the in
creasing pollution of surface waters, the availability of high quality water has
become a matter of great importance too.
As a contribution to the solution of these water quality problems a hydrological
survey in the area of three large polder districts (covering more than 200,000
hectares) was carried out, in which special attention was paid to geology, hydrogeology and the quality of both surface water and groundwater (fig. 68).
Since the Middle Ages a typical landscape has been created with a complicated
system of waterways and polders, mostly situated from 1 to 6 m below sea level, in
which the open water levels are maintained by pumping excess water into discharge
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Fig. 68. Map of the central West Netherlands showing the general topography and the boundaries of the
drainage districts.

canals (called 'boezem') and from the boezem into the main rivers (fig. 69). On the
other hand the boezem is used as a temporary storage basin and a means of transport
to supply water to the polders in dry periods, in which case this supplementary water
is to be let in from the main rivers.
The letting water in is also executed to flush both boezem and polder waterways in
order to maintain a reasonable water quality, on which horticulture (especially
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Fig. 69. Scheme of a deep polder in the West Netherlands.
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Fig. 70. Average chloride contents of the boezem waters of the drainage districts of Rijnland, Delfland
and Schieland during the summers of 1964, 1967 and 1968.
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glasshouses: 5,000 hectares in the region) and agriculture are very much dependent.
The only source for the supply of fresh surface water in the western Netherlands is
the river Rhine. As the chemical composition of this river has deteriorated, the
maintenance of polder water quality can only be attained with great difficulty.
Other causes of quality deterioration are the salt intrusion from the North Sea via
the harbour inlets of Rotterdam and Amsterdam, the increase of domestic and
industrial waste water and the lowering of polder water levels to improve the
bearing capacity of agricultural land, which often also results in an increased
seepage of saline groundwater.
er

in mg • r 1

R'JNLAND

Fig. 71. Course in the summers of 1960 through 1969 of the mean chloride contents of the river Rhine
(some 25 km East of the regional inlet point) and of the boezem of the polder areas A, B, etc. (see fig. 70)
in the Rijnland and Delfland drainage districts.
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Surface water quality
An impression of the average chloride content in the boezem waters during
relatively dry summers can be obtained from fig. 70. Fig. 71 shows that the chloride
content in the boezem has the same fluctuations as the river Rhine. In the polders,
however, the values differ owing to the rainfall distribution, flushing operations and
local saline groundwater seepage. The chemical composition of the boezem water is
in general of the same type as Rhine water (fig. 72). Between the water types of
summer and winter no important differences occur.
Mineral enrichment and subsequent eutrophication in the region could be
established from data of polder waters as well as of the boezem. A survey was made
of nitrogen (organic nitrogen, ammonium, nitrite, nitrate), phosphorus, oxygen
saturation and Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BODs). Fig. 73 shows the course of
the amount of total nitrogen in two drainage districts, and fig. 74 gives the orthophosphate content in some parts of the boezem of Rijnland. In the polder water the
orthophosphate values are sometimes high, up to 3 to 4 mg P per liter; these locally
occurring high loads may be attributed to waste water discharge, or seepage water
possibly flowing through decomposing peat in the subsoil.

1
Rhine water
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Fig. 72. Chemical composition of Rhine and boezem water at some sampling points (see fig. 70) in meq
per liter; mean values over the summers of 1967 through 1969 and the winters 1967/68 and 1969/70.
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Fig. 73. Course of the amount of total-nitrogen of the boezem water in polder areas (A, B, etc., see fig.
70) of the Delfland and Rijnland drainage districts and in the river Rhine.

In general it can be stated that the deterioration of the surface water quality in the
western part of the Netherlands is partly due to salt intrusion through waterways
and sluices, discharge of industrial and domestic waste water, leaching of highly
fertilized soils in agricultural districts and possibly even the relatively high loads of
chemicals in the precipitation near industrial areas. The investigations did show,
however, that as far as the chloride load is concerned, the contribution of all these
factors is relatively low compared with the influence of the seepage of saline ground
water from the subsoil. As particularly the effect of the latter can only be combated
by means of flushing the polders and boezem with fresh water, and the river Rhine is
the only fresh water source in these parts, it is evident that the chemical properties of
this river are a matter of continuous grave concern. An example of the great in
fluence of the river Rhine has also been established during the survey the Institute
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Fig. 74. Orthophosphate contents at some sampling points in the boezem of the Rijnland drainage dis
trict (for locations see fig. 70).

now is engaged in, comprising the northern part of the West Netherlands. Not
withstanding the long transport route from the German border through the Rhinebranch IJssel and the IJsselmeer (the endiked former Zuiderzee), the chemical water
type of the river Rhine is clearly recognizable in the inland waters of these parts of
the country also.
The role of seepage can only be established when the geo-hydrological processes
depending on the properties of the subsoil and the movement of the groundwater is
known. The combination of chemical data of the groundwater with groundwater
flow values ultimately leads to a quantification of the chemical loads in the surface
water.
General situation
The management situation of the surface water in the West Netherlands is char
acterized by great differences in elevation of the land surface as well as that of the
open water levels. In the central part, water levels of 5 to 6 m below sea level are
maintained. These areas are surrounded by polders with water levels of 1 to 2 m
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below sea level; in the dune ridge along the North Sea coast local groundwater levels
of more than 5 m above sea level occur. As a consequence a steady deep ground
water flow moves from the higher parts to the low lying polders, resulting in a
(downward) infiltration in the higher and a (upward) seepage in the lower parts of
the area. Depending on the vertical resistance of the covering layers the seepage,
when accompanied by high chloride contents of the groundwater, will cause salinization of the polder surface waters. When the polder water is pumped into the
boezem, the boezem water in its turn will be salinized.

Hydro-geology
The most important data for the hydro-geological investigations are:
- the depth of the hydrological base (see fig. 75);
- the thickness and hydrological properties of the aquifer(s);
- the resistance of the semi-pervious covering layers at the land surface and of the
possibly occurring dividing layers between two aquifers.
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Fig. 75. Schematic representation of the subsurface situation in the central West Netherlands.
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As base of the aquifer in the western part of the Netherlands is considered the top
of the Maassluis Formation (marine Icenian), although it may be possible that these
strata of fine sands and clay lenses still have some effect in subterranean water
movement.
The aquifer consists of the Old to Middle Pleistocene Kedichem Formation, the
fluviatile Middle Pleistocene Sterksel and Urk Formations, the Saalian fluvio
glacial Drenthe Formation (only in the North), and the marine Young Pleistocene
Eem Formation. The aquifer is locally divided into two parts by the fine clayey
sands and clay layers at the top of the Kedichem Formation and locally in the North
by glacial clay. At the top the aquifer is covered by semi-pervious clay, peat and fine
sandy layers of mainly Holocene origin.
Geo-hydrology
To execute geo-hydrological computations a schematization of the subsoil situa
tion is necessary (fig. 76). Flow intensities can be calculated, when the hydrological
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Fig. 76. Hydrological schematization of the one and two aquifer system and the symbols used in the
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properties of the various layers, or complexes of layers, are established. These data
are:
a.
b.
c.
d.

hydraulic head in the covering layers (hf)\
hydraulic head in the aquifer, or in the upper and lower aquifer fhu h^;
transmissivity of the aquifer(s) (kD, subs. kDlt kD^',
vertical resistance of the covering layers (cj;
e. vertical resistance of the possibly occurring aquifer-dividing layers (cj).

a. It appeared that the average height of the phreatic surface was identical with the
open water levels in the polders. Maps of these were available.
b. Piezometric heads in the aquifer were obtained from the Groundwater Survey
TNO, the Board of the Zuiderzee Works, the Municipal Waterworks of Amsterdam
and from observations in borings. Because of the varying salt content of the sub
terranean water, all data had to be corrected to unit specific density. Fig. 77 shows
the isopiezometric lines for the groundwater in the upper (fig. 77A) and the lower
(fig. 77B) aquifer.
c. Transmisssivity data were available from pumping tests and laboratory grain size
analyses, supplemented by £Z)-values calculated from estimated average granular
properties of boring samples.
d. Cj has been derived from pumping tests, water balance data, calculations based
on transmissivity and differences of hydraulic head, supplemented by specific
vertical resistance calculations.

e. Only a few data from pumping tests and water balance calculations were
available to establish the vertical resistance of the locally occurring c2-values.
The rate of seepage or infiltration can be represented by:
v

h\ - hf
= ^7-^
ci

(1)

where v is the rate of vertical groundwater flow.
To produce the actual amount of seepage or infiltration chiefly on the basis of
hydraulic head data, the investigated area was divided into 13 subareas, chosen on
account of the data of piezometric head and transmissivity. Most subareas were
divided again into units of hydrological similarity as regards the provisional direc
tion of vertical flow obtained with eqn (1). For every subarea the following subsur
face water balance was set up:
Q = Q. - Qo = 10

m

n

E F, v, - 10 E Fi Vi + G + I +
5 =1
/=1
+ 10 !

m

n

E F, + E Fi î
s= 1
i= 1

\u

.S

(2)
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where
Q, = subsurface flow to the subarea in m3.d_1 (taken positive);
Q„ = subsurface flow from the subarea in m^d1 (taken negative);
V, = seepage rate in unit-area 5 in m m . d 1 ;
F\ = surface of seepage unit-area 5 in ha;
Fi = surface of infiltration unit-area / in ha;
v, = infiltration rate in unit-area / in mm.d"1;
G = water yield of gas wells in m3.d_1;
/ = industrial and domestic extraction in m3.d_1;
Ah = change in hydraulic head of the groundwater in the aquifer under consider
ation in mm.year
S = specific yield (taken to be 2.0 x 10~4).

Q can also be calculated from the hydraulic head gradients combined with the
transmissivity along the borders of the subareas. To that purpose the borders are
superimposed on the hydraulic head map of the upper and lower aquifer. The strip
between two adjacent equipotential lines on both sides of a border is divided into
squares according to the flow lines in the flow transit zone. Now subsurface flow in
the upper aquifer is Ql = n^-Ah^.k^Di and in the lower aquifer Q2 = n2.Ah2.k2.D2,
where respectively n2 are the number of squares pertaining to the upper, respectively
the lower aquifer. Total subsurface flow in a subarea then is Q' = Qi + Qi- Where Q
and Q ' do not agree, one or the other has to be adjusted.
Since k2D2 is based on only a few data, any adjustment should be made in Q', that
is in Q2. Where k-f)2 is taken to be reliable, an adjustment is carried out in Q, that is
in v., and v, by means of adjusting the corresponding c-values. Generally two calcula
tions were sufficient to achieve that the Q and Q '-values for each unit and then for
the total subarea equaled each other within a margin of 20%.
This procedure gave adjusted data for k2D2, c^ and c2, and resulted in a map of
seepage and infiltration (fig. 78), showing the areas losing water by deep infiltra
tion, and areas receiving upwelling groundwater.
Loads on surface waters
Once the seepage rates are established it is possible to compute the chemical load
of the surface waters by this flow when the chemical properties of the upwelling
water are known.
To this purpose a survey of the available data on chloride content of the ground
water at various depths was made and this resulted in isochloride maps as given in
fig. 79. In some polders the chloride content in the ditches and in the groundwater
just below them were almost equal; it was therefore assumed that the chloride load
of this groundwater was decisive for the outflowing water. In some other parts of
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Fig. 78. Map of computed seepage and infiltration rates.

the region, however, the chloride contents below the ditches differed so much within
a polder that this value could not be used. It proved that in these parts the decisive
level for the chemical composition of the seepage water was situated at 25 to 35 m
below sea level.
Although in the region under consideration chloride is an important agent in
determining water quality, other chemical properties of the groundwater can also
have a great influence. In general, the groundwater was found to be hard to very
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Fig. 80. Chloride load of the surface waters by seepage in kg CI" per hectare per year.

hard: more than 30% of the samples had a hardness of more than 33°D. Almost
30°7o of the samples had an iron content of at least 15 mg.1 1 Fe. Manganese contents
of more than 1 mg.1"1 Mn occur over the entire region. Ammonium contents of up
to 15 mg.1"1 N were found, as well as phosphate contents of 4 mg.11 P.
The chloride load of the surface waters caused by seepage is given in fig. 80; the
total annual quantity welling up in the area under investigation was calculated to be
about 150,000 tonnes.
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V. SOIL AS A SUBSTRATE

1. EFFECTS OF SOIL DEFORMATION IN TRENCHLESS DRAIN LAYING
D. Boels
Introduction
The soil used for agriculture is frequently subjected to external forces from wheels
or implements acting upon the soil skeleton. The soil reacts on these forces in an
elastic or plastic manner, and compaction may occur.
A specific case where the reaction of the soil to external forces may lead to longterm changes of the soil character is that of drain laying without making a trench.
In trenchless drain laying practice a drainage plow is forced through the soil,
causing the soil to yield. In soil layers above some critical depth the soil is split and
lifted and cracks may occur. Below this depth the soil behaves like a plastic material
and flows around the body of the plow. In this section a method will be presented to
predict the change in hydraulic conductivity caused by soil flow in the vicinity of the
drain.
Soil deformation
As mentioned soil will flow around a body that is forced through the soil when the
working depth exceeds a certain critical depth.
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Fig. 81. Godwin relationship between critical
depth Dy and working depth Dw for different
angles of inclination v, expressed in dimensionless units DJB and DJB, with B width of the
body forced through the soil.

The critical depth is a hypothetical horizontal plane below which the energy for
letting the soil flow is less than the energy necessary for soil failure in an upward
direction. From field observations on drainage plows of the tine type, it turned out
that the relationship between tine width, working depth and critical depth, as found
by Godwin for small tines, also is valid for large drainage plows. This is shown in
fig. 81, where the dots are data obtained from field experiments with drainage plows
in a wet sandy loam. Below the critical depth deformation or compaction may
occur.
Under the conditions prevailing in the Netherlands, drainage is often executed
under rather wet subsoil conditions, so compaction is not very likely to occur.
Measured dry bulk densities in a wet sandy loam soil proved that compaction at
drain depth indeed did not occur. Therefore only deformation must be explained.
Deformation is defined as the change in angular direction due to shearing stresses
in some hypothetical plane of the soil. It is expressed in radians. If the deformation
7 is small, it can be expressed in terms of the strain e in x- and y-directions, hence:
y = e y - ex

(1)

To determine the deformation the strains have to be known.
From known observations it can be concluded that soil flow can be described as a
sequence of steady state situations. The streamlines then are identical with the sliding
lines (cracks) as defined by Prandtl. In fig. 82 the sliding lines are drawn schemati
cally. The envelope of the flow region (ABCDHF and AEG) is curved, the other
lines are assumed to be straight and to originate in O and P (OA, OB, OC, etc.). The
soil mass flowing during a steady state period is assumed to be equal to the mass
present in the segment AOB. The soil body OAP is continuously present and does
not take part in the flow. The angle between the curve ABCDH and the lines OB,
OC, etc. equals 2/x = 90-0, where 4> is the friction angle and the angle POA equals
90 -/I.
The function describing the boundary of the flow region is:
r(\j/) ViB.(2)
=
where
i/' = angle between OA and radius r(ip) in radians;
<t> = shearing angle in radians;
B = width of the drainage plow.

According to assumptions made about the nature of soil flow, the flow can be
considered as a rotation of the wedges OAB, OBC in fig. 82. The rotation angle of
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the wedge OAB equals c^, that of the wedge OBC (w2 - wt), etc. As no compaction
occurs, the area of the rotating wedges equals the area of OAB, so:

ƒƒ
co,+1

co,'

rfusitx)

r(\(/) dr d\j/ = C (constant)

(3)

r(iCi)

7T
<t>
The area OAB is obtained from eqn (3) by inserting w0 = 0 and
= /x = -j ~ ~j.
Due to rotation (flow) the angle of the wedges at the rotating point is changed if
<j> > 0. This change is defined as Ai/-, for wedge number i. Taking wedge OAB as
number 1, OBC as number 2, etc., the soil mass in OAB has passed into sector OBC,
due to rotation when:
Aco, = Aco,-! + Aipi-i
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(i > 2)

(4)

Satisfying eqn (3), the change A^,- in wedge i after rotation is calculated from:
1

1 e2/1^ 0-1

AiP, = ~ — L— In J
2tg 0

I

e2co,tg 0

)
+ 1 I - Aco,
^

Since coj = /*, co2 = ft + Ai/^and co3 = n + (p, + AiJ/J + ip- +
defined as:

co,- = i.fi +

i- 1
Y, (i — k) A\pk
k =0

(5)

w.-can be

(6)

where A\p0 = 0.
The strain in the direction of the radius of the /-th wedge, t], after rotation is de
termined from the relative change in length of the radius in the wedge before rota
ting:
er = e'/2

tg 0 fAco, + Aco,+1> _ j

^

The strain perpendicular to the radius is estimated from:
e, -

Aco:>1.r - Aoo/.r
Awit,
- —- 1
Au,-, r
Aco,

(8)

Now the deformation in wedge number i is obtained by inserting eqn (4) into eqn
(6), and then deriving the strains from eqn (7) and (8) by substituting eqn (6). Inserting
the results into eqn (1) then gives:
y.

=

AcO;

_

etg

0 ( A w, + V i A i J

+

j

v

and 7,+1 < y, < 7, !. The distance, 5, from the body to the point at which defor
mation 7, occurs is calculated from:
s = r(co,-+1J . sin fco,+1-/1)

(10)

In this way the relationship between the distance to the body, the friction angle
and the deformation is determined. In fig. 83 this relationship is shown for different
values of the friction angle.
The actual friction angle can be obtained from a series of triaxial tests at a high
speed loading rate. As can be seen in fig. 83 there exists an unique relationship
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Fig. 83. Relationship between deformation 7 ,
relative distance to the body, s/ViB, and the fric
tion angle 4>.

s
1/28

between friction angle and the relative distance of soil flow to the body. Measuring
this distance in the field therefore also gives information about the magnitude of the
friction angle.
Relationship between deformation and hydraulic conductivity
The relation deformation - hydraulic conductivity is determined from cores,
placed in a triaxial apparatus. With the valves closed the core is deformed to a preset
degree by loading the ram. The strain in y-direction (vertical) then is known, while the
strain in x-direction (horizontal) depends upon the shape of the core after deforma
tion. With known e*and erthe deformation can be calculated from eqn (1).
The relation deformation - conductivity was determined for a sand, a silt loam
and a silty clay loam (fig. 84). The last two soil types are marine deposits with rela-
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Fig. 84. Measured relationship between the
relative hydraulic conductivity and deformation
7. K0 is the initial conductivity, k„ the actual
measured value.

tively large pores. Due to the deformation a number of these large pores are blocked,
reducing the hydraulic conductivity considerably. The hydraulic conductivity of the
sand is mainly depending on bulk density. Deformation therefore does not influence
the conductivity.

Comparison of the derived reduction in conductivity with field
measurements
Used were data on drain discharges and depths of groundwater tables measured at
three experimental fields of silt loam and silty clay loam. Applying the drainage for
mulas of Ernst, it was possible to compute from these data the hydraulic conduc
tivity in the deformed zone of the drainage plow.
Since the hydraulic conductivity of the soil layers was determined before installing
the drainage systems, the reduction in hydraulic conductivity could then be
obtained. The results are shown in table 18.
From this table it can be seen that the theoretically derived ratio has the same
order of magnitude as the one based on drainage theory and measured groundwater
tables and discharges.
It can be concluded that the method described is useful to predict the hydraulic
conductivity in deformed zones caused by drainage plows. From the reduction in
conductivity and the thickness of the zone in which it occurs the increase in radial
flow resistance can easily be calculated and then the performance of the drainage
systems can be forecasted.
Table 18. Calculated ratios of the hydraulic conductivity in the deformed zone of a drainage plow based
on the developed theory and on drainage theories with data on groundwater table and discharges.
Soil type

Deformation
theory

Drainage
theory

Silty loam
Silty clay loam

0.14
0.036

0.07
0.037

2. SUBSIDENCE OF PEAT SOILS
C. J. Schothorst
Introduction
Insight in the process of subsidence of peaty soils is necessary to predict a surface
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subsidence when executing deeper drainage, loading the soil with other materials or
making hydraulic fills, specifically those consisting of organic and clay materials.
Surface subsidence is a consequence of a decrease in soil volume. With regard to
the cause of subsidence of peaty soils four components can be distinguished, i.e.:
- consolidation or compression of the original peat profile due to a mechanical
process: the original peat layers will be compressed by an imposed load;
- settlement through its own weight, a mechanical process after the execution of
drainage measures as a result of a drawdown of the phreatic surface;
- shrinkage of the topsoil due to high water pressure heads under the influence of
an evaporation surplus, a physical process occurring above the groundwater
level;
- oxidation of organic matter by means of biochemical processes. Under
favourable aeration conditions micro-organisms consume organic matter. This
process also occurs above the groundwater level.
A measuring system
To get a clearer view of the subsidence processes, specifically of subsidence in
relation to the depth below the soil surface, a measuring system has been developed.
At vertical intervals of for example 20 cm, metal plates are placed in a row at dif
ferent depths below the soil surface. The plates consist of two connected disks (fig.
85). The disks are turned inwards to be placed at the bottom of an auger hole at the
required depth and then turned outwards with a long key into the wall of the auger
hole. In this way the plate is placed in the original undisturbed soil. To the plate a
vertical tube is connected which reaches to the soil surface. To measure the elevation
of the plate a rod of predetermined length is placed in the tube. The elevation is
measured with a leveling instrument with respect to a fixed point consisting of an
iron pole driven into the sandy subsoil, sometimes located at 10 m below the soil
surface.
In this manner the subsidence of the different layers can be measured with an
accuracy of 1 mm.
Fig. 86 gives an example of the course of subsidence of a peaty hydraulic fill
dumped on an original peat soil, as measured with the mentioned system. From the
difference in subsidence of top and bottom of a layer, the change in thickness of the
layer can be calculated (table 19).
Compression
In the example given the subsidence of the original peat soil, lying at an initial
depth of 1.60 m below the soil surface, is caused by the compression component of
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Fig. 85. Plate consisting of two disks that can be turned outwards in the undisturbed soil when reaching
the desired depth.

subsidence resulting from the load of the dumped peaty fill. The total compression
amounts to about 0.04 m. In this case the compression is very small because the load
of the dumped peaty material was light. Furthermore the groundwater level, even
after drainage, is high; in summer it has a maximum depth of 60 cm below the soil
surface.
The ripened top layer of the original peat soil did show a very low compressibility.
The unripened subsoil was more compressible, but the compression amounts to only
2% of its initial thickness.

Settlement
In the example given the subsidence of the peaty fill is caused by the settlement
component of subsidence resulting from the drawdown by drainage of the ground
water level, that initially was close to the soil surface. It subsided by its own weight.
The subsidence in this profile was mainly restricted to the peaty fill. After three
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Fig. 86. Course of subsidence of various horizons in the soil profile after drainage. The hydraulic fill
consists of peaty material with a thickness of 160 cm (OD = Ordnance Datum).

Table 19. Subsidence in a peaty hydraulic fill of 1.60 m thickness dumped on an original peat soil after
drainage (see also fig. 86; OD = Ordnance Datum).
Depth of
disk

d,

m-surface

original
thickness
mm

0.00
0.25
0.40
0.75
1.00
1.30
1.60
2.00
3.90

235
166
348
254
289
275
425
1,900
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—

Subsi
dence

Elevation
m-OD
4-5-1970

7-9-1972

mm

0.815
1.050
1.216
1.564
1.818
2.107
2.382
2.807
4.700

1.149
1.338
1.464
1.744
1.945
2.186
2.423
2.846
4.700

334
288
248
180
127
79
41
39
—

Av, ele
vation
decrease
mm

Av

d

—

-

46
40
68
53
48
38
2
39

0.20
0.24
0.20
0.21
0.17
0.14
0.005
0.02

Soil
material

peaty fill
peaty fill
peaty fill
peaty fill
peaty fill
peaty fill
peaty fill
orig. peat,ripened
same, unripened

summers the settlement amounted to 29 cm, that is 88% of the total subsidence and
to about 20% of the peaty fill's initial thickness.
It can therefore be concluded that after some years of drainage in and under such
a peaty hydraulic fill, the subsidence mainly is caused by settlement of the fill.
Shrinkage
More or less synchronous with the settlement of fills dumped on land which is
drained for the first time starts a shrinkage of the topsoil caused by high water
pressure heads resulting from an evaporation surplus in the summer. This shrinkage
can be separated in a reversible and an irreversible form. The reversible form
appears only in summer and it will be restored in the next winter by a swelling result
ing from a precipitation surplus coupled with the influence of a rising groundwater
table.
Here the irreversible form, which remains in wet periods will be dealt with.
Shrinkage occurs in the soil lying above the groundwater level. Therefore it is in
dependent of the total thickness of the layer and only depending on its thickness
above the groundwater level. Shrinkage is correlated with the depth below the soil
surface: it decreases with increasing depth (fig. 87).
Because shrinkage in peat soils is determined not directly by the organic matter
weight content but by the quantity of organic matter per volume unit, the weight of
solids per volume unit (bulk density) is to be separated in the weight of minerals and
that of organic matter. So in fig. 87 the horizontal axis shows the weight of organic
matter per volume unit.
Fig. 87 shows the bulk density of the organic matter of the peaty hydraulic fill of
fig. 86, with regard to the depth below surface; line A before and line B after settle-

depth (m below soil surface)

Fig. 87. Course of the bulk density of organic
matter with regard to depth below the soil sur
face for a peat soil with 50% organic matter. A,
before settlement and shrinkage; B, after settle
ment but before shrinkage; C, settlement and
shrinkage after 30 years.
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ment but before shrinkage. Line C is the situation in a 30-year old peaty fill where
settlement and shrinkage have done their work. The shrinkage, inclusive oxidation
of organic matter of the old peaty fill amounts to 26 cm. Generally shrinkage of peat
soils varies between 20 to 30 cm.
The actual shrinkage can be calculated by comparing the bulk densities of the
organic matter (g.cnr3) above and below the groundwater level:
S.h = d(Wh2/Whl) - d
where
S,h = shrinkage (cm);
d
= present thickness = 10 cm;
Wn = initial (below maximum depth of the groundwater level) bulk density of
organic matter (g.cm"3);
Wh2 = present bulk density of organic matter (g.cm 3).
Oxidation of organic matter
The three subsidence components dealt with above are the most important ones
during the first years. Afterwards the oxidation of organic matter plays a more
important role, because although the yearly amount is very low it is a more or less
continuous process. An oxidation of 5 mm per year gives, when the same drain
depth is maintained, a subsidence of 50 cm in a century.
Under certain circumstances oxidation can be calculated in the same manner as
has been done with shrinkage. When it is assumed in a homogeneous peaty soil that
a higher content of mineral elements in the top layers are the consequence of oxida
tion of organic matter, it is possible to calculate the oxidation by comparing the
bulk density of the mineral elements (g.cm 3) in the top layers with that of the peat
below the lowest groundwater depth.
In this way it was possible to calculate the shrinkage and oxidation of a sedge peat
soil in the western part of the Netherlands which, after initially having been used as
arable land, has been for about ten centuries under grass. In the beginning of that
period the surface elevation was at or somewhat above sea level, while at present it is
about 2 m below it. So, neglecting sea level fluctuations, it subsided 2 mm per year
on the average.
By comparing the bulk density of the mineral elements in the topsoil and the sub
soil below the groundwater level and in the same manner the bulk densities of the
organic matter a total subsidence of 2.04 m was calculated, with 1.76 m, or 85%, to
be ascribed to oxidation. In this case shrinkage amounted to only 0.28 m, or 15% of
the total subsidence, which is not surprising considering the continuous very shallow
drainage.
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That the oxidation amounts to approximately 2 mm per year at this shallow
drainage could be verified in a quite different way, i.e. by a determination of the
nitrogen uptake of the grass. Because at deeper drainage oxidation increases and
more nitrogen is mineralized and taken up by the grass, it also could be proved that
at deeper drainage the oxidation subsidence can increase to 6 mm per year.
From the example given above it is clear that the method of comparing bulk
densities of organic matter respectively of mineral elements in the topsoil and below
the groundwater level makes it possible not only to predict the subsidence after estab
lishing lower drainage levels but also to reconstruct earlier situations.

3. CONSTRUCTION OF STREET-TREE SITES
J. W. Bakker
Trees nowadays planted in paved areas seldom develop as good as trees growing
in open soil. Formerly the soil environment in and along streets was not that bad
that street trees could not grow to an acceptable size. In the last decades, however,
increased intensity of traffic, more closed road surfaces and heavier built-up areas
are very unfavourable for tree growth. Along roads constructed according to recent
prescriptions tree growth is nearly impossible when no measures are taken to amelio
rate their planting site. The condition of older street trees in many cases is also de
creasing.
During the same period the appreciation of street trees certainly did not diminish
and the municipal authorities spend many millions per year for the care of the trees
present and for planting young stock in new as well as in older parts of the towns.
Up till now great emphasis has been placed on research of the environment of
forest and orchard trees and the research dealing in this respect with street trees and
other woody park plants did not receive much attention. So insufficient basic knowl
edge was available to solve the present urban problems which, in an increasing
manner, threaten the life of the green that borders our streets and roads. Although
the selecting of tree species and variaties for their form and adaptability to different
sites and tree nutrition as well as wound treatment have given some relief, the most
urgent question at the moment is how to construct in an urban environment, sites
where the trees we want there can grow to a size we want them to have.
The design of site constructions acceptable for the tree as well as urban life meets
with several limitations:
- traffic in towns has become more intensive and the transport means are heavier,
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which asks for wider roads with higher bearing capacities. So very compact street
foundations are a necessity;
brick pavements have been replaced by fully impervious pavements of asphalt,
which are in regard to traffic and maintenance costs superior to brick pavements;
especially in the West of the Netherlands, the land is made suitable for building
purposes by covering the original soil with a layer of sand, transported and depos
ited as a sand - water emulsion. This results in a very dense packing which cannot
be penetrated by tree roots;
service pipes (gas and water) and cables have to be laid, by regulation, as much as
possible below open soil or under brick or tile pavements. Those are the street
areas where tree roots must grow;
although the water table may be present at several meters depth, in many cases it
is situated at less than 0.5 m depth limiting the root volume and causing aeration
troubles;
natural gas (methane) from leaking gas pipes and sometimes from fermentation
processes of organic matter below the groundwater table may cause anaerobic
conditions.

The limitations mentioned above can be summarized as a too small volume of soil
from which water and nutrients can be extracted, a small gas exchange and a small
supply of rainwater.
Quantitative data of the necessary water supply of street trees are not available
and the data on water use of forest trees are of limited value because the climatic
conditions in paved sites and the exposition of the almost solitary street trees to
wind and solar radiation are quite different.
Therefore the water use and the reaction to a limited water supply of solitary trees
in a pavement was studied on young trees in containers of 125 liters. It appeared that
the transpiration of such trees was 2 to 3 times the calculated Penman evaporation.
About the tolerable reduction of this potential water use investigation is still in
progress.
At the same time investigations with a more empirical approach have been carried
out, in cooperation with municipal park and road authorities, to develop site
constructions and materials for pavements as well as for street foundations surround
ing street trees.
Studied was for instance the influence on gas exchange and water supply of the
replacement of impervious asphalt by a porous asphalt road surface along a row of
street trees. In the same project also ventilation channels surrounding the trees were
tested. This was done by following the composition of the soil atmosphere and the
soil water pressure head in the profile in combination with root and soil observa
tions, measurements of the gas diffusion rate and of the water transport through the
pavement.
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It proved that the very high permeability of the surface material just after
construction decreased to almost zero in about two years due to pollution of the sur
face with grease and dust. In these tests traffic intensity was very high; measure
ments below porous pavements on side walks did show a still very good permeability
after ten years of use.
When easily decomposible organic matter is added to the soil around roots of
street trees, the additional oxygen demand in the first year of application is very
high and so is the danger for anaerobiosis. The oxygen use of the materials used was
measured to determine the tolerable doses for different rates of gas exchange
through the pavement and the sometimes present ventilation channels.
Soils with good properties for tree growth often cannot be used for street founda
tions because of their too low bearing capacity. Sand and several mixtures of sand
and peat, and sand and clays, compacted in different degrees have been tested in a
paved experimental site carrying young street trees, as well as under normal side
walk conditions in the cities.
The mixtures going to a depth of 1 m or 1.20 m were homogeneously compacted
with the usual vibration techniques for compaction of street foundations. The strong
est compacted mixtures had a penetration resistance of 2.5 MPa, as measured with a
1 cm2 penetrometer. Higher compactions are of no interest because at a resistance of
about 3.0 MPa root growth stops. The controls of sand were compacted to densities
prescribed for street foundations, they showed higher penetration resistances than
2.5 MPa.
Measurements have been made of:
- root and shoot development of the different tree species;
- penetration resistances;
- water content and soil moisture pressure during the growing season in the profile
from the groundwater table to the soil surface;
- composition of the soil atmosphere.
The materials have been characterized by granular composition, organic matter
content and kind of organic matter, the relation between water pressure head and
hydraulic conductivity and the soil moisture retention curves which also provided
air contents and water holding capacities. To judge the suitability for street founda
tions the compaction under heavy load was determined as well as the changes in sur
face elevation of the pavement due to frost and to spontaneous compaction of the
material.
It appeared that mixtures of sand and peat with 2 respectively 5% organic matter
content by weight and densities of respectively 1.38 and 1.13 g.cm3, and penetra
tion resistances of 2.0 respectively 1.5 MPa could very well be used as foundation
for light pavements. The tests of the other mixtures are still in progress.
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Some other results are that compaction must be carefully controlled: a too heavy
compaction of, suitable, mixtures can result in a too dense packing and bad aeration
characteristics. This particularly when the usable root volume is limited as often
only part of the roots are situated in moist soil.
The uptake of nutrients and water can be ameliorated by enlarging the soil volume
from which during the entire growing season water can be taken. When ground
water is present at 1 to 2.5 m depth this can be used by making the foundation suit
able for root growth to such a depth. For a constant water table it was calculated, as
well as measured in experiments, that the water extracted by plant roots is resupplied
by capillary rise in the 40 to 60 cm of the rooting zone lying above the water table.

4. EVALUATION OF PLAYING CONDITIONS OF GRASS SPORTSFIELDS
WITH THE AID OF BASIC SOIL PROPERTIES
A. L. M. van Wijk
Introduction
In the Netherlands the demand for grass sportsfields is strongly increasing during
the last decades. The spatial demand for sportsfields is inversely proportional to the
number of matches possible with respect to the time available while maintaining
adequate playing conditions. When the playing conditions are poor, matches fre
quently have to be cancelled and more fields are required to get through a competition
programme. Because of this demand and the high construction and maintenance
costs of grass sportsfields it is worthwhile to try to improve the playing conditions
by means of a well-thought-out construction and maintenance. A study was per
formed with the objective to contribute to the knowledge of soil physical properties
and processes responsible for the playing conditions of grass sportsfields and to im
prove sportsfield construction and maintenance.
Procedure of the investigation
Design criteria found in literature almost all refer to top layer construction. They
are mainly dealing with saturated hydraulic conductivity and particle size distribution
supplemented by qualifications for total porosity, air porosity and water holding
capacity. Most of the standards hardly reckon with differences in frequency, inten
sity, type and place (climate, soil conditions) of use. Moreover, they only are in
direct measures for properties determining playing conditions. Most standards are
empirically derived and show little theoretical or experimental background. Experi168

Fig. 88. Scheme of the procedure followed to evaluate, with the aid of basic soil properties, the playing
conditions of grass sportsfields with different top layer, subsoil and drainage conditions.

ments on transferability to actual field conditions are scarcely found.
Our study has chosen a more experimental and theoretical approach with top layer
soil strength as main prerequisite for adequate playing conditions. The investigation
was divided into three parts:
- an inventorizing part based on field data;
- an analyzing part based on laboratory measurements;
- an analyzing and generalizing part based on model research.
The procedure of investigation is schematically given in fig. 88.
Soil physical properties determining playing conditions
In first instance an inventory type of investigation was performed on a number of
sportsfields that differed in top layer, soil profile and water regime. Many sensory
firmness appraisals and simultaneous measurements of soil strength, water content,
pressure head and bulk density were conducted to derive a measurable soil strength
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penetration resistance ( M Pa )

Fig. 89. Distribution of penetration resistances of the upper 2 to 3 cm of the top layer measured across a
soccer field at three pressure head (ip) situations. The criterion for intensive playing, a penetration re
sistance of 1.4 MPa, is indicated.

criterion for adequate playing conditions and to establish the soil physical properties
responsible for soil strength, their interrelations and limiting values. It appeared
that a penetration resistance is required of at least 1.4 MPa respectively 1.0 MPa
(penetrometer cone: top angle 60°, base 1 cm2) to prevent deformation of the top
layer on intensively respectively moderate intensively played parts of soccer fields.
The penetrometer resistance, found to be a usable criterion for adequate playing
conditions, appeared to be determined by bulk density and water pressure head of
the top layer and the reinforcing action of grass roots. The distribution of penetrom
eter resistances over a soccer field (fig. 89) is strongly connected with the distribupenetration resi stance ( M Pa )
1974-' 75
0.32
7.0
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extensively played
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Fig. 90. Penetration resistance versus soil water pressure head, simultaneously measured in the top layer
of intensively and extensively played parts of a soccer field during the wet part of three playing seasons.
Relative densities (q') and organic matter contents (%) of the top layer are indicated. Penetration re
sistances below 1.4 MPa do not allow intensive playing.
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tion of the bulk density which in its turn is determined by the playing pattern. It was
found that compaction of the top layer to a relative density of about 0.45 (i.e. a
compaction to 45% of the maximum possible density of the specific soil) advanced
soil strength to such an extent that playing conditions only fail when the pressure
head exceeds specific limits. From the field measurements relationships between
penetration resistance and pressure head at different bulk densities were obtained,
from which these pressure head limits could be derived (fig. 90).
Compactibility and soil strength of differently composed
and wetted sands
Improvement of playing conditions by influencing bulk density and soil water
conditions requires insight into compaction and strength behaviour of the sands
usually applied in sportsfield construction. Therefore a number labora
tory experiments were conducted about the effect of soil water, organic matter and
fine particle content on compactibility and mechanical strength of sands differing in
coarseness. The compactibility increases with increasing water, organic matter and
clay content. Medium coarse sand is more compacted than medium fine sand with
out gaining more strength.
Top layer compaction is significant only when it increases soil strength. Addition
of clay to unstable poor sands scarcely improves soil strength within the pressure
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Fig. 91. Penetration resistance versus soil water pressure head at different relative densities
sandy top layer material at two organic matter contents.
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head range prevailing during the wet part of the playing season. Under dry circum
stances, sand containing much clay soon becomes too hard. Moreover, disadvantages
of the presence of clay, such as slipperiness and a decreased hydraulic conductivity,
argue for its absence from the top layer. Compared with clay the presence of a few
percentages of organic matter in the sandy top layer promotes the soil strength to a
great extent, and the more the higher the bulk density (fig. 91). Because of the ef
fects of organic matter content and compaction on the soil strength of sands, the
playing conditions can be improved by increasing the organic matter content and
bulk density of the top layer. Both measures are, however, at the expense of soil ae
ration and hydraulic conductivity.
Compaction, soil aeration and grass viability
Compaction to improve the top layer soil strength might impede root growth by
deterioration of soil aeration. During two consecutive playing seasons, strongly difINTENSIVELY PLAYED
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Fig. 92. Averaged oxygen distribution profiles in autumn 1974 and spring 1975 on extensively and inten
sively played plots of two soccer fields.
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ferent in wetness, soil aeration was measured in terms of oxygen diffusion rate
(ODR) and oxygen concentration in the soil gas phase on four sportsfields with top
layers compacted by regular playing. Measured ODR and oxygen concentrations
were compared with values mentioned in literature as limiting for grass growth.
Despite the fact that such values were temporarily reached in wet conditions and in
spite of quite different soil aeration conditions of the same field in consecutive sea
sons or of different fields in the same season (fig. 92), little variation in sward den
sity development occurred. A possible unfavourable effect of high root zone density
on soil aeration and on turf viability is greatly overshadowed by the direct mechan
ical injury of playing to the turf.
Optimizing top layer, subsoil and drainage combinations
Apart from changing the soil aeration, an increase in organic matter content and
bulk density reduces the hydraulic conductivity. Reduction in hydraulic conductivity
can only be accepted as far as it does not result in soil water conditions limiting play
ing conditions. From field investigations it appeared that the penetration resistance
is almost always sufficient for intensive playing if the top layer of intensively used
parts is compacted to a relative density of 0.45. Compacted to this or a higher value,
top layer soil strength is only insufficient for adequate playing conditions if certain
pressure head limits are exceeded. From relationships between penetration resistance
and pressure head at different bulk densities based on field measurements (see fig. 90)
as well as laboratory measurements (see fig. 91), pressure heads critical for the soil
strength required could be derived (table 20). When the top layer is insufficiently
compacted, i.e. has a relative density of <0.45, pressure heads are required that are
lower than those indicated in table 20 to reach sufficient soil strength for adequate
playing conditions (see fig. 90).

Table 20. Minimal relative density (g ' = fraction of the maximum possible density of the specific soil),
minimal bulk density (q) and maximal soil water pressure head f\j/) required for soil strength sufficient for
intensive playing of grass-covered sandy top layers with different organic matter contents.
Organic matter content

%
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

e'
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45

e

g.cm3
1.65
1.61
1.56
1.52
1.47
1.44
1.41
1.38

*

cm
0
0
- 10
-20
-20
-30
-30
-30
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Because the soil water conditions in the top layer not only depend on the hydrological properties of that layer, other factors have also been taken into consideration.
Attention has therefore been paid to the extent to which soil water conditions in the
top layer are influenced by:
—
—

compaction of top layers different in organic matter content;
thickness of the top layer;
type of the subsoil;
subsurface drainage (pipe drainage or a special sandy drainage layer).

To be able to evaluate these effects, the soil hydrological properties (hydraulic
conductivity and water characteristic) for differently composed and compacted sandy
top layers and subsoils were determined. Even when the hydraulic conductivity is
known, however, it is not easy to establish when it is too low. Therefore soil water
conditions have been simulated in dependence of actual rainfall and actual soil phys
ical properties. To this purpose an electronic analog of WIND and MAZEE was used.
The model simulates the variation of pressure head in the top layer as a combined
effect of rainfall, hydrological characteristics of top layer and subsoil and the char
acteristics of the drainage system. With the aid of the bulk density and pressure
head limits obtained from the field and laboratory measurements (see table 20), the
duration and frequency of inadequate playing conditions then can be derived from
the simulated course of the pressure head.
Some results of the simulation are summarized in table 21. The table gives the
duration and frequency of inadequate playing conditions in the period September
through October 1974, as found by simulation for 11 different top layers overlying
three subsoils which strongly differed with regard to their hydrological properties.
The hydraulic conductivities of the 11 top layers decrease with increasing relative
density and the more, the higher the organic matter content. The humous sand, sandy
clay loam and silty clay loam subsoils have hydraulic conductivities which are high,
medium and low respectively.
The figures in the table clearly show the great significance of the subsoil with regard
to soil water conditions in the top layer. The better the physical properties of the
subsoil the less disadvantageous is a low conductivity of the top layer resulting from
compaction and high organic matter contents. On subsoils with lower conductivities
sandy top layers with little organic matter function the best. To obtain adequate soil
strength, the pressure head in top layers with a low density must be considerably
lower than in the case of more compacted top layers (see top layer 1 and 10). How
ever, the lower (drier) the pressure head limits will have to be, the more frequently
and lastingly they will be exceeded in wet periods.
It also appeared from the simulation that the main effect of pipe drainage consists
of shortening wet soil conditions. An increase in drain depth (fig. 93) appeared
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Table 21. Total duration (days) and frequency (between brackets) of occasions on which soil water
pressure heads limiting playing conditions during the period September through October 1974 were ex
ceeded, for 28 combinations of top layer and subsoil. Drain depth 100 cm and drain intensity 0.030 d"1,
i.e. the standard discharge for sportsfields in the Netherlands: 15 mm.d1 at a groundwater table depth of
50 cm below the soil surface.
Top layer
No.

org. matter
content

Subsoil
rel. density
(% of max.
possible
density)

%
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

0.4
0.4
2.3
4.3
4.3
4.3
6.6
6.6
6.6
8.6
8.6

pressure
head
limits

humous
sand

sandy clay
loam

4.3
0
0
0
0
0
0.2
0.4
0.7
11.2
1.0

8.9
0.2
0
0.9
1.7
3.8
2.2
4.3
5.6
30.4
6.5

silty clay
loam

cm
10
59
47
45
61
72
46
60
80
29
73

-40
0
0
-20
-20
-20
-30
-30
-30
-60
-30

( 6)

( 1)
( 6)
( 4)
(13)
( 6)

( 7)
( 1)
( 3)
( 7)
( 9)
( 7)
(16)
(17)
(15)
(27)

4.4
12.2
20.6
12.3
24.1
27.7

( 7)
(23)
(20)
(11)
(25)
(26)

soil water content
(cm3 cm"3)
•50r

1

i1

--20
--40

Fig. 93. Simulated course of water content and pressure head at 5 cm depth in a sandy top layer (10 cm
medium fine sand with 8.6% organic matter, lightly compacted to a bulk density of 1.285 g.cnr3) over
lying a well-permeable humous sandy subsoil at drain depths of 75, 100 and 120 cm respectively. Drain
intensity 0.030 d ', i.e. the standard discharge rate for sportsfields in the Netherlands: 15 mm.d"1 at a
groundwater table depth of 50 cm below the soil surface. At pressure heads higher (wetter) than the -60
cm limit, soil strength of this top layer is insufficient for intensive playing.
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much more effective to control the soil water conditions in the top layer than an in
crease in drain intensity, implying narrower drain spacings at shallower drain
depths. The effect of subsurface drainage strongly depends on the conductivity of
the subsoil. Poor-permeable soils needing drainage the most react the least to it.
It appeared that the influence of a sandy drainage layer between top layer and
subsoil is greatest when such a layer consists of coarse textured sand, covered by a
sufficiently compacted sandy top layer with a low organic matter content. A thick
ness of the drainage layer of 30 cm seems to be adequate. Construction of a special
drainage layer can only be an alternative for the usual construction, i.e. a sandy top
layer directly overlying a subsoil, when this subsoil has a poor permeability.
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VI. THE USES OF LAND

1. LAND LAYOUT IN HORTICULTURAL AREAS
C. G. J. van Oostrom and L. W. Vink
Introduction
Broadly speaking five different branches of production in horticulture can be dis
tinguished in the Netherlands:
-

horticulture under glass;
market gardening;
fruit growing;
bulb growing;
tree nursing.

An increasing interest exists in land development projects in horticultural areas
and within the context of the evaluation of alternative land layout plans it is more
and more becoming necessary to quantify the effects of improvements of land lay
out on production and income.
This paper deals in short with the research on alternative land layout plans to im
prove the infrastructure for horticulture under glass and market gardening.
Horticulture under glass
With regard to horticulture under glass an investigation carried out in the Westland district in the period 1968 to 1973 can be mentioned. An attempt was made to
determine the optimal land layout for this type of holdings, taking also in regard
their accessibility, water supply, water discharge, water quality and drainage.
This investigation proved that especially size and dimensions of the lots are of
great importance. The influences on profitability depending on size and dimensions
of lots appear as differences in:
-

investments in glasshouses including equipment;
investments in accessibility of the glasshouses;
heat losses caused by transmission through the walls;
cultivated area;
cost of harvesting;
yield.
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The total effect of all these factors are compiled in fig. 94. A lot size of 2.2 ha and
a width of 87 m has been taken as a reference level. The annual additional cost as
compared with this reference level is represented by a number of iso-cost curves.
The amounts given are valid for the price level of 1972. At the prices of 1980 the
additional cost is about twice the amounts mentioned.
It can be concluded, that when the size of a glasshouse is smaller than 10,000 m2
(lot size approximately 1.25 ha) and when the width is less than 50 m (lot width ap
proximately 60 m), the additional annual cost of exploitation is considerable.
Market gardening
Recent investigations are carried out to determine the optimum land layout of
holdings specialized in the culture of vegetables in the open. For this type of holdings
a perfect water management is of great importance as well as the possibility of
sprinkling irrigation and a good accessibility of lots and parcels. The effects on cost
and yield of the holding in connection with land layout depend on:
-

number of lots and crops;
parcel width;
parcel shape;
distance between lot and barn;
land use intensity.

The relevant aspects of cost and yield taken into consideration are physical yield
and monetary value of the crops, quantity and quality of labour use as well as cost
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Fig. 95. Differences
in
exploitation
cost
(Hfl.ha"1.year1) for a labour intensive holding
of 5 ha with market gardening, in relation with
the mean distance of lots in km metalled road (S)
and the number of lots (K).
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of technical equipment. The total monetary effect for a holding of about 5 ha with a
mean cropping pattern is represented in fig. 95. The reference level is a holding with
only one lot, a house lot (the lot with the farmbuildings on it), at the price level of
1980.
For this type of horticultural holding the average situation in the sandy regions of
the Netherlands is characterized by the presence of three lots at a distance of about
2 km over metalled road. According to the graph this means an extra cost of Hfl 950
per ha and year, in other words an annual Hfl 4,750 per holding in comparison with
a holding of the same size with one lot.

2. REALLOTMENT OF FARM LANDS BY COMPUTER
R. Kik
To investigate the reallotment possibilities during the preparation phase of a land
consolidation project, a method has been developed to calculate a preliminary reallotment plan for the land users. The method is based on the improvement of the
economical characteristics of the farm by shortening the lot distances and concen
tration of lots, while also several marginal conditions can be introduced.
By using the stepping stone algorithm, one of the techniques of operational re
search, an allotment is calculated with a minimal mean lot distance. A speciality of
the algorithm used is the limitation in the calculated number of lots.
When the method is put into practice it is necessary to find out if several soil types
exist in the territorial block which are impossible to exchange. If this is the case, the
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land must split up in several exchange-classes. The land within an exchange-class
must be fully exchangeable.
Executing the allotment calculation it is necessary to know where land to be allot
ted is available. To this purpose the project is split up in areas. When working with
more than one exchange-class, each area may only occupy land of one exchangeclass. The surface of the areas depends on the characteristics of the block in ques
tion. In a block with many large farms, the areas have to be greater than in a block
with generally smaller farms. For this reason a variation in area surface between 10
and 100 ha can exist.
It is not possible to exchange all the lots within a block. Not exchangeable are the
lots on which farmbuildings are situated, because it must be made impossible to al
lot less land around the farmbuilding as there originally was. Also mostly not ex
changeable are the lots on which orchards, perennial crops, glasshouses and other
buildings occur. The not exchangeable land is excluded from the allotment calcula
tion.
The allotment calculation indicates which holding in which area gets allotted a
certain surface area of land. Suppose the number of holdings in the block is j having
a size W{ and the number of areas is / having a size W,-, then: L • = £ IV,. Wanted is
the calculation of the part of area i which has to be allotted to holding,/'. This part is
defined as Xu. For each possible part Xu a cost factor C,y must be known. The func
tion to minimize then is: ££C„X„.
The cost factor C0- indicates the cost of transport between holding y and area /.
The cost of transport is supposed to be proportional to the distance of transport. So
it is possible to use as cost factor the distance between the holding and the area. Al
though the result will be an allotment with a minimal mean lot distance for the
block, some holdings will get a much better and others a much worse allotment as in
the original situation. To prevent this not wanted effect, the definition of the cost
factors is changed in such a way that the distances are increased with a weight to in
clude in the calculation the distance of the lots of a holding in the original situation.
Moreover, in the definition of the cost factors the kind of the roads used for trans
port is taken into account. To that purpose the apparent distance is introduced,
which is obtained by multiplying the distance, in dependence of the kind of road,
with a quality factor.
The weight with which the distance is increased, is defined as the square root of
the ratio of the apparent mean lot distance of the holding in the original situation
and the apparent distance to the area. Then the equation for the calculation of the
cost factor is:

Cu = S, +

(4^11/2
^ ij
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where
Cij = cost factor for transport from holding./ to area i;
S a = apparent distance in hm from holding y to area i;
Sik = apparent mean lot distance in hm of holding j in the original situation.
By using a square root function for the calculation of the weights, their value is in
the neighbourhood of one. The remaining small differences are sufficient to obtain
the required effect, without getting an influence of the weight distances that lets
deviate the calculated minimum from the actual minimal mean lot distance.
It was already mentioned above that the algorithm used limits the number of cal
culated lots. The reason for this is to ensure that, although the number of possible
solutions in the matrix is i x j (number of areas times number of holdings), the cal
culated number of solutions is never more than i + j - 1 (number of holdings plus
the number of areas less one). In practice, the matrix will contain a number of areas
considerably smaller than the number of holdings. This has as consequence that to
most of the holdings one lot is allotted and to the other ones two lots.
If in a block more than one exchange-class exists, the allotment calculation must
be carried out separately for each exchange-class. This means that when holdings
have their land in several exchange-classes, they get allotted at least one lot in each
exchange-class. It is therefore desirable to limit the number of exchange-classes as
much as possible, to prevent the allotment of too many lots.
The application of the method is fully automated. The input of the needed data of
holdings and lots is automatically taken from the data of the Land Division Survey
of the Netherlands, while for the calculation of the distances from the holdings to
the areas, the site of the holdings and areas and the situation of the road network are
specified in coordinates by a digitizer. The processing then is done by computer.
The output consists of several tables, of which one indicates which holdings in
what areas get allotted a certain piece of land. The tables giving the best insight in
the reallotment possibilities, however, are those which give the land division char
acteristics of the original situation as well as after the reallotment. These land divi
sion characteristics are given for each type of holding and for several size classes, as
well as for the entire block and for each land user district.
The output of such an allotment calculation makes it possible to design a prelimi
nary reallotment plan. At the moment this is still done by hand, but the intention is
to automate it by means of a graphic display unit.
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3. AGRICULTURAL LAND USE IN SEMI-NATURAL AREAS;
a study of dairy farming possibilities in an area with bird life protection
J. W. Righolt
Introduction
In a densely populated and highly industrialized country as the Netherlands, the
future land development policies will have to answer a growing demand for nonagrarian use of land. This will often imply the necessity to withdraw agricultural
land from its former use. In other cases, particularly where the interests of the envi
ronment, the care for the scenery and recreational aspects need special attention,
these interests can be met efficaciously by some relevant restrictions of a continued
agricultural exploitation.
Generally speaking, agriculture in areas with such diversified territorial claims has
to face physical conditions which, already in the present situation handicap efficient
farming. Although for that very reason improvement measures are very desirable, it
is just here that much pressure exists to freeze and even push back agricultural devel
opment. The question then is to be answered which particular non-agricultural inter
ests are at issue in that very region, what weight they have and to what extent agri
cultural improvements are acceptable from this point of view. On the other hand
knowledge about the consequences for the farmer's possibilities to make a living
under these circumstances will be necessary for a careful assessment of all the pros
and cons of the restraints suggested.
Agriculture as a factor in rural scenery
Problems concerning the type of multiple land use mentioned above will arise in
regions with high scenic and nature values where, at least in the Netherlands, grass
land farming is the main occupation.
To enable the farmers to introduce modern farming systems, size, shape and
accessibility of farm lots and parcels have to be improved. For modern dairy farm
ing, moreover, short distances between fields and farmbuildings are needed with as
a consequence a scattering of the farmbuildings and an intensive road network. Al
though within the present framework an increase of production has no high priori
ty, the lasting disproportion between manpower and area leads to patterns of very
intensive land use needing rising amounts of nitrogen fertilizer and improvement of
drainage.
These processes of development have important consequences for nature, land
scape and environment. Since the beginning of this century they resulted not only in
a decrease of natural and semi-natural areas but also in a diminishing diversity of
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landscape elements, plant species and bird life. Blocking these developments would
be unrealistic and, moreover, deny future landscape functions. Therefore, a
compromise has to be found, partly to be realized by spatial segregation of land use
types, partly by a form of agriculture which permits the coexistence of different
functions.
Spatial segregation for nature's sake, treating nature conservation as a land utili
zation type in its own right, i.e. having as valid a claim for land as agriculture or
forestry, will be inevitable for safeguarding some specific outstanding natural values.
On the other hand, interweaving of natural and agricultural interests will have its
best chances to safeguard interests with a more limited scope: for example preser
vation of the rural scenery, mainly affecting working conditions, or protection of
bird life, to be realized by slight adjustments of land use patterns or working
methods. An example of the latter will be given below.
Full ecological harmony in a landscape, as preferred by ecologists, will be hardly
thinkable without substantial reduction of the production level by raising the ground
water level or by minimizing the amount of fertilizer used, which will in turn mini
mize the farmer's income if not, at the same time, a considerable enlargement of
holding area can be realized.
Effect of measures for bird life protection on dairy farming;
first approach
The problems connected with the incorporation of meadow bird protection in
farm management can be characterized best with a short description of the pioneer
study in this field of research, carried out in the early seventies in the Eilandspolder,
a pasture area in the province of North Holland.
The possibilities of continuing dairy farming in this area with much open water
have been investigated with the aid of a linear programming model. In the present
situation the accessibility of the land is very poor and nearly all transport between
fields and farmbuildings must be done across water. Although also in future
through-traffic is to be prevented for reasons of quietude, constructing of farm roads
and interconnection of the island parcels by earthen dams will be acceptable. Inerease of holding sizes to up to 45 or 60 ha for a two-men farm and construction of
modern farmbuildings in the border zone along the surrounding roads, are assumed
to be possible in the calculation scheme. The application of fertilizers is hardly
objected to and no limits are prescribed. In the first approach, the only important
restrictions in land use on behalf of bird life are that the existing situation in water
management is to be maintained and (for part of the area) mowing and other
mechanical field work are not to be allowed before the mid-June. In accordance
with the usual type of farming, generally dairy cattle husbandry with young stock
and roughage production, the grazing and mowing for silage and hay-making were
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introduced as field activities, both at free intensity level within the limits mentioned
above.
The conviction that modern grassland farming will be seriously handicapped if
the total area of the holding bears restrictions, has led to the construction of a model
with high flexibility in land use, the percentage of area with restrictions varying con
tinuously from 0 to 100% of the total holding area.
The idea underlying this model was that a zone nearest to the farmbuildings and
the surrounding roads might be free from restrictions without damaging nature inter
ests too much and that the inner, more isolated, quiet zone is the most suitable one
for bird nesting. On the other hand, farming will be highly served by freeing some
part of the area; both parts of the holding not to be single units to run separately,
but to be supplementary to each other within one management. Thus, each part can
have its own, within the limits prescribed, comparatively best type of use, with a
tendency to concentrate or intensify the field activities, which are prohibited else
where, on the free part of the holding.
By parametric linear programming for each ratio between the areas with restricted
and free land use, an optimum solution could be found which will maximize poten
tial farm income.
From the results of this first approach (fig 96) it could be concluded, that the re
strictions in land use mentioned above are, for this type of farming, acceptable to
about twothirds of the total holding area. Expanding them to more than twothirds
of the area will reduce the farm income considerably. This reduction is sharpest on
the smaller sized holdings where the roughage basis is already the weakest. This ini-
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Fig. 96. Revenue of labour and soil for a twomen dairy farm model of resp. 45 and 60 ha with
good accessibility in relation to the area per
centage with restrictions in land use; the most
heavily restricted farm has a slightly different
layout (model Eilandspolder, see text).

tially small effect on farm income could be explained by the shifting of cattle gra
zing in spring to the area with restricted land use and the moving of other field ac
tivities during this period, as cutting for silage, to the free zone. Because short
distances from the buildings were assumed for both parts (< 1,000 m), this being
essential for modern dairy grazing with milking in the barn, the mentioned restric
tions did not obstruct this.
A greater part of the area having cutting restrictions hampers an intensive grass
land exploitation, however, and requires for optimum herd size an increasing amount
of fodder to be obtained from outside the holding. Moreover, a concentration of
mowing activities in a short period after 15 June gives a labour shortage in this period
which can only be met by contractor's services or other cost raising measures. Both
of these processes lead to a lowering of the farmer's income, which manifests itself
sharpest where the labour organization goes wrong.
In a second, more realistic, approach the grazing of young cattle too has been ex
cluded in bird nesting areas before 15 June, a maximum amount of nitrogen fertil
izer has been introduced and a more remote position (up to 1,000 m from the farmbuildings) has been assumed for the area with restrictions. In essence the results did
not differ from the ones given in fig. 96, because also in this case the physical condi
tions for agricultural production were still rather good.
Effect of restrictions under less favourable conditions
Often, however, agriculture in areas rich in meadow birds will face less favour
able conditions than have been assumed in the model for the Eilandspolder. A high
water table and a poor accessibility with large distances between land and
farmbuildings are very common and they will have to be maintained for nature's
sake. Such conditions dairy farming has to face in a farm model for the Lopikerwaard, a grassland area with strip-parcelling in the province of Utrecht, where a land
consolidation project is in execution. On part of its area, formed by the most quiet
and remote parts of a group of holdings having their buildings in the border zone
adjacent to public roads, land use restrictions on behalf of bird breeding are thought
to take place.
For this project a model has been built with a varying part of its area at distances
over 1,000 up to 2,000 m, bearing the field work restrictions mentioned above plus
the commitment to maintain the water table at the present high level. For the rest of
the region a drawdown of the water table from 30 to 80 cm minus the surface level
has been planned with as a consequence an expected large increase in net grass pro
duction. This model has been calculated for a one-man dairy farm having sizes of
respectively 20, 22.5, 25 and 27.5 ha. Its results have been compared with the out
come for an analogous model with the same fraction over 1,000 m without restric
tions and a model with all its land at distances less than 1,000 m.
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Fig. 97. Revenue of labour and soil for a oneman dairy farm model of 20 resp. 25 ha with and
without restrictions, related to the area percent
age situated at more than 1,000 m distance from
the farmbuildings (model Lopikerwaard, see
text).
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From fig. 97 it becomes clear that the harmful effect of the measures involved
under these circumstances exceeds considerably, at least at lower percentages of
restricted area, that of the model for the Eilandspolder. From the first hectare with
restrictions on, a quite substantial depression of net revenue can be noticed.
Two reasons for this different outcome can be given. The first is the lower net
grass production on the land with restrictions, due to field losses at the high water
tables present. The second is coupled with long distances to be covered between
fields and farmbuildings, preventing a profitable shifting of dairy grazing to these
fields and moving the mechanical forms of harvesting to free land nearer the farmbuildings. Under these conditions utilizing spring grass growth and establishing a
sound labour organization is hardly possible and at the least very expensive as soon
as these déficiences have some extent.
Studies of a more recent date also emphasize the great influence of restrictions in
land use, directly or indirectly disturbing farm organization.
Some conclusions
From the foregoing it can be concluded that land use restrictions to protect bird
life which do not disturb the physical production level are, even in case of intensive
land use, hardly affecting potential farm income when the area percentage concern
ed and the internal layout of the holding allow an adequate adaptation. Important is
that the pattern of land use on the individual farm can freely be changed without too
great consequences for production or labour demand.
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Yield reducing restrictions on the other hand will of course always lower the farm
income, the stronger the smaller the farms. For the latter, a physical compensation
will only be possible by an, often hardly to realize, enlargement of the holding area.
Under less favourable conditions, not quite uncommon in areas claimed for bird
life preservation, the question arises whether modern dairy farming, finding its
strength in a high production level on a small area, is still the most obvious form of
land use. Further research will be needed to find out whether other more extensive
types of land use, having hardly any chance to occur in regions with unrestricted
land use in the Netherlands, will in particular cases have comparative advantages
and therefore must be preferred.

4. MODELING OF TRAFFIC ON RURAL ROAD NETWORKS
Th. Michels and Th. G. C. van der Heijden

The demand for an increase of bearing capacity and pavement width of rural roads
in the Netherlands is very likely to persist in the near future. This demand for im
provement mainly is caused by a general increase of the traffic flow and its changing
composition. Observations of the average daily traffic in the last fifteen years have
shown growth trends of about 6% average per year on farm roads and about 10%
per year on rural roads between villages. The essential change in traffic composition
is, more strongly than on national highways, the increasing percentage of passenger
cars (from 35 to 70% in the last fifteen years) chiefly coupled with a decrease of the
relative number of mopeds and bicycles (from 50 to 25% in the same period). Never
theless the absolute number of two-wheelers has increased which leads to an addition
al demand for cycle tracks and safety measures concerning several traffic modes.
Moreover, the use of heavy motor lorries, trucks and bulk carriers for the transport
of fertilizers, fodder and agricultural products is increasing considerably. In 1975,
39% (13,734 km) of the metalled rural road network in the Netherlands was found
to have a surface of moderate or bad quality, and 33% of it showed serious damage
of the verges. This is an indication for the necessity of road capacity and road
construction improvement to avoid excessive maintenance costs which municipali
ties and polder boards are confronted with.
For these reasons it is necessary to have reliable forecasts of the traffic flow and
traffic composition (with respect to modal split and trip purposes) on the rural road
networks which are designed or improved in land consolidation projects on the one
hand and for the assessment of regional priorities, as based on economic evaluation,
on the other hand.
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Rural traffic flows are specific because of strong variations in road use, both spa
tially (type and location of roads) and in time (type of season or day). In contrast
with traffic flows in urban areas where home-to-work traffic is often dominating in
peak load patterns, or on rural highways where trend extrapolations based on rough
regional development trends seem adequate for short-term problems, it is difficult to
forecast rural traffic flow patterns without a detailed knowledge of the functional
relationships of trip generation and route choice with land use and network geom
etry. In particular the high network densities in many rural areas in the Netherlands
make it necessary to accurately simulate route choice behaviour because of its strong
effect on relatively small traffic amounts.
For this reason a research project was started to develop a set of mathematical
models through which traffic flows on any particular road section in a rural network
can be simulated as a function of land use distribution and road network, especially
with regard to the amount of traffic in terms of daily traffic frequency distributions
and to the composition in terms of modal split and trip purposes.
After designing a theoretical framework containing the conventional traffic mod
eling stages, i.e. trip generation, distribution, modal split and assignment, a com
prehensive data collecting programme was set up, both for the purpose of calibra
ting several model parameters and for testing the model's output.
This programme was carried out from 1975 to 1979 in the central part of the prov
ince of North Brabant. It first of all included permanent automatic countings on 49
road sections through the entire survey period. In addition visual traffic countings
were held from 7.00 to 19.00 hours on each of these sections on three day-types
(Thursdays, Saturdays and Sundays) and in three seasons (spring, summer and au
tumn) in 1975 and 1976. Moreover, in 1977 and 1978 series of roadside question
naires were carried out on 25 of these sections on two day-types (Thursdays
7.00- 19.00 and Sundays 9.00-21.00 hours) and in three seasons (see fig. 98).
Methodological information about data collection and processing with regard to
these roadside questionnaires can be supplied on request.
The survey work and data processing could be realized by means of a cooperation
with the Department of Agricultural Engineering of the Wageningen Agricultural
University, which also carried out a household questionnaire programme in four vil
lages within the area in 1976. A similar data collection programme was run on 30
road sections in the Southwest-Friesland lake district in 1972 through 1976. A com
parison of both areas will be carried out as well for analyzing traffic characteristics
as a function of land layout and settlement distribution, as for testing the model's
applicability under different conditions.
Here, a summary of conclusions of a first general analysis of the North Brabant
roadside interview data will be given.
In total about 30,000 drivers were interviewed; they comprise about 75% of total
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Fig. 98. Location of the project area central North Brabant and of the road sections selected for the
traffic survey.

traffic during the survey period. This is in good accordance with the objective of the
survey, which involved a constant number of interviewers on every section, able to
take at least a 50% sample of the peak hour traffic volume, without giving an incon
venient traffic delay. Based on this sample the following conclusions can be drawn
about the total traffic on Thursdays (28,928 trips) and on Sundays (10,621 trips)
over the surveyed road sections.
On Thursdays 77% (Sundays 87%) of all trips was home-based in terms of origin
or destination. Out of the Thursday's traffic 65% had a social trip purpose (of
which 21% was home-to-work traffic) and 27% was commercial traffic. On Sundays
social traffic (53%, of which 39% for visiting relatives and friends) and recreation
(45%) were important trip purposes.
Related to the entire area of the central North Brabant project, 41% of the Thurs
day's traffic had an internal character (both origin and destination inside the area),
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whereas 7% had no relation to the area; the remaining 52% of trips was external
(either origin or destination inside the area). The external relations of the latter did
not reach far outside the project area, however. With regard to the project area plus
the urban areas of 's-Hertogenbosch, Eindhoven and Tilburg, already 90% of the
trips was internal. On Sundays more trips (13%) were through-traffic with regard to
the project area; this is highly related to the driving-for-pleasure trips, of which 45%
had no origin or destination inside the area.
The spatial trip pattern can be illustrated by the frequency distributions of the trip
lengths. On Thursdays 50% of the trip lengths was less than 7 km and 90% was
shorter than 25 km; on Sundays these values were 10 and 33 km respectively. In
general, the trips generating in urban municipalities were longer (median 12 km)
than those from rural origins (median 3.5 km). This may have been caused by the
greater fraction of home-to-work traffic in the 'urban' trips, whereas in the 'rural'
trips shopping and other service traffic dominated. This may also have affected the
modal choice; in 'urban' trips the use of passenger cars was 20% above the 'rural'
figure, which came fully at the cost of the fraction of cycling trips.
Average passenger car filling for social traffic was 1.54 on Thursdays and 2.63 on
Sundays, for recreational trips even 2.85 persons.

5. OUTDOOR RECREATION
H. A. van Alderwegen
During the explosive growth of outdoor recreation in the sixties, the public policy
with regard to outdoor recreation aimed to abolish the manifested lacks of recreat
ion facilities. Since 1970 the government grants for the layout of recreation objects
is based on the results of regional supply and demand (confrontation) analyses.
The aim of the present governmental recreation policy in the Netherlands is to
create a diversity of recreation facilities in accordance with the preferences of the
population, with emphasis on their good obtainability for all social groups.
The recreation research done by the Institute is focussed on the development of
methods usable for construction of regional supply and demand analysis and for
planning of recreational facilities in non-urban areas. Here, some results of recent
research in this field will be given.
Capacity
For the adjustment of the supply of recreational opportunities to the demand an
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assessment of the carrying capacity of the supply expressed as a number of recreat
ion places, is required.
For the determination of the social capacity of local swimming pools the capacity
is concieved as:

b.m.d
where
SC
A
b
m
d

=
=
=
=
=

social capacity of the swimming pool;
surface area of water basins;
normative momentary population density in the basins;
maximum momentary number of visitors, as a fraction of the day-visit;
number of swimmers on the most crowded moment of the day, as a fraction
of the maximum momentary visit.

The social capacity of this type of man-made swimming pools is based on the area
of the water basins, because their construction is so expensive that this element in
the layout is the restrictive factor for the number of visitors. Depending on the
accommodation level and the proportion of the area in basins and in playgrounds, it
appears that 0.20 < d < 0.40 and 0.65 < m < 0.75.
As normative momentary density of the water basins is taken 3.5 m2 per swimmer.
The norms are derived from observation on site researches by visual and photographical registration of the course of the number and location of visitors during a
day. See fig. 99 and 100.
A more objective manner of assessing the social capacity of recreation facilities is
to be obtained by basing it on the preferences of the recreationists. For this kind of
research an observation on site is also needed, but in combination with interviews of
the visitors.
In such an on-site survey the opinion of the respondents about the acceptability of
crowdiness at the moment of the interview, as well as the location of other recreat
ionists near the respondent, is registered. After having classed the respondents per
number of other people present within a certain distance (in the case given here:
other sport fishermen), a histogram as given in fig 101 is drawn. In this graph the
percentage of respondents who are of opinion that it is too crowded at that moment
is plotted against the number of other sport fishermen being within a certain distance,
for example within 50 respectively 100 m. From this, the nomogram of fig. 102 can
be derived which gives the observed number of other sport fishermen within a certain
distance for several percentages of respondents being of the opinion that it is too
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Fig. 99. Density of recreationists on the grounds and in the basins of swimming pool Hoeven at 15.00
hours on 12 August, 1973.

crowded. The tangents give a norm for the social capacity of the banks expressed as
a number of anglers per 100 m. If the policy makers accept a capacity norm which is
agreeable to 90% of the sport fishermen, in this case the norm will be 15 m of bank
per sport fisherman (110/6.6).
Aside from the social capacity in more natural recreation facilities, the ecological
capacity is a management criterion. Some research in this field is done by trying to
determine the effects of treading by recreationists on the wood and heathland vege
tation. In fig. 103 the relative cover of five groups of indicator plants in relation
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Fig. 100. Distribution of recreationists over
different elements of swimming pool Hoeven at
different times on Sunday 1 July, 1973.
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Fig. 101. Percentage of respondents who are of
the opinion it is too crowded in relation with the
observed number of other sport fishermen
within a distance of 50 and 100 m respectively.
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Fig. 102. Observed number of sport fishermen
within a certain distance for several percentages
of respondents (5, 10, 15 and 20%) that are of
the opinion that it is too crowded.
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Fig. 103. Observed relation between the relative cover of five groups of indicator plants and the recreation intensity in the wooded park De Geelders.

with the recreational density is given, as gathered by observations in the field during
a summer season. These relations can be applied for assessing the ecological capac
ity of a woodland when the management aims at the maintenance of a certain eco
system.
Assessing the recreation demand in a region
Basis for the assessment of the recreation demand is the actual recreational be
haviour of the population. During the last ten years many recreation home-surveys
on national and regional level have been done in the Netherlands to quantify the ac
tual behaviour. This with emphasis on:
- the participation of the population in outdoor recreation;
- the activity pattern of the recreationists;
- their spatial distribution.
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Fig. 104. Spatial distribution of sport fishermen from origin Z on
the basis of the spatial distribution of the surface area of fishing
water.
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• 100 ha fishingwater available

This actual recreational behaviour, sometimes converted by sophisticated proph
ecy techniques in (future) demand for recreation, is the input for the regional supply
- demand analysis. The starting point of such an analysis agrees with the aim of the
governmental recreation policy: there should be sufficient facilities for anyone who
wants to participate in a specific recreation activity on the fifth (to tenth) day in the
sequence of most crowded days of a normal year and the distance between home
and facility should not exceed a certain norm value.
To answer the question whether the supply of facilities of a certain kind within a
specific planning area will answer the demand for the recreation activities belonging
to it, the following scheme is used. Here an example will be given which concerns
fishing facilities, with which the number of sport fishing sites needed per municipal
ity has been converted into the demand for sites within a planning area.
As a matter of policy it is taken that the distance between home and fishing site
should not exceed 15 km. Consequently, assessment of the pressure of sport fisher
men within the planning area requires that all municipalities lying within a distance
of 15 km from this area should be taken into account. The percentage of sport fisher
men coming from a municipality that lays a claim on the facilities within the plan
ning area, is assumed to equal the same percentage of the supply capacity of fishing
water within a distance of 15 km from the centre of the municipality and situated
within the planning area. So in the hypothetical case of fig. 104, 10% of the sport
fishermen from Z are to be taken into account in the calculation of the sport fishing
demand in planning area A.
Applying this method to the actual planning area Veluwezoom results in the sport
fishing demand given in fig. 105.
Project planning
An important element in the planning process of a recreation project is the check
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Fig. 105. Percentage of sport fishermen living in municipalities within the sphere of influence of the
planning area Veluwezoom, claiming sport fishing facilities in that planning area.

if the carrying capacity of the project in a specific layout is corresponding with the
capacity aimed at (derived from the supply - demand analysis) as well as with the
future use of the object after the plan is realized. To this end a mathematical model
is calibrated, which is based on the observed spatial distribution of land respectively
water oriented recreationists in the most urbanized part of the Netherlands over
concentrated recreation areas. The model is of the gravity type and is given by:

Y„ = 100 Vu

p,

-

( )

A,f:k

+

e„

where
Yu = observed number of recreationists from origin i to recreation area j (VJ per
100 inhabitants (P,)\
O, = parameter indicating the aspects of demand for recreation in origin /;
Aj = attractiveness of recreation area j\
fa = parameter indicating the effect of the road distance between / and j for the
object group r and written as a discontinuous function per distance class k\
iij = stochastic deviation.
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The estimated attractiveness of the objects are related to their type and the quanti
ty of their layout elements and by regression analysis the relationship A was deter
mined. Also derived was a relationship B between O, and the 'recreation potential'
J
7r, = j=
LA
;fr1u from which it was concluded that O, diminishes with 0.54% when the
l JJ
recreation potential in that region increases with 1%.
In the application of the model to predict the number of visitors to a plan object
the input data are:
-

attractiveness of the existing and planned areas (derived from A ) ;
table of road distances between origin and destination areas;
O, parameters of origins (calculated for the new situation from B);
estimation of the number of inhabitants of the origins in the planning year.

The output is a trip distribution for recreationists in the investigation area, from
which the number of visitors to each of the recreation objects on the normative day
can be derived.
In this manner the effects of the realization of several designs for the recreational
layout of the mid-Delfland area (between The Hague and Rotterdam) were calculat
ed by comparing the situation in the planning year 1990 with and without realization
of the projects (fig. 106).
Finally that design must be chosen of which the layout capacity, as based on cal
culations as mentioned above for swimming pools and banks for sport fishery, near
ly equals the one according the supply - demand analysis as well as the estimation
of the number of visitors after realization as based on the prediction model.
Evaluation
Restrictions on spending public money, also for the improvement of recreational
facilities, are a standing budgetary feature. This makes it necessary to monetarily
valuate the long run social advantages and disadvantages of alternative recreation
plans.
To this end the SPAMOR model has been developed for a monetary appraisal of
the recreational benefits caused by a specific change in the supply of opportunities
with the aid of the consumer surplus concept.
The model consists of three functions, namely the
- participation function, defined as the number of visits made by the population of
origin i, Ph to all opportunities of type j, Qi, and written as:

J

.

6, = ßp, ( £ A j c - ^ j y = ßp.ir?
j= 1
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Fig. 106. Comparison berween observed number of visirors on a summer Sunday in 1972 and the pre
dicrcd number of visitors in 1990 when no new recreation measures are raken (1990-) and when six
recreation areas will be improved respectivcly created ( 1990 + ).

where
J
= E A1 e -ad,,= recreation potentia! of origin i as a parameter for the qualj= 1
ity of opport unities j;
coefficients.
ex, /3, -y
1r,

distribution function, to be taken per recreation object and origin by rneans of a
gravity function:
Q,k
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where
Qik = number of visits to opportunity k by the population of origin
- valuation function, calculated for recreation facilities in opportunity j as derived
from the number of visits from origin i and costs for going to opportunity j ex
pressed as a surrogate price of j for the inhabitants of /. The consumer surplus of
a particular opportunity for the inhabitants of origin i, conform the definition of
consumer surplus, is:
OO

CS, = f QuAcu =

J
C<j

f

00

J
Cij

Q, -^-dc„.= — \Q, - Q<J-j>]

Hi

ay

where Q / J = ß P i f i t i - • * „ ) , being the number of visits to all recreation opportu
nities, j= \ ... J, by the population of i in the imaginary situation that the
particular opportunity under consideration, j, does not exist.
As an example, the yearly recreational value of a state-owned woodland has been
calculated, in which case data gathered by means of a regional inquiry of the
Netherlands Government Forestry Service were used to estimate the model param
eters.
Any improvement of a forest recreation facility will increase the participation of
the population of nearby origins in woodland recreation in general. Furthermore,
the spatial distribution of the recreationists will change; more recreationists will go
to the woodland made more attractive, at the expense of the number of visits to
alternative areas.
In the model these two effects of the realization of a plan can be simulated by the
input of a new attractiveness of the woodlands (fig. 107). The difference between
the sum of the consumer surpluses with and without the improvement is the recreat
ional benefit of the improvement plan for area j.

Fig. 107. The 'demand' and 'distribution' ef
fects on ihe consumer surplus for the population
of origin i for woodland j (fig. A) and k (fig. B)
caused by an increase of the attraction index of
woodland j. Q, number of visits; C, consumer
surplus; 0, final situation; 1 ', effect of increase
in participation; 1, final situation resulting from
the increase in participation as well as the change
in spatial distribution caused by the improve
ment of woodland j.
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The results for the recreational benefits of an improvement plan for the stateowned woodland Sleenerzand are: the total number of visits from the 26 origins in
the province of Drenthe increases with 130,800 visits a year. The recreational bene
fits of the Sleenerzand plan, i.e. the difference between the total recreational value
of the thirteen woodland areas within the region with and without the realization of
the plan, are about Hfl 200,000 a year.

6. INTEGRATING SECTOR PLANS: THE MID-DELFLAND AREA
J. van Rheenen
Introduction
The evolution of an agricultural reconstruction scheme into a multi-purpose land
layout plan has been accompanied by a development in planning processes and in
planning methods. A range of regional studies by institutions and government
services concerned with land layout illustrates these developments.
Mono-disciplinary approaches were followed by multi-disciplinary approaches
and nowadays by interdisciplinary approaches, as for example the central North
Brabant study. More attention has also been paid to the use of staged objectives,
plan alternatives and evaluations of these plans. The obligation to give more
information, for example in official hearings, is also involved in today's planning
procedures and in the characteristics of applied planning methods. Furthermore,
not only for methodological reasons, but also because of the technical possibilities
(as for example digitizing) artificial grid-systems are replaced by non-uniform subdi
visions of the planning areas.
Experience is gained in the use of potential surface analyses and in the application
of optimizing methods (as for example linear and quadratic programming) to land
use competition models (as for example in the Holland-interurbia study). Also exper
imented with are different applications of gravity models for activity allocation
(for example in the project planning for outdoor recreation and the Hollandinterurbia study). As a result of the attention paid to environment impact studies
and to the evaluation method for land layout schemes drawn up by this Institute and
the Netherlands Government Service for Land and Water Use, there is an increasing
emphasis on evaluation methods.
Despite this general development, there remain specific problems of plan genera
tion to be solved. An example is the seeking of the procedure to be followed for
integrating the sector plans for the mid-Delfland area.
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A framework for a synthesis model
Only recently the planning procedure for land development schemes includes the
formulation of four so-called (advisory) sector plans concerning respectively agri
culture, recreation, nature and landscape. As a synthesis of the interests, suggestions
and bottle-necks mentioned in these plans, an outline report is made.
In this context a study was started to a plan design method integrating four al
ready existing sector plans for the mid-Delfland area. In 1979 the development of
the area called Midden-Delfland, a rural area of 6,600 ha between densely built-up
cities (as Rotterdam and Delft) and the Westland glasshouse horticulture area (see
fig. 108), was brought under a special act, the Midden-Delfland Reconstruction Act.
This act indicates the specific and permanent attention that is to be paid to this rural
area. Concrete ideas can also be found in national and provincial planning reports
and in particular of course in the sector plans of the region itself.

Fig. 108. The mid-Delfland area
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This implied the development of a planning procedure capable of handling the
ideas and suggestions, in which the use of objectives and a spatial division in non
uniform blocks play an important role. Fig. 109 gives an outline of the procedure
developed.

Fig. 109. Outline of the planning procedure to integrate the sector plans for the mid-Delfland area.
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Analysis identified objectives and their territorial claims form the basis for initial
ly four subdivisions of the mid-Delfland area (agriculture, recreation, nature and
landscape). Description of each subdivision (intrinsic qualities, suggestions for
future land use) creates possibilities for a final division in blocks. In its turn these
blocks are also described. The resulting function allocation and conflict identifica
tion in each block form together a rough physical outline which, as appeared from ex
perience, is suitable for a first policy judgement. After incorporating policy indica
tions, the procedure is continued with refinements. Studying and formulating of in
teractions between and effects from different functions, form the basis for compre
hensive alternatives.
Steps in this direction now are being worked out. Up to now and for the situation
of the mid-Delfland area the procedure seems to be efficient, but continued studies
and a continued use will be necessary to prove it a success.

7. THE GREEN HEART: THE HOLLAND-INTERURBIA STUDY
./. van Rheenen and Th. Michels
Introduction
The Holland-interurbia area called 'Midden-Randstad', is an area of rural char
acter surrounded by a poly-nuclear urban ring (Randstad), mostly formed by large
cities as Amsterdam, The Hague, Rotterdam and Utrecht (fig. 110).
The pattern of development adopted as an official policy, incorporated the idea
of protecting the green centre and concentrating urban growth in the periphery and
the outer provinces. Unfortunately, recent growth did not follow this expected path:
the Randstad itself shows slow growth, and even a decline in the large cities, while in
the green heart there has been an unforeseen rapid expansion of urban activity.
Furthermore, there was an absence of agricultural reconstruction schemes.
Concern of the authorities over this rapidly deteriorating situation created the
Midden-Randstad study. It initially was aimed at obtaining a comprehensive strat
egy for the Midden-Randstad. During the study its major aspect changed and the
study more and more became a methodological one. The strategy process of
national and provincial planning became the subject.
Conspectus of the strategy process model
The process model contains two levels of analysis, a regional planning level and a
local planning level, each of which consists of two stages; a plan generation stage
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Fig. 110. The Midden-Randstad area.

and a plan evaluation stage (fig. 111). The two complimentary levels in this process
show differences in the following aspects:
- planning: regional planning of activities (structure plans) as against local plan
ning of land use (land use plans);
- physical aspects: the Randstad as a whole (Study Area) as against the MiddenRandstad area (Plan Area);
- models: activity allocation models as against land use models.
After identifying a regional strategy the activity allocation models calculate the
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Fig. 111. Outline of the strategy process.
REGIONAL POPULATION ALLOCATION MODEL

REGIONAL RECREATION MODEL
residential use

industry
recreation
PLAN EVALUATION

Study Area (160 2ones)

Totals by competition-region

residential use
industry
recreation
Plan Area (7 competition-regions)

Local by km^
POTENTIAL SURFACE ANALYSIS

LAND USE COMPETITION MODEL

residential use
industry
recreation
agriculture/horticulture
nature and environment

Plan Area (1877 km^)

PLAN EVALUATION

amount of land required for different activities to satisfy the demand within the
Plan Area. During the analysis at the local level, detailed land use allocations are
made, using certain objectives to guide the plan generation. A cyclic process of
generation, evaluation and refinement is followed until a preferable land use strate
gy has been identified in the plan evaluation stage. Particularly the systematic proce
dure, the linking of two levels of planning and the study of a plan area beyond the
scope of its own region, has given the Midden-Randstad study great importance
both in research and in planning practice.
As previously indicated the entire process consists of separate but linked models.
The most important model at the regional level is the Regional Population Alloca205

tion Model. This model allocates workers to their place of residence, using a gravity
model:

Eftjt ~ acc§

T
iy+

J

- 0,c ' ('"Cu

7=1
where
Tij
Ei
6j
Cij
a, ß

=
=
=
=
=

number of trips between working zone / and residential zone j;
employment in zone /;
residential attractiveness of zone j;
composite costs of travel between zone i and zone j ;
parameters to be calibrated.

The final output of the Regional Population Allocation Model consists of fore
casts of land requirements in each of the 160 zones for industrial and residential
activities. The also resulting population distribution is used in the Regional Recre
ation Model to predict recreation pressures for the major area-consuming recreation
activities.
The output of these models which apply to the Midden-Randstad Plan Area, are
used as control totals to restrict land use allocations within each km2 of the Plan
Area. The land use allocations in the Plan Area are results of the combination of a
Potential Surface Analysis and a Land Use Competition Model. The simplified
mathematical frame is:

P„ = cij + LbjkFijh + £ T.X„, Cunt
k

n I

where
Pij
cij
bjk
Fijk
Cij„,
X„i

=
=
=
=
=
=

potential surface of activity j in km2 /;
a constant relevant for activity j;
weight or effect of the increase by one unit of factor k on Pu\
factor score of factor k relevant for activity j in km2 i ;
effect of a unit of activity / in square n on Pu (n¥ i)\
hectares of activity / located in km2 n with an effect on Ptj.

and

Max. V =
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V

= value of object function;

Pij
Xij

= potential surface of activity j in km2
= units allocated to activity in km2 i.

8. MULTIPLE LAND USE: THE CENTRAL NORTH BRABANT STUDY
C. G. J. van Oostrom and J. A. Kester
The problem
Modern land use planning requires recognition of the fact that next to agriculture,
ever more activities lay claims to the rural area. Technical developments in agricul
ture as well as strongly increased activities in the fields of housing, industry, traffic
and recreation have led to a situation where values of the natural environment,
scenic values included, get hard pressed. Because of this, new demands on the
instruments of planning are made. The problem of allocation of functions has
grown much more complicated and the problem of land layout and land manage
ment requires special attention since, as a rule, more than one single function at a
time and per location will be in operation. Therefore an approach leading to integral
solutions is urgently required.
This approach is to be based on the pattern of requirements in the area concerned,
in the broadest sense, and it must answer the question: where, how and to what
extent, should the required activities or functions be planned to occur.
Aim of the study
The main objective of the 'Midden-Brabant' study, carried out in the central part
of the province North Brabant, is the development of a research methodology that
offers the best possible information on problems of land layout as well as the solu
tion of these problems. Secondary aims are the integration of knowledge acquired
with respect to subproblems and the indication of fields requiring additional funda
mental research.
The Midden-Brabant study proceeds in three successive stages:
- the reconnaissance stage, in which knowledge is obtained about general problems
of land division, as well as about specific problems of the area involved. With
regard to the latter, substantial inventories have been made (an example is the po
tential agricultural parcel size, given in fig. 112);
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p o t e n t i a l p a r c e l size

Fig. 112. Potential parcel size map for agriculture of the central North Brabant area.

- the investigation stage, in which present knowledge is enlarged by means of field
research and literature studies and in which the existing and collected informa
tion, is integrated;
- the application stage, in which on the basis of the knowledge obtained in the
earlier stages, alternative designs of rural development and land layout are made.
In this stage the consequences of various alternatives are defined and calculated
to be able to create a general synthesis.

The investigations
It was the opinion that the answer to questions of function allocation, layout and
rural development can best be given by means of project studies. But then it is essen
tial to put the occurring problems within a wider framework. So a number of
possible alternative land layout designs, that are based on the various disciplines
208

represented in the study are to be made and must be evaluated from a point of view
of agriculture, nature conservation and landscaping.
Aside from agricultural, economical and social aspects, rural development has
ecological and scenic aspects. Because of this, the project studies should be orga
nized in such a way that within the actual context of the problem all disciplines in
volved will be used to reach integral solutions.
It is less the type of a particular research than the mutual tuning of the various
types of investigation, which will give the ultimate success of such a study. The
primary point remains to develop a methodology for solving land layout and rural
development problems, yielding a practical instrument for land division planning.
The most crucial problem is how to obtain a synthesis. Again a procedure in three
stages has been set up:
- recognition of the conditions for integration of the various functions of the area
(sectors, interests, phenomena);
- realizing this integration by way of a planning process;
- projection of this planning process into a social context.
To answer the questions of where, how and to what extent the various functions
should occur, different types of investigation were needed:
- a demand analysis in order to learn the social need of certain functions in the
area, and the desired extent of these functions;
- a suitability research in order to learn which parts of the area are most appro
priate for each of these functions, in other words where should these functions be
located;
- a correlation analysis aimed at establishing the possibilities of combining several
functions within a common space, in other words: how is the layout plan to be
realized.
The first two types of research are sector research (agriculture, natural environ
ment, etc.).
The integration of functions must be considered to be the central problem in this
study. This actually concerns the integration of different land layout designs, each
with a specific priority. The importance of this type of research must be stressed, as
it is a prerequisite to solve the crucial problem in land development studies: to reach
an optimal final solution.
In the Midden-Brabant study agriculture and nature conservation have been
considered as basic sector functions of the area. Landscape values of the area are
considered as being non-sectoral. Nevertheless these aspects play a decisive part in
the design of the land layout alternatives.
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Integration
All research activities, such as the inventory surveys, the data processing and the
tracing of correlations, should, as much as possible, be homogenized and synchro
nized from the start to be able to build integral layout plans from the sector layouts.
These plans are evaluated within an economic, a social, an ecologie and a scenic
context. On the basis of these evaluations, marginal conditions are derived which
give the possibility to design alternative land layout plans. These designs are to be
translated in terms of space in order to create a possibility to insert scenic qualities
and to be able to judge the total appearance of the landscape.
The plans evaluated as being optimal then should be brought before the popula
tion of the region for their say in the selecting of the final layout and land develop
ment possibilities.
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VII. ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS

1. PROJECT EVALUATION
L. J. Locht
Introduction
The Institute has set up procedures for supplying government agencies with an
approximate of the value of their measures based on subjective values as calculated
by applied welfare economics. General evaluations as well as elaborated schemes for
partial evaluations have been provided. Among the latter are those to calculate the:
- effects on agriculture (prepared for the Government Service for Land and Water
Use);
- effects on recreation (prepared for the Government Forestry Service);
- environmental effects.
Agriculture
One of the major aims of the land development projects involved is to avoid a
cumulative process of reducing a region to poverty as happened in the fifties in
regions where alternative employment opportunities were lacking, as in Noordwolde
and Broekhuizen where hidden unemployment was the main regional characteristic.
Essential in the policy statement is that the improvement is to be realized on the
long term, say in the course of one generation of farmers, so in about 30 years. It
proved to be impossible to derive the improvement effects by comparing special
improved and not-improved areas (with and without procedure), as, then:
- identical twin regions would have to be available, which do not exist in the Nether
lands;
- both areas would have to be in need for reconstruction and one of them should
nevertheless not be reconstructed on a long term, which also is an impossible
proposition.
To tackle the problem, a model has been developed with which economic growth
in agriculture is simulated. The model is of use in ex post evaluations to derive the
development without the project (left arrow in fig. 113) and to derive an estimate of
future development for the with as well as the without case (right arrow in fig. 113).
In ex ante evaluations the model has the function of providing estimates of future
development (with and without) from the date of calculation onwards.
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Fig. 113. Four-year-averages of yearly income per holding as calculated for the Waarland region with
and without the executed land improvement project. The curve for the Warmenhuizen region (without a
project) was used to calibrate the Waarland-without-curve.

These are of course conditional estimates. The conditions are explicitly men
tioned, they include assumptions on alternative employment opportunities, relative
prices, savings and investment behaviour of the farmers and even on such common,
but important, factors as whether the spouse inherits money or not.
The main parts of the model are:
- a production function; after extensive research of the possibilities, the Cobb
Douglas function was taken;
- a revenue function, adding a factor for relative prices to the production function;
— a set of functions for labour mobility, based on cohort analysis;
— a set of functions for savings and investments; essential for the cumulative char
acter of the process is the high marginal propensity to save (usually in the neigh
bourhood of .5) and that investment is related to available savings (effectivity
only operating as a constraint);
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— a set of functions for allocation of the farm land becoming available as a conse
quence of labour mobility.
The model has been used for some project evaluations and to estimate consequen
ces of alternative assumptions on price policies for agriculture. It is, however, not
designed for the latter application: prices are dealt with in an aggregated factor.
Improvement in this respect is considered.
Recreation
Following the basic idea of deriving a demand function from the assumed equa
tion of marginal benefits and costs (with costs being the minimum of costs for out
lays and time to arrive at a recreation facility) a model has been developed which
provides an estimate of the distribution of visitors as well as an evaluation of the
effects of possible quality improvements of the facility (from zero on up).
The distribution model differs from the more conventional (gravity model) ap
proach because the actual distribution is accounted by simulating a rational behav
iour maximizing net utility) from preferences with regard to distance, quality and the
need for variation, relating to intervening opportunities. The basic assumption is an
exponential utility function Uh = acfh, where Uh is total utility and q the recreation
frequency. The willingness to pay of the households (h) is derived by taking the
differences in income into account. After that a marginal cost equation is used. The
form of the demand curve warrants the discussion of shifts in the future related to
shifts in preferences and population of the villages of origin at different distances.
The first version of the model was adapted to data from enquiries at the origins. It
has been used in the Midden-Maasland project (1971), a joint project of the agencies
for rural reconstruction and for forestry. Another version has been prepared and
applied in the test case (woodlands Amerongse Berg) of the relevant agency for the
economic evalution of woodland recreation (1976). The evaluation derived in the
latter case is presented in table 22.
Environment
Environment comprises a large number of factors, which have to be dealt with
separately. Discussions about environment as an aggregate quality, as is often done,
does not have much sense in our context. It is therefore not possible to present our
approach in a short general manner. Some of its elements have been presented in an
English publication elsewhere.
One of the more general points introduced is given in fig. 114. It refers to what
can be deduced from the subjective harm of general uncertainty. It is shown that
although the objective value of some effects cannot be derived in monetary terms, it
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may be possible to deduce from the subjective value that some kinds of environmen
tal protection are economically warranted.

2. AGRICULTURAL EVALUATION OF LAND LAYOUT
J. W. Righolt and G. H. Reinds
Introduction
The requirements the physical outfit of rural regions have to meet, are changing
constantly. For a rational farm management, the size, shape and accessibility of
farm lots and parcels must be adapted to the rising cost of labour and the increasing
mechanization of field work and transport. To that purpose measures as land im
provement, reallotment of holdings and resiting of farmbuildings are executed on
a large scale in the Netherlands.
On the other hand, changing of the priorities because of an increasing awareness
of non-agrarian values has a growing influence on reconstruction projects. Partic
ularly the preservation and the design of landscape elements, directly connected
with the growing appreciation of scenery and nature conservation, may influence
size and shape of the farming units as well as their topographical character.
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Research of the layout - management relationships is necessary to achieve a
proper agrarian valuation of these developments. In this paper the technical rela
tions involved will briefly be discussed. They concern the effect of holding layout
and topography on the labour requirement and machine cost of field work and
transport as well as crop yield. A calculation program based on these principles is
operative since 1977.
Labour requirement for field work in relation to land layout
Factors of land layout influencing the duration of field work on rectangular plots
are in short: area and width of the parcels, their borders and their distance from the
operation centre. To analyze this statement, work elements can be divided in five
categories, defined respectively as:
- the main time (F.tf), i.e. the time needed for the actual field work, inclusive
storing at the farmyard and the additional not otherwise related time losses*,
proportional to F, the area to be farmed;
- the turning time of implements on field ends (B.tb), proportional to B, the width
of the parcel;
- the border-bound time ( K . t k ) for cleaning ditches, maintaining hedges or other
boundaries inclusive the delay of field work on field borders, related to the perim• eter of the parcel K and its physical properties;
- a parcel constant (tp) for putting the machines in and out of work on the field
and the corner-bound delay;
- the time for transport (F.E.te) needed to cover the distance between field and
farmbuilding or other relevant centres for transport and supply of goods, as well
as for moving men and implements from field to farmbuilding and vice versa,
proportional to F and to E, the distance to be covered.
Fitting the intended relation to a greater area (a holding for example) can be
realized by summing the separate values of F, B, and K for all P parcels, reading E
as their mean distance. Adding a holding constant tc, this statement can be written,
in its most elementary form, as:
ta = F.tf + B.tb + K.tk + P.tp + F.E.te + tc

* The main time though independent of parcelling is to be included to take into account possible changes
in area of cultivated land resulting from land improvement projects (e.g. as a consequence of digging or
filling of ditches, road construction or changes in land use).
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where
ta is the number of (man)hours needed for performing an activity;
F, B, K, P and E, the field characteristics mentioned above;
tf, tb, tk, tp, te and tc, the corresponding time elements per unit of area, length, etc.
In the case of irregular (nonrectangular) parcels, B is to be considered as being
the maximum dimension of the plot perpendicular to the main tillage direction and
tp can best be written as tp + H.th, H being the number of corners and th the
additional time per corner. In the remaining tp, i.e. the time elements for putting the
machines in and out of work on the field, the time for mid-term transfers can be
included (to be read as a function of E, the distance to be covered), as far as they are
not combined with the beginning or end of a half-day working period.
Taking into consideration the possibility of a mid-term transfer frequency, which
depends on the grouping of separate parcels within a larger (compound) lot, a factor
(L/P)a may be added, L and P being the number of lots and parcels respectively and
a a constant <1. This means a saving on the total traveling time if the existing parcellation makes interfield movements attractive (P>L).
Finally, the time elements for driving to and fro at beginning and end of a halfday's period, formulated as a fraction s.E of this period, may be shifted from F.E.te
to a factor (\ — s.E)'1, converting net working hours into gross working time. Thus,
the above mentioned formula changes, still in a somewhat simplified form, into:
ta = (F.tf + B.tb + K.tk + H.th + P((L/P)\tp) (1 - s.E/1 + F.E.te + tc
When the time elements tf, tb, tk, th, tp, te and tc are totalized for all activities
occurring during a year for one crop or even an entire crop rotation, and represen
tative values are chosen for a and s, the formula will give the mean annual number
of (man)hours needed for the given crop rotation. Dividing this total by the block
area, will give the mean number of (man)hours needed for field work per unit of
gross area in relation to land layout.
Although computer processing allows the incorporation of further details without
too great a calculation problem, the intention to regionally apply the formula will
limit the usefulness of such a refinement. A regionally conducted inventory of data
takes much time and seemed up to now for some characteristics, e.g. the interfield
distance, to be hardly practicable. Automation of map reading, using digital techni
ques will considerably extend the possibilities.
Machine cost and crop yield relationships
In a similar way an estimation of the number of traction and machine hours can
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be made. Totalizing will only be possible after introducing the specific cost per hour
for each machine. Substituting the symbols mf, mb, mk, mh, mp, me and mc, indi
cating the machine cost per unit of area, length, etc. at the given crop rotation, for
the corresponding time elements tf, etc. will transform the formula for labour into a
formula for machine costs.
Crop yield too will be influenced by the holding layout and the kind of border. In
general field borders have a lower production per unit of area than sites without
border influences. In some cases field borders are not cultivated. Moreover, as
already mentioned, land improvement measures often will change the area of culti
vated land as a result of digging or filling up of ditches, etc. The crop yield - layout
relationship too can be formulated analogous to the given formula, leaving out
preparatory and transport items. Per crop rotation, the yield aspects have to be
given in monetary values, the contribution of each crop weighed according to factor
income, i.e. gross return minus variable non-factor costs. Changes in crop yield or
cropping pattern due to land improvement measures or otherwise connected with
land layout, can be inserted as well.
Animal husbandry
Although the above holds both for arable land and grassland, cattle farms face
some special problems of holding layout. Intensive grazing systems on modern dairy
farms need a frequent change from field to field and therefore a non-scattered land
use pattern. For a family farm in the Netherlands, generally comprising dairy cattle
husbandry, young stock-replacements and roughage production, the optimum situ
ation approximately can be realized when 60% or more of the total holding area is
concentrated within one compound lot adjacent to the farmbuildings in which milk
ing is carried out. The remaining 40% then is available for dry cows and young
stock. Cutting for silage and hay-making will occur on both parts of the holding, its
pattern being determined by grass production and stocking density.
Scatter of grazing fields is a hindrance to farm management in accordance with
this system, up till now often circumvented by shifting the herd from one lot to
another simultaneous with a mobile milking equipment. Evaluating the drawbacks
of such a situation would ask for a hardly practicable weighing of the interfield dis
tances as well as balancing the pros and cons of different farming systems for pres
ent and future price ratios.
A more feasible approach seems to be to stick to grazing near the milking place at
home, even when the available area is less than the minimum area needed for dairy
grazing during the whole season and supply, at least as a basis for calculation
(though the system is being practised more and more), the additional need of fresh
fodder from the field lots.
As a consequence, holdings with less than this minimum fraction fm concentrated
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near the farmbuildings will have their dairy cattle graze part of the grazing season
(fw/fm) on the house lot and part (\ - fw/fm) foddered near or inside the buildings,
fw being the fraction of the holding area usable for dairy grazing. Young stock is
thought to graze on the field lots.
On holdings with more than this minimum area concentrated near the buildings,
dairy grazing is situated on the parcels closest at hand. Young stock and dry cattle
are thought to graze on the remaining area. Frequent transport (to bring the herd to
and from the milking place twice a day and supervision of herd and young stock)
makes that a well-based assumption about the site of grazing is very important,
especially in a region with long distances. On the other hand, the need of labour in
cattle husbandry is hardly influenced by parcel dimensions. It can be formulated, in
a somewhat simplified form, as:
tv = Nm {tm + E.tu + (\ - fw.fnr1) (tz + E.tx)\ + U.E.tj + tc
where
tv
Nm
tm + E.tu

tz + E.tx
1 - fw.fm1
L'.E.tj

tc

= number of (man)hours, needed for cattle husbandry;
= herd size;
= time for milking, young stock husbandry, etc. and transport of
manure, comprising a constant per cow (tm) and a term propor
tional to the field distance (E.tu)-,
= additional time per cow in case of non-grazing during summer,
built up as explained above;
= part of the season with non-grazing;
= transport term for young stock, defined as a function of grazing
distance (E) and, to account for interfield movements, number of
lots (L);
= a herd constant.

For a further development, E has to be differentiated according to the activity
involved.
Machine cost and cost of traction can be deduced in a similar manner.
As regards farm output, milk production per cow may have to be lowered in the
case long distances between grazing fields and milking place have to be covered.
Corrections for supplementary feeding in case of non-grazing in summer and a
higher net grassland production can be introduced.
Method of calculation in practice
The calculation program AGREVAL, based on the above mentioned principles,
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can be used to indicate for a range of models differing in layout the effect on farm
income (fig. 115), as well as to evaluate existing or proposed regional situations (fig.
116). Although the result of evaluating an existing situation can be seen as a
measure for land layout quality in itself and, as such, may be useful on behalf of an
interregional classification, in general the existing layout will be compared with a
number of alternative proposals for the area concerned. These proposals may aim at
improvement of the layout at different levels of investment with an ever more close
adjustment to the interests of farm management, or, and preferably at the same
time, may be directed at safeguarding as much as possible elements of natural
scenery when realizing a land improvement project.
Putting into practice the system for an actual situation, most of the parcellation
data can be derived from the Land Division Survey Netherlands. For a number of
characteristics, parcel dimensions for example, for the time being an additional in
ventory is to be carried out. Modern techniques in land survey, however, will make
it possible in a not too far future to obtain a more complete registration of field
data, describing landscape elements as well.
Time elements and other characteristics regarding farm labour, machinery and
traction mostly can be taken from studies by research institutes specialized in these
fields of research. Farm plans and working methods, production levels, etc. can be
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Fig. 115. Net marginal profit in Hfl.ha'.
year-1, resulting from the AGREVAL calcula
tion program for a 25 ha dairy farm model with
varying layout (1 to 5 field lots, at a distance of
respectively 1,000 and 2,000 m, to one compound
lot adjacent to the farmbuildings). Additionally
the effect can be read of the parcel sizes within
the lots.

Table 23. Parcellation characteristics and farm management results obtained with AGREVAL for the
four alternatives from fig. 116.
Alternative
Character

0
Present
situation

I
11
Parcels enlarged up to about
1 ha

Total block area (ha)
of which cultivated
Numbers of parcels
Number of corners
Total border length of parcels (hm)
of which with wire fencing
ditches
hedge or trees
Totalized width of parcels (hm)
Costs of labour and machines*
Gross returns minus extra costs*
Net profit*
Net profit compared with 0 (Hfl.ha1)

2 ha

III
As 11,
correction
of shape

61.3
54.1
82
390
285.7
32.2
165.8
87.7
56.0

61.3
54.1
44
215
211.2
11.3
124.5
75.4
46.5

61.3
54.1
27
153
175.2
0
104.0
71.2
35.6

61.3
54.1
27
122
165.4
0
94.3
71.1
31.6

58.0
60.7
-26.2
0

56.5
62.6
-23.0
177

55.5
63.4
-21.4
269

55.3
63.6
-21.0
292

* Estimates for a 18 ha dairy farm, times Hfl 1,000 per year.

chosen in consultation with regional advisory officers. Transformation of the phys
ical output into farm income can be performed on the basis of a set of linear pro
gramming studies, etc., or by introducing market prices for the relevant factors.
By way of illustration, the results of a trial calculation for the alternative propos
als given in fig. 116 are listed in table 23. In this case a subdivision of total border
length has been made in three categories to be calculated separately, each of them
claiming a specific effect on working capacity and crop production. The same can
be done for the distances to be covered in case of different road quality (field routes
versus metalled roads for example). Object of the calculation in the project concern
ed, situated in the central North Brabant area, was to estimate the effect on farm
management of maintaining the present situation with its high scenic and nature
values, by evaluating in a comparative way some proposals with more favourable
conditions for agricultural use.
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3. COST ALLOCATION OF REGIONAL WATER MANAGEMENT
L. J. Locht
The problem
In the Netherlands organizations for deciding on and executing regional water
management are corporations. Many names are in use for them, but the more
general one is 'waterschappen'. In this article they will be called (water) boards.
The presently used set of rules to allocate costs to the landholders is based on the
surface area of their particular holding to be protected against water distress, or
even their residence as such. Fatal for this set of rules is that nowadays the central
government accepts the responsibility to guarantee safety. So, although the provid
ing of safety is still the main job of the water boards, the final financial responsibil
ity is not. It therefore will be necessary to provide a new basis to allocate their costs
which now exceed a yearly amount equivalent with two hundred million US dollars.
Background of the new proposal
The allocation rules of the boards need the consent of the - provincial - govern
ment, hence it is assumed that public finance theory as an application of welfare
economics is relevant. Policy makers usually have, however, another set of goals
than implied in the formal welfare concept. To stick as an economist to one's dis
cipline and provide a proposal that is acceptable, a structure of recommendations
derived from welfare has therefore been presented stepwise. At each step the im
plications have been mentioned and politicians can bring other preferences to bear
and bargaining is possible. The proposal has been carried out in a test case to get the
appraisal of politicians. It showed that in this case they accepted in principle the
proposals based on welfare economics and that it is helpful for decision-making to
have them state their special preferences explicitly.
Aside from optimality in the welfare economics' sense, equity is postulated as an
aim of this cost assignment. Equity has two aspects: redistribution in reference with
income differences and with fairness. Lacking a formal definition of equity it seem
ed a necessity to derive its interpretation from the policy makers. Hence the pro
gram provided is not an objective solution, it is a tool for deliberations starting with
the economist's proposals. This limitation is explicitly mentioned in its Dutch name:
Economische benadering van de Kostenverdeling voor Waterschappen naar Overheidsmaatstaven = EKWO. The abbreviation furthermore refers phonetically to
the major aims implied: equity and optimum.
Marginal cost rule
The best known device of welfare economics is, that prices should be equal to
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marginal costs. This leads to optimum production including optimum growth of
production. This device as such cannot always be applied. There are physically joint
costs and economies of scale which procure also economically joint costs. The optimality condition is therefore restated as: cost allocation should interfere the least as
possible with the taking of decisions in accordance with the marginal cost rule. Con
sequently the costs or benefits of other possibilities the actors have, should be
constraints on the to be allocated costs. This implies that the parties 'can' agree on
the cost allocation. This is our formulation of the 'unanimity rule' and it is con
sistent with the optimality rule.
Maximum allocation initially
The possibilities the users have when not cooperating in the water board, decide
on the upper constraints of cost allocation. Those are:
— to do without the utility. The actor then will lose the benefits in use (B use);
— doing without this cooperation but still producing the same facility. The effect
would be to 'stand by oneself' and the actor will have to bear the thus involved
costs (C one)-,
— to provide for (the least expensive) other facility with the same use. The effect for
the actor would be to bear his alternative costs in the narrower sense (C alt).
This leads to: the maximum levy for party i (L{max) is the lesser of B,use, CjOne
and Cfllt. This is a well-known device in project appraisal where it is often present
ed as a matter of fairness. In the test case of this study, the device for calculating
the maximum levy as such was indeed accepted by the policy makers as a matter of
equity.
Minimum allocation
The minimum allocation is to be deduced from the possibilities of the board, as
actor, not to include a specific group of users (k). In the project appraisal context
this possibility is that the board bears the costs for a project for (i - k) parties. This
amounts to k having to pay: the total costs with all i parties included, less total costs
with (i - k) parties included. It is usual to call this difference 'separable costs'
(C sep) to make clear that it refers to ex ante marginal costs (including investment
costs). Also 'incremental costs' is used, which is done to make clear the dealing with
the unit the investment decisions refer to.
After execution of the project the price structure may change or for example part
of the population can have moved out of the region. This may imply that C alt or
B use drop below C sep especially where the services are group goods for which costs
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do not vary with the number of users. It would be inefficient to stick ex post to Csep
and drive those groups of users out with applying Li min = C sep. The standpoint
taken here is therefore that merely from the point of view of optimality C alt and
B use should be upper constraints for L, min. To these constraints, C one is added
for the, unusual, case that C one < C sep.
Maximum allocation reconsidered
The device of L max as the lesser of C one, C alt, B use superseded in the fifties in
project appraisal the device of allocating ex ante marginal costs (incremental costs)
to each task or party except the major one, that major task or party then bearing all
the joint costs. This change in device matched the multipurpose character, implying
equitable goals. The program here dealt with includes and delimitates equitable as
well as non-equitable tasks (procedure 1 in fig. 117). With regard to non-equitable
(groups of) tasks, the 'priority of use' method is applied.
In the scheme of procedures (fig. 117) this is implemented by:
- starting the calculation of costs for equitable tasks - procedure 2 - with a lay
out of the region as required for providing for safety and omitting in procedure 1
private goods and incidental services;
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see text
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Fig. 117. Scheme to allocate costs of water management (Cj and costs of water boards (C*) in finally
agreed upon variant. Numbers refer to procedures as discussed in the text.
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- estimating costs for safety as a basic facility and private goods according to
actual pricing. This is presented in the right upper part of the scheme.
Sharing joint costs
Because in this context it is taken into account that a device is required that holds
ex post, Li min was proposed as the minimum allocation; it being the lesser of Csep,
C alt, B use fand C one). This is one of the reasons that this device cannot be deno
ted as Seperable Costs - Remaining Benefits (SC-RB), where C sep is used. The
proposed device for calculating the levy is:

• >
Li = Li min + (TC - llLimin)

Li max - Li min
L(Li max - Li min)

where (TC - LLimin) are the joint costs.
Each user gains an equitable part of the benefits of cooperation. The difference
with the SC - RB formulation at this point only implies that if B use or C alt have
dropped below C sep (and they still cooperate), the share of joint costs of those
parties is zero instead of negative.
Deliminating the parties with reference to the water board tasks
The actual allocation job starts in EKWO (procedure 1 fig. 117) with agreeing
about a table with the tasks of the board as one entry and of the parties as the other
entry. After setting apart basic tasks and private goods and incidental services, only
equitable purposes are left. If the notion of what each party is would be clear-cut
economically, the agreed-upon-table would suffice at this level of the program. The
definition of parties is, however, not yet clear; this is dealt with according to princi
ples of coalition and according to the pollutor pays principle.
Application of procedure 1
The drainage district Oldambt in the province of Groningen was used as test case
as its water board has a task and covers an area not too complicated.
A comprehensive discussion with and in the board, led to a table of which the
most relevant part is given in table 24.
Allocating costs of equitable water management tasks
The calculus of cost magnitudes of these kinds of allocation, called procedure 2,
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Table 24. Conclusion from procedure 1 in first instance: delimitation of the tasks of the water board
Oldambt with a division according to basic, equitable and private plus incidental services and the parties
distinguished for equitable tasks and private services (1 through 7).
Basic

Equitable tasks

Private and incidental

safety of

water

ditto

accell.

salinity

water

residence*

discharge

additional

discharge

abatement

supply

incidental*

mainte
nance

Built-up area
scattered (1)
concentrated (2)

x
x

x

Agriculture
farming (3)
horticulture (4)

x
x

x
x

Mining (5)

x

x

Infrastructure
roads (6)
waterways

x

x

Landscape and recreation (7)
fishing
woods
nature

x

x
x

x

x
x
x

* For brevity sake these tasks are scarcely dealt with in this paper. Their costs are allocated separately fprocedure 6 in
fig• 117).

would be very laborious if the water management system is not programmed for a
computer. The available physical models often are too complicated to be efficient
when only a cost allocation is involved. An existing model by Van der Maarel, which
interprets the system with a network of which the nodes represent areas with the par
ty's actual environment, requirements and details of water course sections, gives an
output consisting of width of water courses, required pumping capacity, etc. This
model fits EKWO, of which procedure 2 provides the (yearly) costs in some detail,
here costs is defined as related to investment as well as operation (table 25). Costs
related to investment only, to be used later on, are also presented.
Applying the allocation device to the costs of water management according the
formula discussed under Sharing joint costs (this is called procedure 3 in fig. 117), is
only possible after the calculation of C alt and B use or the agreement that they are
not actual constraints, that is > C one. As is clear from table 25 and 26 this was
assumed to be the case for most parties, not for concentrated buildings, horticulture
and landscape and recreation. The benefits for landscape and recreation are in fact a
backed-up proposal to the policy makers. It is backed up by relating their use in the
region to a detailed study of the consumers surplus elsewhere. For agriculture this is
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Table 25. Conclusion from procedure 2: costs of water management in Hfl 1,000 at selected (accounting)
prices (time preference 5% per year; opportunity costs for land Hfl 1,000 per ha and year).

Area

Operation and
investment costs

(ha)

C sep

Scattered buildings (1)
Concentrated buildings (2)
Farming (3)
Horticulture (4)
Mining (5)
Roads (6)
Landscape and recreation (7)

549
370
17,095
84
213
492
624

205.3
2,345.6
189.0
1,305.7
141.5 1,295.6 (1,448.0) 128.6 1,141.6 ( 846.0)
3,449.6
4,657.7
6,389.6 3,054.1
37.2
70.5 ( 425.8)
35.2
46.2 ( 281.4)
69.4
1,025.1
66.1
608.1
174.9
2.722.9
161.9
1,509.1
1,198.6
89.5
2,173.8
85.6

Coop, of equitable tasks

19,934

7,190.7

C alt

Investment costs only
C one

C sep

C alt

C one

5,391.5

Table 26. Conclusion from procedure 3: judgement on benefits in use, deriving Li min and L, max and
applying the allocation device (magnitudes in Hfl 1,000).

Scattered buildings (1)
Concentrated buildings (2)
Farming (3)
Horticulture (4)
Mining (5)
Roads (6)
Landscape and recreation (7)
Sum

Benefits
in use

L, min

>
>
>
>
>
>

205.3
141.5
3,449.6
37.2
69.4
174.9
89.5
4,167.4

100.0

Li max Li min

Allot Allotment +
ment assignment*

2,345.6
1,296.6
6,389.6
70.5
1,025.1
2,722.9
100.0

2,140.3
1,154.1
2,940.0
33.3
955.7
2,548.0
10.5

661.5
866.8
356.7
498.2
908.7 4,358.3
10.3
47.5
295.4
364.8
787.5
962.3
3.2
92.7

13,949.3

9,781.9

3,023.3 7,190.7

Li max

* With assignment is meant what the party is responsible for (Li min), the allotment of its share of joint costs being total
costs (7,190.7) minus LLtmin (4,167.4). The share is (L, max - L, min) / -.(I. max - L min/. Hence the allotment is
0.309071 times (L,max - L. min).

done with the usual approach of the Government Service for Land and Water Use.
In principle, however, EKWO is a tool for deliberations and the onus probandi for
C alt and B use rests with the parties (table 26).
Policy check on allocated water management costs
Because C alt and B use are relevant in reference to all costs for water management
EKWO deals with that first, in the left side of the scheme given in fig. 117. What is
derived from optimality with regard to choices holds at this level. The first policy
check (called procedure 4 in fig. 117) and the possibly required calculations either
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for coalitions or with other estimates of B use, will not be discussed in this short
paper.
Water board costs
The major point is the involvement of the Government Service for Land and
Water Use of the Ministry of Agriculture. It provides an improvement in infra
structure including that for water management and only part of the cost is reimburs
ed by the water boards. The reasons are either equity or the water board's
reimbursement possibilities.
The equity argument is, that each should pay equal for equal services and general
ly speaking no one should pay more than his benefits. Because revenues on the
farms are wide apart, this amounts to a reimbursement to the water board which is
considerably below total benefits as is illustrated in fig. 118. Total benefits are in
this case about Hfl 44,600. Assume this warrants the project in the cost benefit anal
yses. Because a reimbursement of this amount runs counter to equity, many farmers
would have to pay more than their benefits or they would have to pay differently for
the same service, one can reimburse much less, say Hfl 150 per ha and year amount
ing to Hfl 15,000 over the entire area. The bearing of costs by the Government
Agency, for this reason has of course to reduce only the farmers' share in costs of
water management. This point can be dealt with also from the Wicksellian, relative,
unanimity condition.
Among the purposes of the Service is the one to provide in some instances for
landscape and recreation usability. Its bearing these costs is only done with regard to
investment costs and referring only to separable costs. This Service, as well as
others, have also policies with regard to other parties, which will not be discussed

n=100

Fig. 118. Total benefits of a project for equi
table services to farmers differing in farm man
agement and acceptable reimbursement, if each
should pay the same and only some pay more
than their benefits. Here « is a percentage of the
number of farmers and E is the real effect of the
improvement in Hfl 100 per ha and year.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1 0

classes of E
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Table 27. Conclusion from procedure 5: deriving the share of the water board in the costs for water
management in Hfl 1,000 respectively per cent.
Water management

Share of others (%)

Share of water board

assign-

allot-

assign-

allot-

assign-

allot-

ment*

ment**

ment

ment

ment

ment

50
100
50
50
100
100
100

60
0
60
60
0
0
0

94.5
0
1,527.0
17.6
0
0
0

Investment costs
scattered buildings (1)
189.0
concentrated buildings (2)
128.6
farming (3)
3,054.1
horticulture (4)
35.2
mining (5)
66.1
roads (6)
161.9
landscape and recreation (7)
85.6
sum
Operation costs
scattered buildings (1)
concentrated buildings (2)
farming (3)
horticulture (4)
mining (5)
roads (6)
landscape and recreation (7)
sum

368.2
314.3
662.4
6.7
175.2
436.5
1.8

293.3
42.4
246.3
3.6
120.2
351.0
1.4

446.9

1,058.2

241.8
147.3
314.3
314.3
265.0 1,792.0
20.4
2.7
175.2
175.2
436.5
436.5
1.8
1.8

share (^o)

8.11
10.54
60.09
0.68
5.88
14.64
0.06

1,640.5 1,342.9 2,982.0 100.00

3,723.2 1,956.1

16.3
12.9
395.5
2.0
3.3
13.0
3.9

total

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

16.3
12.9
395.5
2.0
3.3
13.0
3.9

293.3
42.4
246.3
3.6
120.2
351.0
1.4

309.6
55.3
641.8
5.6
123.5
364.0
5.3

20.57
3.68
42.64
0.37
8.20
24.19
0.37

446.9

1,058.2

1,505.1

100.00

* Investment costs included in C sep (possibly in C alt).
** Investment costs included in C one (possibly in C alt).

here; the implications of those policies are inserted in the third and fourth column of
table 27 as the conclusion from procedure 5.
Replacement values and outlays
The cost estimates in earlier sections are estimates in replacement values; this has
to be that way to be able to compare them with C alt and optimality of the choices
and also with reference to B use. The water board's actual outlays, ex post, are far
less. Most of the difference is related to investment and each participant's share is
reduced in proportion to what the prime allocation for investment costs is. Because
elsewhere in society such consequences of inflation, etc. also accrue to investors this
seemed to be the least diversion from equal chances for growth (optimality), be it
rough (table 28).
Final remarks
The EKWO program was tested on its sensitivity for the accounting prices for op230

Table 28. Conclusion from procedure 6: allocation of costs of the water board Oldambt for 1977.
Investment
costs*
Board outlays* in 1977
basic task
equitable tasks

653,355

Allocation equitable tasks
scattered buildings (1)
concentrated buildings (2)
farming (3)
horticulture (4)
mining (5)
roads (6)
landscape and recreation (7)

52,987
68,864
392,601
4,443
38,417
95,651
392

Operation
costs*

Investment costs +
operation costs

1,443,949 2,097,304

350,007 = 16.7%
297,020
122,001 = 5.8%
53,137
615,700 1,008,301 = 48.1%
9,786 = 0.5%
5,343
156,821 = 7.5%
118,404
444,942 = 21.2%
349,291
5,446 = 0.3%
5,054

Overhead
costs**

Total costs

439,391

2,648,859
112,164
2,536,695

73,327
25,560
211,242
2,050
32,854
93,217
1,141

423,334
147,561
1,219,543
11,836
189,675
538,159
6,587

* Incidental services are already excluded; the derived shares - last column table 27 - are applied ones.
** Overhead costs are distributed in proportion to the preceding column.

portunity costs for land and the time preference. It showed up to be steady in these
respects.
On an area basis, concentrated buildings would pay in the new approach the same
as in the old one (399 and 396 respectively). Scattered buildings have to pay much
more, where this regards farmhouses this would be compensated for by the lower
levy on agricultural land. Roads did not bear a share up to now. For landscape and
recreation much less would have to be paid, because of the large payment by other
agencies for landscape and recreation in the investment stage, which as such is taken
into account.
It is proposed that the for 1977 derived shares as rates of outlays for equitable
tasks are used for the forthcoming years, up to the time that a party comes with an
argued request for reconsideration.
The policy team that has seen its application in the test case, has expressed its con
fidence in the proposal discussed above. However, there are many water boards
operating under much more complicated conditions than the one studied in the test
case and many obstacles still will stand in the way of implementation. This is not
surprising in a domain with such an overwhelming number of traditions as the water
boards in the Netherlands have.
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